He Is Risen!

"In the end of the sabbath, as it began to dawn toward the first day of the week, came Mary Magdalene and the other Mary to see the sepulchre. And, behold, there was a great earthquake: for the angel of the Lord descended from heaven, and came and rolled back the stone from the door, and sat upon it. His countenance was like lightning, and his raiment white as snow: And for fear of him the keepers did shake, and became as dead men. And the angel answered and said unto the women, Fear not ye: for I know that ye seek Jesus, which was crucified. He is not here: for he is risen, as he said. Come, see the place where the Lord lay. And go quickly, and tell his disciples that he is risen from the dead; and, behold, he goeth before you into Galilee; there shall ye see him: lo, I have told you. And they departed quickly from the sepulchre with fear and great joy; and did run to bring his disciples word. And as they went to tell his disciples, behold, Jesus met them, saying, All hail. And they came and held him by the feet, and worshipped him. Then said Jesus unto them, Be not afraid: go tell my brethren that they go into Galilee, and there shall they see me.

Then the eleven disciples went away into Galilee, into a mountain where Jesus had appointed them. And when they saw him, they worshipped him: but some doubted. And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world. Amen.” Matthew 28:1-10, 16-20 KJV
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Pine Branch Baptist Church
48 Chimney Road
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
Phone: (828) 766-9101
www.pinebranchbaptist.net
Pastor - Bobby Joe Greer
Sunday School - 9:45-10:40am
Worship Service - 10:45am
Sunday Evening - 6:30pm
A Bible-believing Fellowship Loving God and Loving People

The Bridge Church of WNC
207 Pinnacle Drive
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
www.bridgewnc.org
Pastors - Tom & Tammy Anglin
Sunday Service 10:30AM
Wednesday Service 7:00PM
Church Office M-F
9:00AM-3:00PM
“Home of the Country Christian Church”
Our passion is to help connect the Body of Christ in this area in order to see the Fire of God transform our community, state, nation and world (See John 21:12)

Baker Chapel Baptist Church
38C Chapel St.
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
828-765-6990
www.berrychapellbaptist.com
Pastor - Steve Williams
Sunday School 9:45 AM
Worship Service 11:00 AM
Sunday Evening Care Meal
Ministry - 5:30 PM
Wednesday Evening Service 7:00 PM
Where Everybody is Somebody And Jesus Christ is Lord!

Spruce Pine United Methodist Church
1100 Hwy. 226 South
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
www.sprucepineumc.org
spruc3@bellsouth.net
828-765-7446
Pastor Rev. Jeremy Trolcer
Sunday School - 10:00am
Sunday Worship - 11:00am
Choir Wednesday - 7:30pm
The mission of Spruce Pine United Methodist Church is to be a mission as a till sending the Good News of Jesus Christ through: Worship, Fellowship, Education, and Nurturing Service.

First Advent Christian Church
211 Lenoir Road
Morganton, NC 28655
828-437-6236
www.firstadvent.com
Pastor Patrick Bradshaw
Associate Pastor Javier Guzman
Pastorbradshawmorganton@gmail.com
Sunday School 10:00 AM
Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Wed: Youth Ministry Meeting 4:30PM
Adult Bible Study / Prayer 6:30PM
Choir Practice 7:15PM
Sat: Band Practice 4:30PM
“Preaching Christ Crucified, Risen and Coming Again”

Morganton Seventh-day Adventist Church
2157 Jamestown Road
Morganton, NC 828-594-8212
Pastor Rick Mercer
Sabbath (Saturday) Bible Study - 9:30 AM
Sabbath Worship - 11:00 AM
Vegitarian Buffet after church
Wednesday
Praise, Prayer & Proclaim - 7:00 PM
www.morgantonsda.org

Faith Fellowship Church
Cham-Ray Rd.
Morganton, NC 28655
(828) 475-9984
www.fnc.org
www.flaudio.org
Pastor - David Gillespie
Sunday School - 10:00 am
Worship Service - 11:00 am
Wednesday Bible Study - 7:00pm
“Thieves of a good man are plotted by the Lord
And he delighteth in his way.”
Psalm 37:33

AltaPass Baptist Church
3631 AltaPass Hwy
Spruce Pine, NC 828-765-6600
www.altapassbaptistchurch.com
Dr. Marcus R. Benfield
Sunday School - 10:00am
Worship - 11:00am
Sunday Evening - 6:30pm
Sunday Youth Program - 7:00pm
1st & 3rd Sunday (Conductors for Christ ages 5-11)
2nd & 4th Sunday (Teen Discovery ages 12-18)
Worship - 7:00pm
“A Christ-Centered, Bible Believing Church”

Grassy Creek Baptist Church
793 Old US 226 Hwy
Spruce Pine, NC 828-765-4620
www.grassycreakbc.org
Pastor Dave Newton
Sunday School 10:00am
Worship Service 11:00am
Sunday evening 6:30pm
Wednesday: J.A.M. (Youth and Me) 7:00pm
Seakers (young adults) 7:00pm
Mid-week worship 7:30pm
“Thats Mont County may know Christ”

Banner Elk United Methodist Church
48 College Dr.
Banner Elk, NC (828) 863-8650
Pastor Dan Brubaker
Sunday School - 10:00 am
Contemporary Service - 9:45 am
Traditional Worship Service - 11:00 am
Open S Tonight Meeting - 4:30 pm
AA Celebrate Big Block Monday - 7pm
UMM & UMM Meeting - 3rd Sat. 10:00 am
English Classes - Tues. & Thurs. 6 - 9 am

Bear Creek Baptist Church
237 Bear Creek Road
Bakersville, NC 28705
www.bearcreekbaptist.org
Pastor David Swenson
Reverend Bruce Cannon
Sunday School 9:45 AM
Worship Service 10:45 AM
Discipleship 5:30 PM
Evening Worship 6:45 PM
Wednesday Worship 7:30 PM
“For God so loved the world, he gave his only Son…”

Bakersville United Methodist Church
119 S. Mitchell Avenue
Bakersville, NC 28705
828-765-5016
Pastors -
Dr. Louis H. Woodard, &
Rev. Gene Lanier
Sunday School 11:30 AM
Morning Worship 10:00 AM
“Come grow with us”

West Burnsville Baptist Church
222 West Burnsville Rd.
Burnsville, NC 28714
(828) 882-9300
Reverend Dan Brubaker
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Service: 10:30 am
Evening Service: 6:00 pm
Wednesday Service: 6:30 pm
Church Vision: To become passionate followers and servants of Jesus Christ who disciple others to his spiritual and physical needs of our church and community.

Plumtree Presbyterian Church
4207 Old 74 Highway
Plumtree, NC 28964
www.plumtreepchurch.com
Pastor Ryan Bridgde
pastor@plumtreepchurch.com
Sunday School 9:00 am
Worship Service 11:00 am
Life Groups: Sunday-Thursday evenings, 7:00 pm
Healing Service: 2nd Sunday of each month, 6:30 pm
Join 1516 You did not choose me, but I choose you and appointed you to go and bear fruit—that fruit will last. Then the Father will give you everything we ask in prayer.

Burbank Baptist Church
4668 Burbank Rd.
Morganton, NC 28655
828-765-2397
For more information, please visit www.burbankbaptist.org
Pastor, Dr. David Mills, Sr. Pastor
8:30am - Early Worship
9:45am - Sunday School
11:00am - Worship
6:00pm - Evening Worship

St. Lucien’s Catholic Church
695 Summit Street
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
Phone: (828) 766-2224
Sunday Mass 9:00 am
Wednesday Faith Formation
Food Pantry Wed. 1:00-4:00pm

Burke County Baptist Church
105 Pinnacle Drive
Morganton, NC 28655
www.biofbc.com
Pastor - Rocky Branch
Senior Pastor
Sunday School - 9:45 am
Sunday Worship - 10:30 am
Sunday Evening - 6:00 pm
Wednesday Evening 6:30 pm
“Knowing God, Sealing God, Serving God, Submitting to God”

First Baptist Church of Spruce Pine
125 Tappan Street
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
www.firstbaptist.com
emails@firstbaptist.com
Pastor Dr. Rocky Branch
Senior Pastor
Sunday School - 9:45 am
Sunday Worship - 10:00 am
Sunday Evening - 6:00 pm
Wednesday Evening 6:30 pm
“Knowing God, Sealing God, Serving God, Submitting to God”

Great Hope Seventh-day Adventist Church
29070 US Hwy 70 E
Morganton, NC 828-475-2040
Pastor Barry Marroney
Sabbath (Saturday) Bible Study - 10:00 am
Sabbath Worship - 11:00 am
Tuesday Vegetarian Buffet after church
Wednesday - Praise, Prayer & Proclaim - 7:00 pm
www.greathopeadsa.com

You can let tourists, visitors and even neighbors know where your church is and when you meet by listing in the BRCC Church Directory. This visible and effective advertising is specially priced at $300.00 per year for our churches - approximately $5.75 a week!

Call us at 828-765-6800 to enroll in this important outreach effort.
The Beast We Face
By Timothy W. Iron
Burke County

"For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places."

(Eph. 6:12)

As the distant settles the miles, the golden rays of fading sunlight cast their last hopeful upon the sultry clouds that lie amongst the foot of the mountains. There is a day that remains the same. What man can say he knows the workings of the Almighty when he can scarcely recall one from another, twix the hours of time that passeth us.

His charge, one of Keeper, to watch over their domain and protect them from the darkness. As the fog of ancient tomes drifts across the driven land, he is called to another place, a memory gone by, faded from view as the vines and the earth alike removed. As the sun sets, the sky darkens, and the evening wind stirs the grasses of the field, there is no see what is needed to bring the old place back to life. With him travels another soul, one he cannot see, but he can sense its presence. It is a gentle, kind spirit like himself; but strong in ways he cannot match. They are connected, he and the Keeper, and in that connection, lie the gentle bane and sinew. Together, their force is mith to the Master they serve, but neither dare compare to their creator, for each dwelleth only to serve Him more.

As they arrive, their first visit is to an embankment built on the edge of the estate, just inside the front gate. Further up the drive on the hill sits the darkest, sunnier mountain, as if its mountain is in some way speaking to one of where all manner of animals, food, and life thrived. The building in which they now stood once was a stable and maintenance shed. Now, the rusty veins of despair speak through swollen arms of branches and vines that have devoured its once-formidable structure. As the sun sets over the door handle, the smell from within cause the hard to stand up against his spine.

The multitude of breed and leaf, there is something of a dire will that lurks. An evil being lies waiting. It has reencountered its own soul for a void it cannot fill, a wickedness beyond compare. The gentle spirit is alarmed, and at once perceives the danger. Both Keeper and gentle being began to back away, but before they can reach the light of day, the swirl of earthly flesh sliding across the antiquity of concrete splits fear into, clearing sanity from flight, as the beast seeks to devour the soul. The sense of cunning overwhelmed the Keeper as he is the beast. He was as it was as if he had known they were coming and was welcoming their offering, their sacrifice of body and soul. A feeling of pain, horror, and unfathomable power surges through the Keeper as he suffers the feeling of the gentle spirit being torn asunder. But there was no sign of struggle. The gentle one stood prepared for battle, but there was only the feeling of the oncoming.

Each being stood waiting, each heightened senses. Their enemy, nothing of this world nor principalities, circles; watching, waiting.

Then without warning, it strikes the gentle one from behind, out of nowhere the reigns of pain exploded coals instantly engulfing the young being. There was no time to scream, so quick were its Szaccin: silence engulfs about him. Incredibly, there was nothing they could do to stop it: nothing of this world could help.

Lighting through the Keeper’s veins as it is blotted by rage. His heart faster, as he is the beast. Acts of destruction are lifted to the Master’s realm, and as quickly, there is an answer.

The sound of rushing winds blast past the Keeper’s ears, until he cannot restrain his body in space. As he feels the world around him begin to summen, shafts, overhead, all quantitative of space and time possess. His eyes are closed as the universe seems to come to an end. Each magnificent horse was through strange vacillated eyes to see himself bald in sunlight upon a flashes mows lawn. Looking up, he sees the previously decaying man, now ago in the setting sun. It is there, and pan are perfectly painted and shining like new.

It is so that he, the Keeper, acts with zeal. In his stead, the beasts of man’s black and white, the young one’s broken, now he is the beast. An evil being lies waiting, a void it cannot fill, a wickedness beyond compare. The gentle spirit is alarmed, and at once perceives the danger.

"Nassiu," replies the servant. "I need him. He was walking da horses to da stables. I'm not sure if he needs now!"

"Nassiu, I'll come run down to the stables and let him know if you want!"

"Well, on second thought Eugene, that might be a splendid idea."

"Yes, I see it is not necessary, the Master said that you had to stay at the stables."

The doors of the barn opened, and the whisper of the horses broke the silence.

"Eugene said..." the young man called.

As the Keeper watched the young man work, he opened the stall doors for each Percheron, placing the gentle giants into their own paddocks. The horses pranced, for something was causing them to stir. The Keeper thought it must be his own presence that created their disdain. But as the thought passed, so did the suspicion that had so recently stirred. The Keeper felt the wings of the his soul stir. The thirty-foot-long python was an exoskel. It had survived the traitor whale when the man who had claimed it from the jinxs lost it to transit to one of the city towns. They had no idea that those who had extracted it from the South American jungle never lived to see it beared the train north. Their skeletal remains long ago excreted from the body. Yet, it was still there, still living with its darkness.

The recriminations who were the theme of the scene of the twisted train never found the bakeman or engineer. They too succumbed to the beast. The wormhole of the summer had buoyed its life force until it now found itself savouring its next meal below. The yellow slimed eyes watched it to a lesser. It laughed at the opportunity for food.

Unaware, the youth continued to try to ease the tension of the horses, but to no avail. He had backed his way out of one of the stalls when he felt the strand of straw drop from above. Just as he brushed it off his shoulder, he looked up to see what might have caused the disturbance. Before he could react, the beast sprung into his cell onto the empty floor. The horses screamed in unison as the lord was hoisted to his feet. The hands fought against the massive shoves that threatened his life. As he struggled, the Keeper watched him to find any form of breath as the evil began to squeeze each time he exhaled until his ribs began to crack beneath the strain. His desperate hand found to slow the beast’s claws, even as it sought to rend him. As he had used earlier in the day to break off a piece of rope. In a last faint act, he swung toward the lethal mauling that now engulfed his body, he struck again and again. The blood of the beast’s blood began to flood the stall below, but only increased the fervor for its withe tightened upon the boy. Boxes began to crash as the beast of the innocent began to slow down.

The Keeper watched in revolving fear as he saw all that transpired, helpless to stop the horror. The Keeper watched as once again to his knees and wept as the sound of the human body was slowly drawn into the gaping mouth of the silkening demon. The last thing he heard was a whispering voice cry out its last breath, “Mother.”

It was true, something that paddock changed. The feeling of a spirit of evil grew. The dusk had devoured the precious sun, their only child, the one that was to become the heir to all that was, and now, nothing remained but the beast allowed it. For once the soul of the boy was exchanged from one to the other, its evil and intellect were magnified unfulfilled. All of the envy and hate the lad had harbored against his father for forcing him to carry on the work of the plantation now transferred into the dark being. The bitterness was like sweet essence to the beast as it suffused upon the laurel like honey from the comb.

About that time, the door of the barn opened, and the loyal servant peered into the darkness.

"Jackson, my boy, you are in here!" The black man shaded his eyes from the bright light from the outside trying to find a focus into the dark cell of death before him. He had seen the boy grow from childhood into a young man. He had come to know the Master as the boy grew into a horseman continued to cry as the smell of blood spewed uner from his foart.

The Eugene timidly pushed the door aside and stepped in, pulling the cap from his forehead. The Keeper wanted to call to him, but again, it was not his time, nor could he speak. The evils of the evil one now silenced slid into the shadows awaiting its next victim.

The old man wearied of the silence and called again, raising his hand to the fearful horses trying to calm them as he walked further into the lair of darkness.

"Jackson, if you hear me?" The chamber fell onto the floor caught his eyes, and his breath was taken away. At that instant, before he could think to run for the door, the feeling of cold death, wrapped around his body from above, and like his master, Eugene began to fight for his life. Heavy, black coldness wrapped around his body, tightening until the breath was released from his lungs of the old man. There was nothing left of the faithful servant, as he too joined the combined souls within the evil. The Keeper watched in utter horror as the inevitable appetite of the beast grew. He cried the darkness from each victim before their souls had passed, returning each as an energy upon which grew. Before he could react, the beast jumped from the floor, its terrifying horse was visually drawn down into the ever-growing beast’s coils, until they too had become one with its dark power.

From that day forward, man, beast, and life of the plantation began to disappear as the evil grew with each soul it consumed. Days after days, there were fewer who breathed the air of the day, while the night was filled with screams of the unknown.

continued on page 7
A Brighter Future

By Rick and Cindy Mercer
Barke County

A friend of ours asked once if we had ever stopped to consider the unique perspective on the coming kingdom, eternal life, that was given to us by the New Testament writers. He then added that it was amazing that the writers were looking forward to eternal life as something that had already begun within them. They saw the good qualities of love, joy, and peace as samples of the good life we will enjoy in the coming kingdom.

In Romans 5:21, Paul summed it up as he contrasted the old, finite life with the new. He writes, “As sin reigned in death, even so grace might reign through righteousness to eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.”

Sin reigns before. And that cruelty and hatred and selfishness resulted in death. But new grace rules. It rules through righteousness, through those good qualities the Spirit produces. And it leads to eternal life. That’s Jesus Christ’s quality of life. It’s something we can begin to experience now. It is something that will take us through the fire and the smoke, all the way to Christ’s second coming.

Reflect on the fact that twenty centuries ago the Son of the living God gave Himself up for weak and sinful human beings. He gave Himself up because this world was at the terror of sin. All of the tragedies of this world weighed on His shoulders and slowly crushed the life out of Him. But by that great sacrifice Jesus nullified the crime of sin. He broke the chain reaction of hatred and cruelty and suffering.

Praise God this is the Savior who is coming! He is the one who will appear gloriously in the clouds. He is the one who offers us the brightness of all possible futures. And this offers us great hope in this challenging world. It’s time to own that future. It’s time to claim it for yourself. Don’t let the threat of terror intimidate you. Don’t let acts of hatred cause you to react in kind. Own a brighter future. God has come to great lengths to make it possible. He has made the greatest sacrifice to put it in your hands.

It’s up to you. You can choose that destiny with the beloved Son of God. You can decide right now that you will be among those who welcome His glorious return. You can open your heart to ensure that your arms will be open later, on that great day.

Seize the blessed hope. Put your life in the hands of this blessed Savior. Now He who has prepared us for this very thing is God who also has given us the Spirit as a guarantee. —2 Corinthians 5:5 NKJV

Rick Mercer is the pastor of the Morganton Seventh-Day Adventist Church at 2107 Jamestown Road, Morganton. They can be reached at 828-820-3540 or cjmercer@bellsouth.net. Check out www.morgantonadventist.org. Their passion is to share the love of Jesus with all who will listen.

---

Child Fest 2018

By Ruthie Styles
Th-County

Spring is in the air and springtime is Child Fest time! Child Fest 2018, sponsored by the Blue Ridge Partnership for Children and Child Care Resources and Referral, is our 18th Child Fest and promises to be the best one yet! This year Child Fest happens on Saturday, April 7th at Mitchell High School, 10:00 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. Come early and stay a while because there will be all kinds of activities for the kiddos including a Teddy Bear Clinic, make and take crafts, face painting, inflatables and Mr. Mystery’s Mysterious Magic Show to just name a few.

You will be able to go for a ride on the Big Sammy Train, sponsored by Mineral City Transport LLC, and Buster the Bus will also be there. We are looking forward to hanging out with some very special guests...Llamas Llamas will be there in his red pajamas and we will have a llama petting zoo. When asked what would her enjoy the most about Child Fest, Sandra Burleson said “I can’t pick just one thing”. Eight-year-old Alivia and four-year-old Scarlett “just love it and want to make a whole day of it. This year they are really excited about Llamas Llamas and petting the real llamas.”

While the little ones are busy doing all that fun stuff, their parents and caregivers will have access to information about quality child care, early literacy, health and nutrition, healthy vision in children and services for young children and their families that are available locally.

As always, Child Fest is FREE and, if you need a ride, is transportation for families with children who are ages birth to five years old. Please contact the transportation office in your county by April 6th to schedule your trip. If you can call the Avery County Transportation office at 228-731-0005, the Mitchell County Transportation office at 828-665-4715 and the Yancey County Transportation office at 828-682-4144.

If you have any questions or would like more information about Child Fest, please contact the Blue Ridge Partnership for Children at 828-665-0717 or 828-733-2899.

Ruthie Styles is Community Development Manager for Blue Ridge Partnership for Children serving Avery, Mitchell and Yancey Counties.

---

Do you have a joint replacement surgery scheduled? The Brian Center Spruce Pine invites you to reserve a room with us ahead of time. Call us a week before surgery to tour the building, meet our therapy staff and see where you will be staying. Its our goal to provide a smooth transition from the hospital to our building and get you back home as quickly as possible. Contact Karen McDowell @ (828)765-7312 or Heather Steuer @ (828)284-8362 to make your appointment today.

- Orthopedic Rehab Program
- We accept Medicare / Medicaid / Managed Care Ins.
- VA Contract
- Respiratory Therapy In-House
- Speech Therapy
- Physical Therapy In-House
- Occupational Therapy In-House
- Licensed Nursing Staff 24-Hour / 7 Days a Week
- Beautiful Flower Gardens and Waterfall
- Call us for Reservation Program

---

Blue Ridge Partnership for Children

---

Brian Center Spruce Pine

New Day
5 Star Medicare Facility
218 Laurel Creek Court, Spruce Pine, NC
Located off 19E, Next to Brad Reagan Park
Phone: (828) 765-7312
Fax: (828) 765-7295

---
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horror and fear.

The Keeper now understood what he faced. For this was no earthly thing with which he fought.

Again, the sound of rushing wind charged in the air about him, and he had returned to the sudden space from which he had left. The beast was still there, as was the gentle being, both neither had diminished nor had their battle continued, for it was as if they had been frozen in time. Now matter the length of his recent waken was as if it were only a blink of an eye that he had reunited. The Keeper called out to the son and warned him of what it was to which they now fought.

From within, both instinctively called upon the only one with whom they knew could save them in this darkest hour. Meanwhile, the coils of the beast continued to thump to suffocate the life from the gentle one.

Dropping to his knees, the Keeper began to seek God in ultimate prayer, bowing his hands upon the earth.

The darkness heard him and lurched for the chance to devour them both as once, sending its tail around the Keeper, pulling him into the mass of death.

As the serpent surged, the sudden force of energy from beneath, its coils shocked the beast, stunning its advance. Paralyzed, it couldn’t understand what had happened, so the beast pulled at the Keeper again, this time forcing all the gullet within to his surface, throwing the massive coils into one colossal force which no terrestrial being could withstand.

Once more, the power from above stunned the beast until its deathly grip lessened.

At this moment, the Keeper and the gentle one stood, sheding the grip of evil and turning, they both now faced the beast.

Eyes of blood red, with a screaming rage, the demon surged once more, massive jaws gaping as the fangs dripped with deadly venom, at the two beings of faith.

The horrific screams stabbed into the air, reaching a pitch that caused any living thing to cover in fear. The beast reared as its fangs began to sizzle and burn away from the power now flowed through the pair, Keeper and son.

The demon, feeling its shun begin to fall away, revealing bleeding sewers and bone, hurried again, only to find the force against it growing stronger.

The screams continued until the smell of burning flesh overpowered the dying sounds of the evil beast.

It was hours later as the sunrise began to break across the new day, the charred remains of the demon could be found before the weary Keeper and his son. Exhausted, worn and spent. Each dropped to the soil below and gave thanks to the Lord.

Somewhere in the distance, a rooster crowed at the coming day.

Once more, the darkness had been defeated, as the Keeper added another dwelling to his charge.

As we go through this life, we face demons of this world that seem unstoppable. Alone, we cannot defeat them as stated in Ephesians, “principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world.” As Paul writes to Ephesians, he shares with them that we must “put on” the armor of God. The Greek word for “put on” is also “endue,” as if to clothe or put a garment. If we go back to Luke 14:4-9, we see again where he tells his disciples to go back to Jerusalem and wait. “And, behold, I send you forth as sheep in the city of Jerusalem, ye shall be ensnared with power from on high.”

In other words, Jesus was telling his disciples, that first before you go out into the world to evangelize, you first must receive the Holy Spirit. In this story, we are given an illustration of visualizing ourselves in the Keeper. Some may see this as being one with the Holy Spirit. If we are one with the Holy Spirit, then we can assume the “Gentle One” in the story would then be the Word. Either way, we are not alone in our battles, if we choose to accept Christ into our lives. Without Him, we cannot defeat the powers of darkness. But the good news is, we know how the story ends, we have victory in Jesus. We may not win the battle, but through Christ, we have won the war.

May the Lord’s will be done on earth, as it is in heaven.

Hallowed be thy name.

Thanks be to God.

Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your waist girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; and your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace. Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints. And for me, that utterance may be given unto me, that I may open my mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the gospel, For which I am an ambassador in bonds: that therein I may speak boldly, as I ought to speak. #Pep 6:13-20

Timothy W. Yon is the Executive Director of the Waldensian Trail of Faith. He lives in Waldeck with his family. He is the author of “Brucke to Heaven,” an active blogger, artist, and musician. Timothy also has a BSEE from UF, is an Eagle Scout. He is now teaching in Walange County.

Check out our new Website—www.brcnews.com
And find us on Facebook

CAROLINA HOME CARE SPECIALIST, INC
Excellence in Personalized Care

Medicaid Covered Services
- In-Home Care for Children & Adults
- CAP for Disabled Adults & Children
- CAP Choice
- Pediatric Nurse Aides

Other Services
- Private Pay
- Insurance
- VA Homemaker Service
- Companion/Glider
- Respite

Our In-Home Aides are supervised by a registered nurse who is available during all hours worked by the aide.

Phone (828) 765-4343 • (866) 765-4340
Member of The Association of Home And Hospice Care of NC

SPRING SALES EVENT

NEW 2018 Jeep Wrangler JK
Sahara
6 cylinder, Automatic Transmission, 3 Piece Hard Top, Connectivity Group, Aluminum Wheels... Don’t miss it!

Buy for only $32,990!

NEW 2018 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited (5 door) "Golden Eagle"
Get one of the last JK special edition “Golden Eagle” Wranglers NOW! 6 cylinder, Automatic Transmission... Don’t miss it

Buy for only $34,494!

NEW 2018 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 4x4
3.6L V6, 8-speed Automatic, Leather heated seats, 8.4" touchscreen, Navigation, Power Sunroof, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto

MSRP $43,869, Buy for only $40,791!

JOHN GREENE CHRYSLER DODGE JEEP RAM
MORGANTON, NC

I-40 Exit 100 • 910 Jamestown Rd. • Morganton, NC 28655
www.johngreenedcj.com • 828-584-5337
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NATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER
Theme: “Pray For America – Unity”
Thursday, May 3rd, 2018
Local Event: Riverside Park, Spruce Pine
(Pray without weather, meet at Trinity Christian School above the park)
12:00 noon and 6:30 p.m.
EVERYONE INVITED

Days of Repentance (leading up to the Day of Prayer)
all at Riverside Park, 12:00 noon, Thursday, April 26,
Friday, April 27, Saturday, April 28, Monday, April 30,
Tuesday, May 1, Wednesday, May 2
On Sunday, April 29th, every church is asked to set aside a special time of Repentance and Prayer.

Kairos Prison Ministry International
By Jody Griffin
Avery and Mitchell Countie

“I was in prison and ye came unto me.” Matthew 25:36
Kairos Prison Ministry International provides care and inspiration to the incarcerated (through Kairos Inside), their loved ones (through Kairos Outside), and to incarcerated youth (Kairos Torch). “Kairos brings the light, love and friendship of Jesus Christ into the lives of prisoners.” (AMCI is scheduled for May 15-18, 2018)

During a three and a half day “retreat” (Kairos Inside) men are introduced to the loving Spirit of faith through fellowship, teaching, singing and sharing with a team of volunteers from the “outside”. These volunteers are provided excellent equipping through the Kairos Team Training and enter the institution with a focus on the “Kairos Way” which is characterized by the phrase “Listen, Listen, Love.”

Many Kairos participants report that the volunteers who give of their time to come through the gates each day of the “retreat” offer them the very thing they need the most while serving their sentence: the reassurance that someone “out there” cares! God’s Love is touchingly experienced, as brief lessons are shared and small groups of men share around “family tables” to express what they have learned. Interwoven throughout the retreat are examples of the broader community of faith thinking and praying for the participants. By the time the retreat ends, there can be no doubt in anyone’s mind that they are loved.

As it turns out, my introduction to AMCI came when I agreed to serve as a member of a Kairos Team a few years ago. The Kairos volunteers who serve here are very well trained and provide a setting that invites participants to experience the purpose statement listed above.

Provision for the Kairos event is made through generous donations of time, energy and money from individuals, churches and organizations. And, as it turns out, the Kairos Team at AMCI is currently seeking out men who are willing to experience the life changing love of God amongst the participants this year!

In addition to the initial entry through a retreat, a short time later there is what is known as an “Instructional Reunion” where the Kairos Team reviews and reinforces what the participants have learned and challenges them to continue it. Then, the volunteers come back one evening a week for a session that provides continued connection to the Kairos method and inspiration to pursue personal and spiritual growth daily.

The true strength of the Kairos experience is the heartfelt compassion of people who give of their own time, energy and money to bring a message of hope to those who are “cut off” from every day society.

I once received a beautiful response from someone who had been a victim of another’s criminal activity. In their response, they thanked me for caring for the incarcerated. But then they went on to say that they believe that by encouraging care for those who had been convicted and sentenced, I was somehow dishonoring the pain that they and other victims had been through (my paraphrase, entirely). The communication we shared opened the door that allowed me to pray for them in a way, brought on by the actions of another. Her honesty about her struggle to forgive the efforts made to reach offenders, helped open my eyes to the reality that the consequences of our decisions often affect far more than ourselves.

So you see, Kairos is about much more than ‘Kum Ba Yah’ and ‘Krispy Treats’. It is instead a time for God’s care to be felt and hearts to be touched and changed. And I don’t just mean the hearts of the inmate participants! I mean every person who shares in the experience, who comes alongside the inmates, the outreach team of volunteers, and all who pray, give, or serve in ANY way to make it happen.

Would you be interested in being “God’s Special Time” (Kairos)? Go to www.kairos.org and check it out! You can access testimonials, Volunteer application and much more! Or, feel free to contact me directly at jgrifff7@ecdp.gov
Life Lessons

By Doug Harrell

He sat down upon the third time. Simon, [son] of Jona-
nes, lovest thou me? Peter was grieved because he said
unto him the third time, Lovest thou me? And he said
unto him, Lord, thou knowest all things: thou knowest
that I love thee. Jesus saith unto him, Feed my sheep. —
John 21:17 (KJV)

As I pass through the years I realize more and more
how important this verse should be in our lives. Most
of the time the pressure of this world tends to keep us
focused on trying to make a living, feed the family,
and take care of those things that in the grand scheme of things
tend to fade away.

Don’t get me wrong, the Bible clearly commands us to feed and care for our family
and others to do that for us. In today’s society the entitlement mentality has gone way too far, and this is not scriptural at all. In Paul’s writings he tells us if they won’t work, let them go hungry. Maybe we need to really look
at this concept more today.

Now don’t misunderstand me, we should definitely take
care of those that are not able
to take care of themselves
and do it freely, but we
never want to do the
work of the needy

What Jesus was saying
here is to concentrate on
feeding the sick spiritually
and emotionally. How do we
do this best? I have found
that the best way to do this is
to live a life as close to what
Jesus lived as we humanly

God wants us to be a shining light
on the hill that people can depend on, be willing to be a service to others in
their daily lives. Are you willing to sit down with someone and pray with them
on the spot? Some folks pass
out tracts and other things
and that is okay, but still
the best witness we can be
is with our personal smile,
our consistent, unswerving
dedication to the daily life
God would have us to be.

Don’t be afraid to let others
see Jesus in you, we all
want to hear him say, “well
done by you and faithful servant!” Make sure you are
 paying the way each day for that moment because that moment will come to all of
us at some point in time, be ready and be prepared.

Doug Harrell is a life-long resident of Mitchell County, Owner of Harrell Hill
Farms, Inc, a member of Bear Creek Baptist Church and Publisher of the Blue Ridge Christian News.

---

WANTED

The Western Sizzlin Steak of the Week

Western Sizzlin

STEAK & MORE

Restaurant

Notorious for being a great value
Known to be “flame grilled” to look in the Joslyn
Legendary for a bold and delicious flavor

828.765.9151
South Hwy 226
Spruce Pine, NC
Spruce Pine Shopping Center

---

DT’S BLUE RIDGE JAVA

COFFEE SHOP & CAFE

828-766-8008
169 Locust St. (Lower St.)
Spruce Pine, NC

Daily: 7:00am - 5:00pm
Closed Sunday
Go to Church

---

BEAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
Welcomes You to
Celebrate Recovery
Thursday’s at 7:00pm
Hope & Help from Addiction Through Christ
One in Six Binge Drink Every Week, But Do Lawmakers Care?
By Rev. Mark Creech

According to a new report published in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine, researchers from the Centers for Disease Control conducted a study to determine how much boozing Americans are facing back. It turns out that the amount is astonishing.

A statement released on the study Friday, March 16th, said, “CDC scientists analyzed data on self-reported binge drinking during the past 30 days from CDC’s 2015 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System. Total annual binge drinks were calculated by multiplying the estimated total number of binge drinking episodes among binge drinkers by the average largest number of drinks consumed per episode, and was assessed by age, sex, education, race/ethnicity, household income, and state.”

The results? Drum roll, please.

The study determined that Americans swigged down 17 billion drinks in 2015, which amazingly equals a total of 470 binge drinks per binge drinker.

“CDC researchers found that 1 in 6, or 37 million, adults binge drink about once a week, consuming an average of seven drinks per binge. Binge drinking is defined as consuming five or more drinks for men, or four or more drinks for women, in about two hours,” said the press release.

Other findings showed that while the prevalence of binge drinking is more common among ages 18-34 as might be expected, more than half of binge drinking is done by adults over the age of 35. Men binge the most, approximately 80 percent. While people of lower incomes (under $25,000 annually) consume substantially more drinks each year than those with higher incomes and educational levels.

Dr. Robert Brewer, coauthor of the study and the lead researcher for the CDC’s alcohol program, said, “This study shows that binge drinkers are consuming a large number of drinks per year, greatly increasing their chances of harming themselves and others.”

Binge drinking is a national scourge that produces a host of social problems such as hazardous driving, precarious sexual activity, and violence. It’s at the bottom of serious health issues like cancer, heart disease, and liver failure. Every year, it accounts for more than half of the 68,000 alcohol-related deaths in this country, and so less than three-quarters of the $249 billion in economic costs connected to drinking.

Researchers say in this recent study that among some of the most important ways to reduce binge drinking is limiting the number of alcohol outlets, limiting days and hours of sale, and imposing stiff penalties on outlets that illegally serve underage or intoxicated patrons.

Hmmm... the findings in this study are really interesting! Who in North Carolina has been arguing the problems with alcohol abuse in our state and nation are no inconsequential matter? Who has been contending alcohol is not an ordinary commodity, and therefore we can’t afford to treat it as we do other commodities? Where have I heard limiting alcohol outlets is a necessary means for reducing the harms associated with our national drunkenness? Where have I heard limiting the days and hours of liquor sales are critical for holding back the flood of alcohol-related social ills?

Oh, now I remember. I said it, over and over again for years — that right-wing preacher — that lobbyist for the Christian Action League — that folks who needs to realize misce have changed — that neo-prohibitionist determined to take away everyone’s freedom to drink. Baseless accusations leveled at me, distractions from arguments about responsible alcohol policies that were unquestionably guided by faith, but mostly based on sound scientific research.

Yet these arguments which I have made to lawmakers, conclusions not only reached by the CDC in its most recent study but also found in numerous other reputable studies, more often than not, seemed hardly more than a tiny tip on their radar. In the last 20 years, lawmakers in the North Carolina General Assembly, both Democrat and Republican, continuously rolled back the standards of alcohol control measures, providing one legislative gift after another to restaur-
No Excuse
By Billy Graham

From a message preached Aug. 21, 1961, during the three-and-a-half-week Crusade at the Los Angeles Coliseum.

Many people are asking today, “What is wrong with
our world?” Our newspapers are filled with murder,
misogyny, rape, hate, lust, racism, war. Can we not solve
our problems? Is there an answer?

Look inside of you—sense the emptiness, the frustration
and the tension of our times. We have never had a chance
to make a society and a culture happy, to have security, to
have peace. But we don’t have security, we don’t have peace, we don’t have happiness. We think
that if people are educated, if they have a good job, if they have financial security, then they are going to be happy. We think this is the end of all of our dreams and
hopes, and things will come to an end, but we have been disillusioned.

The problem is very simple—very, very, very simple—very correct when He said, “Man shall not live by bread alone.” In other words, if you spend all of your time on your body or even on your mind; that’s not enough. We need a relationship with God.

He said, “What will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and loses his own soul?” (Mark 8:36).

Many of you have gained the world—everyday you
ever dreamed. But you found it not is enough. You thought, you only could marry Jimmy, I’d be happy. You found Jimmy wasn’t all you thought he was. You thought, When I get my Ph.D. degree, I’m going to find everything I want. But I was wrong. God is my joy. When God created man, He was perfect in the Garden of Eden. There was no sin, there was no hate, no war, there was no sin. There was no suffering; no hospitals, no jails, no police force. A wonderful world. And this is the kind of world that God meant it to be.

And God gave man a priceless gift; He gave him the freedom of moral choice. But tragedy struck: Sin came in. Where did sin come from? Nobody knows how it ever entered the heart of Lucifer, son of the morning. Let’s just accept the fact that we have a moral disease that plagues in us. We’ve sinned against God. We are in rebellion, and God is holy God.

We could have chosen to serve God if we had wanted to, but we choose to disobey God. And all of us are involved. We are all sinners. “All have sinned and fell short of the glory of God” (Romans 3:23).

In my sin my conscience conceived me,” said David in Psalms 51:3. And when God looks at your heart, He says it’s full of evil imagination (see Proverbs 6:18). The Bible says your heart is wicked. Jeremiah said, “The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked, who can know it?” (Jeremiah 17:9).

I talked to a man about giving his life to Christ, and when it came right down to it, after he had answered a dozen of his questions, I said to him, “Your problem is not that you cannot believe. Your problem is that if you do believe, it’s going to change your way of living. That’s the thing you are really fighting, isn’t it?” He bowed his head and said, “That’s it. You hit it right on the head.”

That’s it. For the truth about God is known to people by instinct. God has put this knowledge in their hearts. The Bible says, “Since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so that they are without excuse” (Romans 1:20).

Somewhere you’re going to come to the judgment of God and say, “But, Lord, you know my problems.” No excuse, the Bible says. Yes, they know about Him all right, but they don’t admit it or worship Him in truth, or even thank Him for everything He has cared for them. They seem to think up silly ideas of what God was like and why He wanted them to do them. The result was that their foolish minds became dark and confused.

Has there ever been an hour of more education and more confusion in the world than this hour? All of our education and all of our brilliant scientists have not solved our problems; They’ve created more confusion, claiming themselves to be wise without God. They became fools instead, Scripture says, “isn’t that a commentary on our day?” So, God lets them go ahead into every sort of sex sin.

The first chapter of Romans says He let them do whatever they wanted, “to dishonor their bodies among themselves” (Romans 1:24). In other words, they rejected the idea of God, they began to live like immoral pigs, and the Bible says that God gave them up. Instead of believing what they knew was the truth about God, they deliberately chose to believe lies, so they prayed to the things God had made.

“He has made their way wicked above all wickedness in the world than this very hour.” All of our education and all of our brilliant scientists have not solved our problems. They’ve created more confusion, claiming themselves to be wise without God.” —Billy Graham

“I have seen myself. We believe the lie that somehow the United Nations can save us. We think that somehow we can stumble through without God. You’ve left God out of your life, and it hasn’t worked. The Bible says: “God gave up to vile passions and handed them over to fulfill God’s natural plan for them and indulged sex with each other.” (Romans 1:27.

“Likewise, the man, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust for one another, men with men committing what is shameful, and receiving in themselves the penalty of their error which was due” (Romans 1:27).

The Bible goes on to say that when they gave up God and would not acknowledge Him, “God gave them over to a debased mind, to do those things which are not fitting” (Romans 1:26). We’ve sinned against God, and we’re never going to solve the problems of the world until we know what’s wrong with us. Until something radical takes place in your heart to give you a cure, you’re going to die.

You’re going to die in your sins. The Bible says our hearts are blind and deceitful (see Ephesians 4:18 and Jeremiah 17:9).

We have the Gospel preached more in America than in any country, I guess, in the history of the world. We hear it, we see it. We’ve exposed it to. And we reject it.

What’s going to be the result? Revelation 20 says, “Then I saw a great white throne and the One who sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heavens fled away. And there was found no place for them. And I saw the dead, small and great, standing before God, and books were opened. And another book was opened, which is the Book of Life. And the dead were judged according to their works, by the things which were written in the books. The sea gave up the dead who were in it, and Death and Hades delivered up the dead who were in them. And they were judged, each one according to his works. Then Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death. And anyone not found written in the Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire” (Revelation 20:11-15).

Yes, there is a day of judgment coming when every man and woman and boy and girl will have to stand before a righteous God to give an account for one thing—what did you do with Jesus Christ? The Bible says the wages of sin is death (see Romans 6:23). And, ladies and gentlemen, I believe the Bible, that death is coming upon every person in the world who is without God.

But God loves us in spite of our sins, in spite of the dreadful wickedness of our heart, God says, “I love you,” and the Bible teaches that God is a God of mercy, that He’s a God of Love, He’s a God of forgiveness. And God said, "In spite of your sins, in spite of the sentence of death that hangs over you, I love you.” And God sent His Son to the cross. And the Bible teaches that God took all of your sins and all of my sins and laid them on Christ. He became sin for us and His blood was shed. That blood was symbolic of His broken heart and it was symbolic of His sin that was given for you. In other words, Jesus took your death, your suffering, your hell on the cross. He took your judgment, and now the Bible says, “There is therefore no condemnation to those who are in Christ” (Romans 8:1).

There is a day of judgment coming when every man and woman and boy and girl will have to stand before a righteous God to give an account for one thing—what did you do with Jesus Christ?” —Billy Graham

No, I will not be condemned. I will not be sentenced to death. I will never die. Why? Because I deserve it? No, but because God, in His love and His mercy, said to me, “I forgive you, because I have taken your death and your sentence and your hell.”

I want you to receive Him by an act of faith. I want you to trust Him. I want you to believe in Him. I want you to make Him your own. Make Him your Lord, whoever you are. Receive Him as your own. This is the Good News. Cross Egg: — I’m glad God says you have no excuse. You know in your heart that God exists and that you’ve fallen short of His standard. But He loves you.

Come to Christ today, don’t put it off.

Jamie Miller, CPA
1136 Greenwood Road
Spreckels, NC 28777
2301 Rutherford Road
Marion, NC 27652

Phone: 828.765.4400
Fax: 828.765.6680
Phone: 828.625.6777
Fax: 828.625.6775

jamie@highcountrycpa.com
www.highcountrycpa.com
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New Programs This Year:
- Emergency Management
- Landscape Gardening
- Office Finance
- Office Software

Summer Registration begins: April 16th
Classes Begin: May 16th

* Accounting
  - Advertising and Graphic Design
* Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Technology
  - Associate in Arts
  - Associate in Science
  - Basic Law Enforcement Training
* Business Administration:
  - Business Administration
  - Business Administration: Marketing and Retailing
  - Business Administration: Operations Management
* Carpentry
  - Computer Integrated Machining
  - Cosmetology
* Early Childhood Education
* Electrical Systems Technology
* Emergency Management
  - Engineering
  - Esthetics Technology
  - General Education
  - General Occupational Technology
  - Health Information Technology
  - Industrial Systems Technology
* Information Systems:
  - Information Technology
  - Information Technology: Network Management
  - Information Technology: Software and Web Development
  - Information Technology: Web Administration
* Landscape Gardening
  - Nursing
    - Associate Degree Nursing
    - Nurse Aide
    - Practical Nursing Education
* Office Administration:
  - General Office Administration
    - Office Administration
  - Office Finance
  - Office Software
  - Photographic Technology
    - School-Age Education
    - Surgical Technology
* Transportation:
  - Transportation: Automotive Systems Technology
  - Transportation: Collision Repair & Refinishing Technology
  - Welding Technology

Financial Aid Available to Qualified Individuals

A DAY OF EXPLORATION
EXPO
McDowell Tech Join us! May 5, 2018

EXPO Classes Offered
- Advertising/Graphic Design
- Anatomy & Physiology
- Automotive Technology
- Basic Law Enforcement Training (BLET)
- Business Administration
- Carpentry
- Collision Repair
- Cosmetology
- Early Childhood Development
- Emergency Management
- Esthetics
- Health and Wellness
- Health Sciences
- HVAC
- Introduction to Robotics
- Machining
- Nail Technology
- Networking
- Web Design
- Welding

WHO: Adults ages 18 and older
WHEN: May 5, 2018
9:00 AM to 12:00 PM and
1:00 to 4:00 PM
WHERE: MTCC, 54 College Dr. Marion
COST: $20 to $30
limited scholarships available

Visit www.mcdowelltech.edu

54 College Drive, Marion, NC (828)-652-6021 www.mcdowelltech.edu
Hospice and Palliative Care of the Blue Ridge

All that Matters
By Brent Price
Mitchell County

Most mornings I jump out of bed as soon as the alarm sounds. Feet hit the floor, clothes are waiting where I laid them out before I went to bed. I’m downstairs within ten minutes tops. You’d think the house is on fire. But there’s a rush waiting — one that’s set every morning, long before I get out of bed.

Sometimes I get tangled up in it before I make it to the end of the driveway. The day’s schedule swirls through my head. Where, when, how long and how much? This appointment, that commitment, scheduling and rescheduling. Meaning and purpose is already being measured by how busy the day looks.

For many, all the above simply constitute what it means to hold down a job and make ends meet. That’s life and all is to it. Slow up on time, be where you have to be and hurry every chance you get. Make sure you’re quick enough, smart enough or have a back that’s strong enough to hang in there. But, really — isn’t that all that matters?

We’ve left so much behind in our efforts to keep moving ahead. Still, there is a longing and a sense of loneliness that pushes toward the surface of our lives. All which is not quite forgotten calls to us through scarce moments of silence. There is so much hidden away behind doors that were never meant to be locked.

When is the last time you stopped to watch your breath float upon the air of a cold winter morning? What about the lingering space between sleeping and waking, between dreaming and believing? Can you remember?

The lighting bugs will be out before too long. How many summers has it been since you caught one? From the Parkway there a million stars waiting to be counted. Wait on a clear night with a child who believes she can count them all. Sit in the bed with a bowl of cereal and two spoons when neither of you can sleep.

Laughter until it hurts and cry like you’ll never stop if that’s what you need to do. Not too long ago I visited a woman whom I’ve known for some time now. Her memories of the past are pretty clear. However, when she tries to recall what she ate for lunch things get a little fuzzy. Her eyes always look a little sad even when she’s smiling. We never visit for long before she shuffles off to complete some task or another.

When we opened the end of our visit she took my hands as I stood before her. She smiled at me past her sad eyes and almost in a whisper she asked, “Would you put your arms around me?” I did and we held on until we both remembered. And that’s all that matters.

Christian Action League of NC continued from page 10

ruts, lodging, and alcohol industry interests at the expense of healthful living and a wholesome society.

Every crime in the world has been concocted to make these changes more palatable — despite the overwhelming evidence our alcohol problems are worse than the troubles associated with all of the illicit drugs combined — despite the fact that alcohol issues are menstously larger than all our problems with guns.

The predication is not unique to the Tar Heel state. It’s this way across the country. Many have been sounding the alarm in their respective states and it’s largely fallen on deaf ears. Moreover, on the federal level, as a part of the President’s tax reform bill, the U.S. Congress gave a huge tax break to craft brewers, wineries, and distilleries — something a vast amount of research shows exacerbates the problems of alcohol abuse.

But the efforts to reduce the alienation of our culture must continue — for the sake of the alcoholic who feels helpless in the grip of a habit he cannot control — for the sake of those who choose to totally abstain, because they see what alcohol abuse has done to the people they love — for the sake of the social drinker who overdrinks and understands something ought to be done to reduce the tragedies that accompany alcohol abuse — for the sake of average people of faith who understand that they are their brother’s keeper — for the sake of people everywhere who genuinely want everyone to experience the best life possible — for the sake of those more interested in knowing and doing God’s will than the defending the indefensible.

This is not a strident against drinking, although I personally embrace sobriety. Instead, it’s a call - a plea for policymakers to take an honest and objective look at the evidence. This notion has a serious drinking problem that’s growing and laws that encourage temperance and restraint are desperately needed.

Share this.

The Crimson Robe
By Joyce (Joy) Baldwin Harwood

Jesus, Savior of the world who came for one and all.
In true obedience to God’s voice, humbled to His call.
Our Father had to turn His back, one thing He could not do.
To look upon His Only Son as He died for me and you.

One day soon He’ll come again, Jesus Christ God’s lovely Son.
Appearing in His robe of white, the victory has been won.
The Lamb of God will reign on high, a crimson robe He’ll wear.
A crown of glory on His head, with radiance in His hair.
Ascending with a victory shout over death, hell and the grave.
The saints with Him will then be dressed in robes of white array.
Our Jesus in His crimson robe, God’s precious darling Son.
With lovely countenance so divine, the crimson robe has won.

Jay is a resident of Madison County, where she now lives with her husband, Danny Joe Baldwin. She is currently a member of Mt Zion Baptist Church in Marshall, NC. As a former member, she calls Forks of Fly Missionary Baptist Church in Weaverville, “home away from home”. She is currently singing with the Gospel Group “Jenah’s Voice” out of Mars Hill, NC. Her latest song “Homecoming” will soon be heard by many.

The hospice you choose makes a difference.
Choose the one with:
• local staff
• two hospice inpatient units
• palliative care in all settings
• grief counseling for any adult

Kids Path Camp Firer

Serving Folk, Henderson, Rutherford, and McDowell in NC and
Cherokee, Greenville and Spartanburg in SC
(828) 245-0055 NC (864) 457-9100 SC (908) 218-CARE (2273)

www.brcnews.com
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No Regrets Family Ministry—
“Come See The Place”

By Pastor Dean Honeycutt
Mitchell County

Miss Miller gave each of nineteen students her second-grade class a large plastic egg and instructed them to bring something back in it that represented life. The next day the kids were excited to show the things in their eggs. However, young Jeremy brought an empty Easter egg. He had brought numerous things that represented life like butterfly, flower, and a bug. When Jeremy opened his egg the other kids laughed. His teacher with a bit of disgust in her voice thinking Jeremy had misunderstood the assignment asked how does an empty Easter egg represent life? Jeremy responded in a quiet humble voice—‘the tomb was empty—Jesus is alive. Three months later Jeremy went to heaven due to a chronic terminal illness. Those who went to pay respect to the family would find nineteen empty Easter eggs on his casket. (Chicken Soup for the Christian Soul; 239)

Jesus is the living Savior. Jesus is not just the Christian Savior. He is everyone’s Savior whether they recognize it or not. Jesus said, “I am that Iaven, and was dead and behold, I am alive for evermore.”

As a wonderful hymn goes “I serve a risen Savior He’s in the world today, I know that He is living whatever men may say; I see His hand of mercy, I hear His voice of cheer, And just the time I need Him He’s always near. He lives He lives Christ Jesus lives today! He walks with me and talks with me along life’s narrow way. He lives He lives salvation to impart! You ask me how I know He lives. He lives within my heart.”

The single most important event in all of history is the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Compare to all other dates it is the only date apart from creation, the birth of Jesus, and the death of Jesus that matter. The apostle Paul stressed this when he said, “And if Christ be not raised, your faith is in vain, you are still in your sins.” The resurrection is a pillar of the Christian faith. Without it we would have no hope. Please be to God we do have hope. Jesus said, “I am the resurrection and the life: he that believes in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live.”

My mom is a great example of hope. When she had a tumor removed from the base of her tongue the size of an orange and after a 12-hour surgery left her with no tongue and wires from ear to ear she was told she would probably never talk again. Hope in God is what gave my mom strength. My mom would communicate with us by writing on a dry erase board and the wrote I hope I can talk again. Hope is a big word, but with God it is a sure word. All things are possible with God. Despite what medical doctors have said and to their shock mom can communicate that way.

The resurrection is not just a religious date. To assume that Easter is just a religious date is to misrepresent the entire Gospel message. Jesus is not a martyr; Jesus’ death on the cross was a sacrifice. Jesus said no man takes his life but He lays it down. Jesus’ on the cross was a substitute for us and his death atoned for our sins. John the Baptist said, “Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world.” The resurrection regardless of one’s religious beliefs affects the entire world from the creation of Adam to the last baby born, all of humanity past, present, and future. To set aside Easter as a religious holiday without realizing its magnitude is contempt. Many people will celebrate Easter weekend without giving one thought to the risen Savior.

The resurrection is everything and without it we would have no hope. Jesus died, so we might live. Jesus was bound in linen cloths; we are set free. Jesus was anointed with spas; we are anointed with the Holy Ghost. Jesus was laid in a tomb, but we stand in the grace of God. Jesus was placed on a bed of rock; Jesus is my rock and sure foundation. Jesus was laid in a borrowed tomb; maybe salvation is not borrowed. I belong to Jesus and Jesus belongs to me. Jesus was laid in a rich man’s tomb; we have all the riches of His grace. Jesus lost his grave clothes; but we will be clothed in robes of white.

The body of Jesus was not found in the tomb, in Christ I will never be lost. A great stone was rolled over the entrance to the tomb. A great stone of sin was removed from my heart. The tomb was sealed by man but broken by God; I am broken by sin but sealed by the Holy Ghost. The tomb was closed by guards who failed, I am kept by God who never loses. A tomb was found empty, that we might be filled. Jesus appeared alive to more than 500 people at once, Jesus is alive today. Jesus will be alive tomorrow, and I will see Him one day. Jesus is alive in my heart. We never have to say good-bye. The grave is not final. O death where is thy sting? O grave where is your victory? We have the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.

Pastor Dean Honeycutt theshepherd Snow Hill Baptist Church in Kershawville, NC. He may be reached at 818-153-0213, snowhillbaptist@gmail.com, or visit their website at www.snowhillbaptist.com.
The Rest of The Story

By Farmer Doug

This is undoubtedly one of the funniest stories Farmer Clint ever wrote. I remember the first time he told me about grabbing his clothes and running to hide behind the church in Harrell Hill. I must have laughed for ten minutes. Your sides will be bursting from laughter when you finish.

Farmers Far and Wide

Dear Friends,

Among the many things I learned while living at Harrell Hill Farms is that the term “day-off” doesn’t exactly mean “day-off.” Farther, it’s a day when we slept until 5:30 am vs. 4:30 am and the chores had more to do with family and less to do with commerce.

Totally obvious to the “day-off” phenomenon, I had a dream that perhaps on Saturday morning I would sneak down to Rock Creek for a bit of trout fishing. Farmer Doug, Miss Barbara, and I had a long and tedious week tilling, weeding, pruning, fertilizing, harvesting and generally farming. As you might expect, I also had dodged many near-death experiences with various species of critters and farm equipment. It’s been a while. So I was ready to wade in the cool river and entice a large rainbow into my net.

The day began like so many others, with a tall, steamy stack of buckwheat pancakes lovingly crafted by Farmer Doug. And I must admit that I chafed on a walk with two buckets and two traps, a slight exaggeration but not much. I missed that Doug’s pancakes likely bore a close resemblance to the banana bread my momma made.

As we gathered around the kitchen island, prayers were offered for the beauty of God’s provision and thanks for all our cares and loved ones. Barbara would talk about her “list,” a very loooong and meticulous list of things she needed done; Doug would bring up the 5,319 things he had to do; and I would tremble in anticipation of how I might break something or accidentally kill my sister.

It’s not enough to manage a HUGE household with children and grandchildren and great grandchildren spilling our every door and window… and a HUGE farm with more chores to do in a day than the entire National Guard could accomplish.

My friends, the Harrells also looked after their aging parents and neighbors along that hallowed trace of land called Harrell Hill.

During my tenure as “Famer Clint is training” I also surmised that being a farmer’s wife is more like being head-bonocho of the hacienda. And no one worked harder than Barbara Harrell at caring for others. For example, she mowed so many lawns in town that she could easily hang a Harrell Hill Lawn & Garden sign from her lawn mower.

There was her own yard, and grandmother and daddy d’y yard, and momma’s yard, and the shoulders running alongside Byrd Road, and the cemetery, and the church yard and heaven only knows where else. On this particular “day-off” Doug and I made plans to attack Barbara’s “list.”

I also have Barbara and all those in need and with whom she shared her heart and her love. I thought to myself, “This is a SAFE venture for me. I know how to mow grass and run a weed eater.” I mean, how much danger could there be in mowing a lawn… especially a church lawn.

I mounted the John Deere mower and began my trek down Byrd read, mowing the shoulder as I whistled a happy tune. “Twas a beautiful day to be alive.” “I’ll make Barbara proud,” I thought, as my mind had visions of the fish I would later have.

I decided to begin by trimming the long grass alongside the cemetery fence which stretches behind the church. If you’ve never stood at the back of Pleasant Grove Church of the Brethren, perhaps high atop Harrell Hill, you’ve missed a spectacular sight. It is unquestionably one of the most beautiful vistas on planet earth. All was well with the world.

As I maneuvered, slowly and methodically, along the barbed wire fence row I recall praying for the little church and its members. This was a healing place, one that had ministered to my heart in such a special way. My heart was filled with the joy of the Lord as I maneuvered this holy ground.

There are times when the solitude and serenity of our mountains almost scream praises to the Lord. This was such a day.

Weed eating, whittling, sniping, praying and praising. I summoned all the talent Heaven, that strange… I wonder if it can help me understand it all. I kept my head down, flattening the plastic line doing a pretty nice number on my ankles and hugged away from the fence leaving my tattered tee shirt behind on the barbed wire.

As I dropped up and down, performing what might be termed the “weed eater Macarena,” I saw millions and millions – oh, okay maybe only dozens of vicious yellow jackets gnawing away at my triceps. I slapped with both hands, seeking to rid my mudding head of those stinging insects. I backed up to the brick wall of the church hoping to smash the ones eating my spine. When suddenly… the nites were in my gown area! Stop, drop and roll.

I vividly remember thinking, “I am in the church yard, and I can’t take my pants off here!” But the yellow jacket picnic continued and Farmer Clint was the main course!

As I peeled off my shoes and socks – yes there also were monsters in my tube socks – I successfully removed my jeans and sprang to my feet. Get the picture?

Farmer Clint, dancing about in only his undergarments, screaming at the bees as if they understood English?:

Oh, this was bad enough.. But then I saw a vehicle coming up the driveway. Now my shirt was impaled on the fence post, my shoes were gone, and my pants were in the back yard as cousin Betty and Betty Jo approached. They were on site to clean the church for tomorrow’s service.

I ran back around the building, grabbing cooking clothes as I flew by, hoping the Harrells had not witnessed my scanty wake-up yellow jacket Mambo. You know the feeling, “Nowhere to run, Nowhere to hide!”

Well, I completed the mowing/weed eating project without further incident. The only evidence of my misfortune was a panty of tee shirt permanently attached to the fence.

Back at the farmhouse, Doug asked, “Well, Pollard, how did it go at the church?”

“Poker-face intact I replied, “I did a wonderful job out there. I think Barbara would be proud of me.”

And, you know, to this day I haven’t a clue as to whether or not Betty or Betty Jo witnessed Farmer Clint in a Speedo running from nan-eating bees! Not a pretty picture, my friends… we can only hope so!

Oh, and by the way, I learned another valuable lesson on the farm that day… yellow jackets REALLY get annoyed if you bang their front door (a hole in the ground) with a buzzing weed eater!!

Still huddled in the hills,

Farmer Clint
Biblical World View
By Franklin Graham

In late January, the United States Senate failed by nine votes to pass legislation that would have banned abortions after the 20th week of pregnancy. Since Roe v. Wade made abortion legal in 1973, more than 50 million children have been murdered in their mothers’ wombs.

In New Mexico, Oregon, Colorado and Washington, a photographer, bakers and a mortician have all been fined and accused of illegally discriminating against same-sex couples for not participating in gay weddings. Businesses have been shuttered and livelihoods taken away by government authorities.

The nation’s highest court infamously ruled in 2015 that states must allow same-sex marriage.

At the University of Iowa, the school tried to ban a Christian group from campus after they refused to allow a practicing homosexual to lead in prayer.

In many European nations, especially France and the United Kingdom, fundamental Islam has gained a strong foothold. Despite brutal treatment of women and complete disregard for their basic rights, opposition to it is designated as “Islamophobia.”

In Canada, the mere preaching of the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ and God’s authoritative Word has the potential to be branded and treated as a hate crime by provincial authorities.

In each of these scenarios, and most every aspect of personal and public life, a worldview lives at the heart of the prevailing thought, sentiment and ultimate judgment. A worldview is the way a person views the world and himself. It is the lens through which individuals see issues and relationships, and it becomes the foundation and framework for all decision making.

For example, just recently, a tragic shooting occurred at a high school in a small Kentucky town, killing two students and injuring 18. Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin, a social conservative and strong evangelical with a clear, biblically informed worldview, quickly responded that more gun laws were not the solution.

Gov. Bevin instead challenged Americans to “wake up, recognize that such shootings are a cultural problem, and to determine their root causes.” The governor went on to say that “we can’t celebrate death in video games, celebrate death in TV shows, celebrate death in movies, celebrate death in music lyrics and remove any sense of morality and sense of higher authority and then expect that things like this are not going to happen. Our culture is crumbling from within.”

Courageously, last summer, Gov. Bevin proposed a bold, Bible-centered approach to address a scourge of violence that has gripped Kentucky’s largest city. Louisville. Bevin called for Christians to gather in “small groups of 5-10 people … quietly walking one block, in one troubled neighborhood at 7 p.m. several days a week for one year, praying as they walk.”

Gov. Bevin believes it is the power of prayer, but as you can imagine, his comments were met with disdain from the secular media and politicians, who obviously don’t consider prayer of any particular importance or value.

An individual with a Biblical worldview looks at the world and sifts all information through the lens of God’s Word. Scripture informs his thinking and behavior, guiding his intellect and moral determinations. The Bible is the bedrock that underpins his entire life.

First and foremost, the Biblical worldview says emphatically there is a God who has created all things in Heaven and earth. Think about it for a moment. The evolutionist is always searching for how to describe the origin and development of life in purely quasi-scientific or materialistic terms. He completely dismisses any notion of a Creator God, and thus is forced to come to ridiculous and preposterous assumptions, untestified by anything.

An atheist/communist state rejects any acknowledgment of God, and thus seeks to assert itself as the sovereign authority, leading to inevitable ruin and misery. Just a few weeks ago, Fidel Castro’s son, a nuclear physicist who studied in Russia, took his own life. With no God, there is no hope.

The secular worldview dismisses God as irrelevant in the affairs of men and government, and views critical moral issues as independent of God’s moral character and principles. Clear definitions of right and wrong are impossible to determine, having been replaced by cultural whims and situational ethics.

Over and against every competing worldview, the Bible forcefully declares, “Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind” (Romans 12:2). In other words, the only way to see all of life accurately is through the transforming lens of Scripture.

The Biblical worldview says there is a God—One who is personal, powerful, and caring—who created the world and everything in it. It states unequivocally that man is created in God’s image, living in essence as God’s co-reign over creation. Mankind—born and unborn, rich and poor, able and disabled—has intrinsic worth. Almighty God is a sovereign God, ruler over nations, states, empires and governments. He is to be worshipped and obeyed through the precepts and principles revealed in His infallible Word. He not only exists, but He is sovereign over all of history according to His wisdom and purposes, and He is intimately involved in every aspect of life.

The Biblical worldview also asserts the existence and reality of sin and evil. “All have sinned and fall short of the glory of God” (Romans 3:23). War, disease, violence, injustice and the myriad of problems that beset the world are the result of man’s rebellion against God. No amount of higher education, no enlightened political agenda or social program can cancel or remove the devastating consequences of sin. “The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately sick” (Jeremiah 17:9).

The Biblical perspective also recognizes the active opposition of a personal adversary, the devil, who is constantly on the prowl to tempt and destroy. The devil aggressively opposes God and His people, seducing havoc in virtually every arena. A deceived, a liar and a murderer, he seize every opportunity to carry out his diabolical schemes. Any attempt to create a utopian society, to permanently solve global problems, is doomed to fail.

For now.

But one day soon, as the Biblical worldview triumphantly proclaims, the Lord Jesus Christ will return to earth, meeting our eternal judgment to those who have rebelled against Him while gathering to Himself the saints, who will rule along with Him in a new Heaven and a new Earth. There will be no more sickness, no more death, no more disease, no more violence, for our enemy will be cast into an eternal lake of fire, and sin will be no more (Revelation 20:15).

This is the only worldview that sees clearly, rightly and rejoices in the heart for eternity. ©2018 BGSEA

Do you have a Biblical worldview? Receive Christ today.

Reverend Franklin Graham is President and CEO of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and of Samaritan’s Purse, an international Christian relief organization.

“SHOP LOCAL” www.grassycreeclothing.com

Don’t Forget Prom Season
Grassy Creek Clothing Is Your Tuxedo Headquarters Starting at $74.95

Grassy Creek
CLOTHING
12451 Hwy 226 S., Spruce Pine (828) 766-7502
Monday-Saturday 8:30, 5:30 pm Closed Sunday Go to Church

Reverend Franklin Graham is President and CEO of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and of Samaritan’s Purse, an international Christian relief organization.
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April Showers Bring May Flowers (Boy, I am looking Forward to Spring!)

By Rev. Bruce Cannon
Mitchell County

What a glorious time is Spring! Flowers are blooming, Temperatures rising. Gardens will be planned, and these beautiful mountains turn green. Won’t that be a blessed time! Perhaps then we can finally see an end to the fear that has plagued people across the nation. My wish is for all of you to remember to look at God’s creation here in Western North Carolina. I hate to admit that I get so focused on the tasks at hand that the beauty around me goes lost in the details. She will direct any attention to a rock formation, a babbling stream cascading over rocks or a view from a tree gracing in a sunset. She created me instead of focusing on the creations of my own mind!

Take time to take in the unfolding of the amazing creativity of our Lord as spring comes. Remember there is a God behind all that we could have created a black and white world only. Revelation 4:11 states, “Thus art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honour and power, for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure they are and were created.” He created all of this for His pleasure, but we get to take joy in it also.

While studying for a message to be delivered to students recently, I learned that CNN reported in May 2000, the universe is estimated to be 156 billion years old. If so, then the universe is HUGE! A light year is the speed light travels during a year (5.86 trillion miles) which must be multiplied by 156 billion years. You do the math.

A harmonious principle states, “that which is created is always less significant than its creator.” If God can create such a magnificent universe, as He has, surely He can take care of us… His greatest creation!

My heart breaks for those such as Stephen Hawking who believes our God is nothing more than a fairy tale and crutch for “those afraid of the dark.” Hawking stood over and over that there is no God. He emphatically believed everything came from the natural order of spontaneous creation due to factors such as gravity; not from our God.

Stephen Hawking met the Lord on March 14, 2018 with no evidence whatsoever that he ever changed his mind about God. If not, what a shame and tragedy… to stand before a Holy God without having accepted Jesus’ sacrifice for our sins. All he had to do was to look up into the heavens and realize all of that came from the mind, heart and hands of a loving Creator, ask that Creator for forgiveness and he would have been granted it immediately!

The next time you are driving around these mountains pause to reflect the love and greatness of the God we serve. After all, “The earth is the Lord’s, and the fullness thereof” (Psalm 24:1) and “The heavens declare the glory of God” (Psalm 19:1).

Enjoy Spring. Remember there is a loving God who created us all and whose heart is for us. Remember also the depth of His love for us. That He would give His only begotten Son as the perfect sacrifice for our sins AND that the tomb is empty.

Rev. Bruce Cannon currently serves as the Senior Pastor of Bear Creek Baptist Church in Boilervile. Formerly he served as Director of Missions for the Bodden Baptist Association and has served on the General Board of the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina.
Blacksmiths Blaze At
The Toe River Arts Gallery
By Kate Groff
Mitchell County

On the morning of Saturday, March 11, the fourth door of the Spruce Pine Gallery (280 Oak Avenue) will open onto a cavernous white room weighted with massive forged and intricate hand-wrought metal pieces. For the 12th year in the row, Toe River Arts, in tandem with downtown Spruce Pine and Penland School of Crafts, mounts a month-long exhibit featuring regional blacksmiths. This black and white world will give visitors an experience in contrasts: the deepest iron, brightest bronze, welded steel, and hammered copper works to painted, patinaed, and no finish at all, and is a prelude to the Fire on the Mountain Festival on Saturday, April 28. Blacksmiths have been invited to participate, be eligible to win $2,500 in cash prizes or walk away with a handmade blacksmith tool by Rachel Kedinger.

This year, honored master blacksmith comes to the Toe River Valley from Dolores, Colorado, with a history of teaching at schools up and down the east coast and exhibiting in shows across the country. Now, at her own shop, Maegan Crowley creates sculpture and custom interior/exteriors, architectural ironwork for residential, public and commercial sites. During the exhibit, Crowley will invite two master blacksmiths, "representing excellence in blacksmithing" and well respected in their field. The showcase will be up during the entire month of April and will be a spectacular display of metal work.

A pizza and beer reception on the eve of the Festival and recognizing the talents of these blacksmiths will be held at the gallery on Friday, April 30, from 5 to 7pm. This is an opportunity to share a slice, lift a pint, and meet the blacksmiths who will occupy lower street on Saturday.

Following the reception, Crowley will give a lecture and slideshow in the Dottie Owen Room on the second floor of the Spruce Pine Gallery. The lecture is free and open to the public. The exhibit runs from March 31 through April 28.

Some of the displayed work rise high on a practicality scale from hinges and sconces to andirons, and utensils—both for the dining room and the garage. Other pieces rise to a level on a different scale—for reflection and contemplation. Under the heading of “work in metal,” one finds the most exciting proliferation of creative expression. Whether the style, whatever the purpose or purpose of the metal work, Spruce Pine continues to be the premier setting for celebrating this ageless craft. Toe River Arts and Fire on the Mountain promote and honor that legacy.

Toe River Arts is a non-profit organization formed in 1976 to promote the arts and culture in Mitchell and Yancey counties. For more information about TRAC and Toe River Arts, please visit the websites toeriverarts.org and toeartscouncil.com. The Spruce Pine Gallery is open Tuesday-Saturday from 10:30 to 4pm; phone is 828-765-0510. The Burnsville Gallery is located at 101 West Main St. and can be reached at 828-682-7211.

Kate Groff is the Programs Coordinator for the Toe River Arts Council.

Kate Groff
Burke County Schools

BCPS Annual Food Drive YieldsNearly 20,000 Pounds of Nonperishables

By Cheryl Shuffner
Burke County

Burke County Public Schools held its fifth annual Souperstition’s Souper Food Drive Jan. 26 through Feb. 15. The food drive collected 19,653 pounds of food this year, nearly doubling last year’s collection total. Barrels were placed at all 27 Burke County Public Schools campuses plus the Central Office, Olive Hill Resource Center, Auxiliary Services/Bus Garage and College Street offices. Sales and Ray Childress elementary schools collected the most food, filling 16 barrels each.

Four local churches also support the BCPS effort. They are Burke United Christian Ministries, East Burke Christian Ministries, Abernathy Memorial United Methodist Church in Rutherford College and East Burke High School’s own pantry.

Tom Benfield with Abernathy United Methodist Church’s food pantry in Rutherford College said, “Never has there been such a success. Because of this, the families living in (the Dragunity) school district will be receiving this food in the near future to feed the children. This is a great blessing to our community.”

Carolyn Yoder with East Burke Christian Ministries expressed her thanks on behalf of the 10 barrels of food collected for East Burke Christian Ministries. “Wow! That is awesome. It will allow us to fill our pantry for a while. We helped 125 families so far this month in seven days with food. It is with the help of folks like you that we can do that. We don’t have a lot of money to support our program in that area. We are grateful.”

The schools also provide extra food for students from Christmas break and until the week after Winter Break. Schools decorate their collection barrels and staff, students and the community are invited to fill them with non-perishable food items.

Burke County Public Schools Superintendent Dr. Larry Pumam had the idea to start the food drive years ago and since then, the school system has collected nearly 50,000 pounds of food. He said, “The need in Burke is great, and is growing. I see it on the faces of people who are walking our streets and unfortunately it reaches into the lives of our school children. This cannot go on.”

It is the hope of Burke County Public Schools to provide not only food, but a source of support and pride for our community.

If you need assistance:
At Abernathy United Methodist Church, bring identification or a bill showing you live in the Drexel/Valleids/Dragunity district. Free food, over-the-counter medicine and hygiene products are available from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday, March 3 and 6 as well as the 2nd Saturday of each month March-October. The church is at 940 Malcolm Blvd. in Rutherford College.

At East Burke Christian Ministries, contact Carolyn Yoder, директор, clloydier@gmail.com or 828-397-7074.

At Burke United Christian Ministries, visit 365 W Union Street, Morganton, www.bcum.net or call 828-433-8075.

Freedom name: Luke Little as football coach

Freedom High Principal Felicia Simmons announces Luke Little to be the new head football coach. Little has 17 years of experience and teaching and coaching experience and has been a head school lead football coach since 2007. He comes to Freedom after six seasons as head football coach at South Side High School in Columbus County, North Carolina.

Little said the tradition, at Freedom and the Burke County school system attracted him to the position.

High School Athletic Director Casey Rogers said, “Coach Little will bring a foundation of toughness and stability to Freedom High School football, which is something our football program has been lacking for. He has a proven track record, and he’s a guy I think our kids will respond well to and play hard for. Good things are in store for us.”

Little played baseball and running back at West Stanly High School before going on to college baseball at Appalachian State University. A shoulder injury sidelined his football playing career. Little completed his bachelor’s degree in recreation management at ASU and in addition to coaching, teaches physical education.

As a high school head football coach at Whiteville and South Stanly high schools, Little has a combined record of 88 wins and 55 losses. At both schools he turned around losing football programs. Little’s coaching experience also includes assistant football coach and head baseball coach at West Brunswick High School.

Whiteville High School’s football team was conference champions four times under Little between 2013 and 2017, and Little was named 3 Rivers Conference and Columbus County Conference Coach of the Year four times.

Little’s father, Mark Little, is a retired, long-time high school football coach, and the two coaches together at Whiteville and against each other in Stanly County.

MORE

“My dad taught me how to treat any players and the importance of having a relationship with the kids,” Little said. “I believe in building good, strong relationships and treating each other like family. When you do that, the wins and losses are taken care of themselves.”

Little said he has great expectations from his players. He said, “My teams are disciplined and well-behaved on and off the field. We are hardworking and give a lot of effort. As far as the Xs and Os, we will be well balanced with the run-pass game. I want people when they leave the game from watching us on Fridays to say, ‘That is a well-disciplined, well coached team.’”

For Little, it’s all about his players’ work on the field. “I will keep up with their grades and check in with their teachers on their academics and their behavior. That’s the main thing. They succeed on the field, they have a background of a strong work ethic and are prepared for life after high school whether they are going on to college or the military or the workforce.”

Little also expects his players to be disciplined outside of school and billpayers. “Their actions are a direct reflection of me and this football team and the school.”

Little will be moving to Morganton with his wife, Nikki, who is a teacher, and their three children. He said, “I have a 13-year-old son who is very athletic and a fifth-grade son who also is athletic and a daughter in kindergarten who is our biggest cheerleader on the sidelines.”

Burke County Public Schools Superintendent Dr. Larry Pumam said, “I appreciate the Freedom High School administration for taking their time in the selection process and using their professional judgement to hire a coach and a coach that will have the best interest of our kids is mind.”

Freedom is hosting a meet-and-greet for Coach Little and the community at the school in the teaching theater from 4 to 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday.

Lake Little’s coaching highlights include:
January 2012 – present – Head Football Coach at Whiteville High School 32-24 overall (Whiteville was 27 wins 26 losses)
3 Rivers Conference and Columbus County Coach of the Year 4 times.
August 2007 – December 2011 – Head Football Coach at South Side High School 35-14-1 overall (South Side was 28-8-3)
August 2006 – June 2007 – West Brunswick High School
– Vice President Coordination, JV Head Baseball Coach and Physical Education Teacher
– Offensive Coordinator, JV Assistant Baseball Coach and Physical Education Teacher
August 2001 – June 2002 – West Brunswick High School
– Assistant JV Football and Head JV Baseball Coach

Contact Public Relations Officer Cheryl M. Shuffner at cmshuffner@bcr.k12.nc.us or 704-428-3829

Burke County Public Schools Mission Statement
The mission of Burke County Public Schools is to educate diverse learners, nurture their potential, and empower them to be competitive, successful, and productive citizens.

Burke County Public Schools Vision Statement
Burke County Public Schools, a world-class model of exemplary education, inspires students to be life-long learners who can compete successfully on the global stage and contribute to their community as productive citizens.

Cheryl Shuffner is the Public Relations Officer for the Burke County Public School System.

Out of town? You can still check out our new Website
www.brcnews.com
And find us on Facebook
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**The Rotary of Spruce Pine**

**Rural Education Partners**

By Elaine Percival

Mitchell County

Lori Gilchrist is the director of Rural Education Partners of Mitchell County. She has been a non-profit, education and human services leader in Mitchell County for well over a decade. At this March meeting of the Spruce Pine Rotary she shared her passion for collaborating with partners throughout the community to empower Mitchell County school children to be successful in their own backyards.

“A rural community’s most important resource is its children,” she said. “For a rural community to thrive, its children must thrive.” She explained how Rural Education Partners build relationships throughout our community and help partners organize our rural resources and strategies to design and sustain model programs that can be replicated. Programs are designed to develop the strengths of the Mitchell County students they serve and build relationships between the community, the children, their families and REP partners. After-school clubs and enrichment programs like Art and Chess Clubs, in-school tutoring programs, and book and reading clubs like Blue Ridge Readers and Room Readers bring together a diverse group of partners and volunteers, including local business and industries who fund the work. Transportation, food, supplies and high-quality supervision and instruction are all provided at no cost.

“Instead of our programs,” she said, “Rural Education Partners is the backbone in a way. We develop what the kids want and need and wanted to be partners, then we staff programs and coordinate volunteers and other agencies to make sure those programs are high quality, sustainable, and accessible to all our families.”

“And training is important,” she said. REP brings the latest research and resources to partners, so they know what works, what doesn’t and how to implement high-quality programs. It’s all about breaking down those traditional silos of service and funding that get in the way in a rural place with different or fewer resources than our urban neighbors.

“Do you ever wonder why you didn’t know about a lot of what we do? It’s easier to get people to the table to work with you on behalf of kids if you give credit instead of take it. We need everyone at the table.”

Elaine lives in Little Switzerland and is a member of the Rotary in Spruce Pine.

---

**Relay Of The Blue Ridge**

**Spotlight – Jackie Thomas And Lily Branch Baptist Church**

By Don Ford

Mitchell County

For almost 50 years, Mrs. Jackie Thomas has devoted herself to serving the Lord at Lily Branch Baptist Church in Mitchell County. She has been treasurer, clerk, Sunday School teacher and trustee. In addition to these responsibilities, “Ms. Jackie” has been the Relay for Life team captain of the church.

Even though she is small in stature, Jackie Thomas has a huge presence in the lives of people. This is especially true as a volunteer for Relay of the Blue Ridge. “My husband’s death was due to cancer,” she says very plainly, and adds “cancer has also affected the lives of nieces, nephews and sisters-in-law and that prompted my involvement with Relay.”

Mrs. Thomas is lovingly known as the “Luminary Lady.” She promotes luminaries as a priority of her fundraising efforts for the American Cancer Society. A luminary is a bag which is transformed and illuminated after dark at every local Relay for Life event. Each luminary is personalized with a name, a decoration, and a message in memory, in honor or in prayer for a friend or loved one who has been affected by cancer. The luminary ceremony is a very personal and moving portion of the annual Relay for Life event and Jackie encourages everyone to be a part of it.

As a member of Lily Branch Baptist Church located in the Snow Hill community, Jackie Thomas and her church family have championed the cause of RFL for almost 20 years. Working together, Mrs. Jackie and Lily Branch Baptist Church raised $6000 for Relay of the Blue Ridge in 2017. All monies received through Relay for Life help fund the fight to find a cure for cancer. She adds, “It is nice to work alongside those who have struggled with cancer and know that I am helping in some way to help find a cure for this disease.” For more information about Relay of the Blue Ridge, please call (828) 467-3439.

Don Ford has served the Lord as a minister for 40 years. He and his wife Debrah have one daughter who lives in Georgia.

---

**Clayton homes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House1</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
<td>828-433-8455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

www.claytonhomeshomes.com
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The Avery FFA Chapter has sprung forward with various activities to include. Career Development Events (CDEs), working in the greenhouse, traveling to leadership conferences, applying for degrees at the State and American level, and even going to school when it is not snowing! We appreciate the efforts and support of our volunteers, sponsors, parents, administration, our CTE director and support staff, but most of all, we thank our students for putting forth the effort in making FFA the #1 student led organization in the world.

Career Development Events:
In February, Mr. Lane Richardson competed in the State level Truck & Tractor driving event in Raleigh for the second consecutive year. Lane won the federation truck driving event in September, qualifying him to compete on the state level. There were over 20 competitors and Lane made us all proud of his efforts. Lane is currently serving as our Avery FFA Chapter President and is very faithful to always show up and help where he can. Lane, we appreciate your consistent leadership.

Hunters Helping Kids, Daniel Boone Bear Club, with assistance from parents and community volunteers, and our local NC Wildlife officer are helping our Hunter Safety teams prepare for competition on March 24. We have had multiple practices at the NC Forest Service Mountain Training Facility on Saturdays and we look forward to competing in orienteering, rifle, archery, skeet, and skills. Final rankings will be based upon test scores and we appreciate our team members hard work on practice tests with the assistance of Mr. Jared Thompson, our Wildlife Officer.

We are preparing for our annual Region Rally on April 19 where we will have students participating in several CDEs to include, Job Interview, Extrememonaent Public Speaking, Prepared Public Speaking, Tool Identification, Intro to Horticulture, and Landscape Nursery. FFA is for everyone and many of our students do not live on farms. Several of our active members and leaders have become part of our FFA family and support the efforts of the FFA Mission: "FFA makes a positive difference in the lives of its students by developing their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success through agricultural education."

In the Community:
The Avery FFA continues to team up with the FCA/JC to pack backpacks for the Avery Missionary Network. The third Thursday of each month, students and teachers gather to help pack food for Avery County students prior to the weekends. This is a great opportunity for our students to live out the Avery FFA Mission this year. "Living to Serve." As part of the FFA motto, we feel very strongly about supporting our community and helping the citizens of Avery County.

Our greenhouse is gearing up to help support the Avery County Cooperative Extension’s efforts at the community garden. We are happy to help “start” these plants early so those participating in the community garden can reap the rewards of growing their own food. Additionally, we are growing several plants for a local country club and plan to offer some flowering plants and vegetables for sale to the Avery County High School faculty and staff. Additionally, our upper level classes will be participating with the Cooperative Extension Service’s annual Plant Sale. Traditionally, our students have assisted with clean up, set up, and preparation for this annual event. We the opportunity for our FFA members and students to meet community members who purchase plants as we sort and load their orders.

Awards & Degrees:
As most of you know, Mrs. Gwen Clark retired in August of 2016, but she continues to “advise students from time to time, as the need arises.” Mrs. Clark has helped our students in several ways, especially by assisting students who are eligible to become American Degree candidates. The American FFA Degree is the highest honor one can receive as an FFA member. This honor is earned after graduation, but prior to their 22nd birthday. We have been blessed with several “honors in past years, and Mrs. Clark has assisted 5 candidates with the large column of required paperwork. Thank you, Mrs. Gwen Clark!

We also have a few current students who are finalizing paperwork for their State FFA degrees. Those who successfully complete the State Degree application will receive the award in June at the FFA State Convention. As always, we have several underclassmen working on their Greenhand and Chapter degrees. As an incentive, we are awarding students with our latest Avery FFA t-shirt when they successfully complete any level of degree or proficiency application. We greatly appreciate the sponsors who have made this incentive a possibility.

Recent Events:
FFA week was an opportunity for our students to host fun events during lunch to help make everyone aware of the importance of agriculture. In February, students also came up with an agricultural fact of the day for each day of FFA week. Several students participated each day and everyone seemed to have a great time. We hope that our passion for agricultural education will become contagious as we seek to grow our future leaders.

This past weekend, we took four students to the FFA MEGA Conference in Greensboro. The MEGA Conference focuses on leadership. Our students had the opportunity to work with State FFA staff, former and current NC FFA State Officers, and the FFA’s National President. Ms. Breanna Holbert, the FFA’s first female African-American President addressed the group about the fact that they can, “Make History!” She shared her personal FFA journey and how she has discovered her passion through FFA and is currently pursuing a degree in Agricultural Education.

As we spring forward, we are reminded that class registration for next year is happening. We encourage all rising freshmen to sign up for Agriculture Applications and we encourage all current students to continue their agricultural studies in Horticulture, Horticulture II, Landscaping, Turfgrass, and/or Sustainable Ag Production.

Again, we want to thank you for your continued support of our program and our students. We especially appreciate our sponsors, volunteers, and supporters. We look forward to seeing you at our annual FFA Banquet on May 10th.

Kreg Kege, Dawneyke lives in Banner Elk, NC and works with the FFA at Avery High School.
Dear Dave,

Some of the people I work with have been buying into new kind of supplemental insurance that protects against layoffs. It costs about $30 a month per person, and the full payout if you’re laid off is $9,000. It seems to me you would have to be paying in for a long time to see that kind of return, so I wanted to see how you feel about this kind of thing. —Steve

Dear Steve,

Annuity insurance is there for something you could cover yourself, it’s a good idea to stop and remember that every insurance company is still a business. They must cover all the costs of operation, plus make a profit. Believe me, that takes a lot of money.

Statistically speaking, if lots of people cashed in on policies like this an insurance company would go out of business. We’re talking about only $30 a month to cover $9,000. That alone tells you not many people cash in. It’s gamblers insurance.

On average, you’re losing money when you buy insurance of any kind. Again, on average, over the course of your lifetime you’d be better off saving money and self-insuring against things like this. The only things I recommend buying insurance for are things you can’t afford to cover personally. But you can afford to cover a layoff by saving an emergency fund of three to six months of expenses.

If I’m in your shoes, Steve, I’m not buying that stuff—Dave

Dear Dave,

I just filed taxes, and it looks like I’ll get a pretty big refund this year. A friend of mine told me I should adjust my withholding, so I don’t get a refund. This seems pretty dumb to me. Why would I change my withholdings when I’m getting money back? —James

Dear James,

The only reason you’re getting a refund is because you had too much taken out of your paychecks in 2017. Let’s say your refund is $1,500. Basically, you loaned the government $1,500 of your own money interest-free. A refund isn’t a gift or reward, James. It’s your own cash that you get back because you paid in too much during the previous year. In your case, that adds up to almost $1,500 a month.

Instead of loaning the government money that you worked hard to earn, wouldn’t it be a better idea to keep it in your own pocket? —Dave

Dave Ramsey is CEO of Ramsey Solutions. He has authored seven best-selling books, including The Total Money Makeover. The Dave Ramsey Show is heard by more than 13 million listeners each week on 585 radio stations and multiple digital platforms. Follow Dave on the web at daveramsey.com and on Twitter at @DaveRamsey.

---

Bantam Chef proudly practices and promotes recycling for a cleaner community and a greener environment.

Ask about our ongoing recycling program and how you can participate in our contributions to CarePartners Hospice & Palliative Care | McDowell

We serve

SOFT ICE CREAM
Cones • Shakes • Sundaes
Floats & Boats

Harrell Hill Farms
200 Years of Freshness
Grass Fed Beef For Sale
USDA Inspected
Shrink Wrapped & Labeled
No Added Hormones
No Antibiotics
Locally Grown
1/4 - 1/2 & Whole

HarrellHillFarms@aol.com
828-467-0280
www.harrellhillfarms.com
Selfless Saints
By Jerry Lewis
McDowell County

Concerning this salvation, the prophets who prophesied about the grace that was to be yours searched and inquired carefully, inquiring what person or time the Spirit of Christ in them was indicating when he predicted the sufferings of Christ and the subsequent glories. It was revealed to them that they were serving not themselves, but you, in the things that have now been announced to you through those who preached the good news to you by the Holy Spirit sent from heaven, things into which angels long to look (1 Peter 1:10-12 ESV)

For the past week we have seen the faith of Old Testament saints. Hebrews 11 lists them and their accomplishments—all a result of great faith in God. Peter adds additional insight into the plight of these Old Testament prophets. Don’t miss this—you will be surprised that you were on their minds. They prophesied about the grace that was to be yours. They knew a better day was coming—they just didn’t know when.

They wanted to know who the Messiah would be and what time He would come. God did not reveal that to them. God did reveal to them what kind of Messiah He would be, so that when He appeared, New Testament saints would know it. In other words, they lived not for themselves or their own satisfaction, but for the fulfillment and satisfaction of a future generation. It was revealed to them that they were serving not themselves but you. While Peter was certainly writing to persecuted Christians spread throughout the greater Middle East in his day, his words are just as applicable to us today.

Consider Isaiah:

• In Isaiah 52:13 Isaiah predicted that the Messiah would be raised, lifted up, and exalted. In Philippians 2:9-11, Paul writes that God exalted him and that one day every knee will bow.
• In Isaiah 52:14 Isaiah said that Jesus’ appearance was “labeled beyond human semblance.” Matthew 26:67 records the merciless treatment of Jesus.
• In Isaiah 53 Isaiah describes him as a man of sorrows, acquainted with grief. John confirms Isaiah’s prophecies in John 11 by describing how many rejected Jesus, especially the religious leaders.
• In Isaiah 53 Isaiah predicted his grave would be with the wicked and the rich. He was crucified between two thieves and buried in wealthy Joseph of Arimathea’s tomb.

God revealed “chees” about the Messiah to the prophets, not for their benefit, but for yours. They faithfully wrote down what God told them and you benefit from it today. Their faithfulness builds your faith. How remarkable is this? So phenomenal that angels long to look into these things!

What should this encourage you to do?

Read the Old Testament with gratitude for imperfect saints who put their faith in a gracious God.

Ask yourself: what are you doing today that does not serve yourself, but others; that does not build your faith but someone else’s; that does not help your cause, but another’s.

Jerry Lewis is Senior Pastor at Grace Community Church in Marion.
April Showers Bring May Flowers
By Jacob Wills
Yancey County

I will never forget my Grandmother saying those words to me as I sat by the window watching the spring showers. She knew the boy in me wanted to run outside and play. I was fastening on summer, as many of us do in life. I ignored the most fertile time. I didn’t have time for rain. Rainy days were times when I couldn’t play ball, hunt, in the woods, or ride my bike. What I didn’t realize was the rain made the garden grow, the well stay full, and the fish bite. Rain is a blessing from God. Matthew 5:45 says, “45 that you may be sons of your Father in heaven, for He makes His sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust.”

This means that spring time lets us know that God is good. Rain and sunshine are marks of the grace and mercy of God. He loves His creation, and is merciful to all creatures. God loves and forgives yes, but God also supplies sustenance to us all. God doesn’t send rain to the farmer’s crops who believes in Him, and all the while sends no rain to the apostate farmer’s crops next door. The sun doesn’t just shine on those same winter fields, creating photomesis for the believing farmer and not the unbeliever. God provides the same for both. God loves them both. God is merciful to them both. God loves all people, he wants to provide good things to all humanity. God isn’t pulling for one person over another. He wants us all to do well. God does this because His goodness leads us to repentance. Romans 2:4 “Or do you despise the riches of His goodness and forbearance and long-suffering, not knowing that the goodness of God leads to repentance?” God wants us to change our minds about who He is. He isn’t pulling against us. He is pulling for us. God wants everyone to do well. The great temptation is to sin, then to feel as God is against us. Gods is against sin and there is consequence to sin, but God is for you. He is for you to repent and believe. Many times we ask how the unbelieving seem to prosper. It is the goodness of God urging them to change their minds. God wants us to obey Him because we trust God for us. We trust that God knows what is best for us and is actively working for that in our lives. God isn’t trying to harm us. He’s trying to help us.

So sit back and watch the wonder of spring as the mountains unfold. The resurrected Christ and His grace are a picture of goodness to us all. Winter is over, the law is fulfilled, and God is pulling for you.

Jacob Wills is an ordained pastor and Bereavement Coordinator for Yancey County Hospice. You may contact him at jacobw@hospiceofyancey.org.

A Caring Partner at Home
When Florence was unable to live independently, her daughter Mary became her round-the-clock caregiver. When her medical needs became too much for one person to handle, the compassionate team at CarePartners Hospice insured that both Florence and Mary’s physical, social and spiritual needs were being met.

Habitat Restore
Mitchell & Yancey County

Save Money While Helping Others

(828) 766-9000

Habitat for Humanity

ReStore
353 Oak Ave., Spruce Pine, NC

HOURS: Tuesday - Friday 9:00-5:00
Saturday 8:00-2:00

CarePartners Hospice & Palliative Care
Mcdowell

Exceptional Care. Every Day.
(828) 659-7068
carepartners.org
How Are You Defined?
By Dan Querello
Burke County

The world in which we live defines who we are by what we do. Those who are successful in the world’s eyes have accomplished certain things. The successful businessman has achieved a level of financial status and prestige among his colleagues. The world’s success is measured in terms of tangible and in terms of the immediate.

On the other hand, the Bible defines us differently. Rather than defining us on the basis of achievement, the Bible defines us on the basis of our identity in Him. Paul wrote in 2 Corinthians 5:21, “For he hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in him.” Our standing before God is not based on what we can accomplish; it is based on what Christ already has accomplished.

Being and doing are two concepts that are interrelated, but we must be sure to place them in the right order. Paul commands believers in Philippians 2:12 to “work out your own salvation with fear and trembling” and explains the basis in 2:13 by stating, “For it is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good pleasure.” The external action of doing is to be the result of the internal reality of being. Who we are in Christ must determine what we do.

The natural tendency among believers is to reverse this and allow the world’s system to define us. When we allow this subtle shift to take place, our worth and identity begin to be determined by what we accomplish. The problem is that when we stop performing and achieving, we cease to be valuable.

But when we allow what we do to flow from who we are, we never cease to be valuable. In Christ alone, we have an unchanging foundation for determining our worth and dignity. These are based upon what God has done in and for us, based on what we have accomplished. Therefore, that which we do must be based on who we are in Christ.

Pastor Dan Querello is pastor Morganon Baptist Church. Check us out on our website www.morgantonbaptist.net or find us on Facebook and YouTube.

Hospice and Palliative Care of the Blue Ridge
Thrift Store
Located in Ledge NC
Check Out Our Huge Selection of
Antiques Vintage Items Books
Clothing Electronics Furniture
Tools Jewelry Art
Closed on Sunday & Monday, Open
Tuesday thru Friday 9:00-4:30
& Saturday 9:00-12:30
SHOP “DONATE” VOLUNTEER “SUPPORT
For More Information call:
(828)-688-6400

“Faces you know.”

“Faces you trust.”

We cannot change the outcome, but we can affect the journey.

~ Anne Richardson

Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care
"Your only nonprofit, local, community Hospice"
856 Georges Fork Road, Burnsville, NC 28714
828.682-9675
ronnieg@hospiceofyancey.org
Marlene’s Meditations

Legacy
By Marlene Hock
Burke County

Romans 15:4 For whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning, that we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope.

I remember my mom’s potato salad, rich and creamy with a mound of such bright yellow covering that it yelled, “Come and get it!” A rare dish, apparently unknown to Southern Living Magazine and Internet recipes, it resides within my heart, a sweet legacy of Georgian comfort. What was the secret of that golden topping? She mashed a hard-boiled egg yolk through a wire mesh strainer onto the top of the prepared potato salad, its sunshine softly plopping on top. This is my legacy. Filling me with comfort and delighting me with endless tales, it forms the warp and woof of who I am.

A legacy is the sum of our ancestors’ remembered stories as well as their values and ways of life. These ideas drift down through the generations, brimming with life and cementing the years together with a sense of connection and identity. Ultimately, a legacy can yield fruits of minelessness, wisdom and pleasure as well as being enriched with our own stories.

Such was the case with Sarah, the Chief Princess of God’s people. Her historical legacy was rich in stories, drawing us into them through a sense of identity. For example, we can identify with Sarah as her husband Abraham deployed himself, and his 380 men to fight four kings and their soldiers. (Genesis chapter 14) We feel the same heart-thudding adrenaline-pumping plummet of our fear when our own husbands are deployed overseas as we listen to ominous news reports. Sarah eventu-
ally recognized that God places us in an environment and then uses that world as a stepping stone to greater faith.

How does a Spiritual Legacy bolster my own faith?
Legacies are not about end products or broken lessons learned. Everything in which I’ve had a part has not been successful, but the lessons learned are priceless. If we do not have a legacy of spiritual value, there is no need to frantically find or create one. God has already given us the framework for a great spiritual legacy (see Bible). In one of the legacies bestowed upon us in the Scriptures, rules a wily woman called Sarah who encounters primitive conditions every day and yet maintains her beauty. But, she goes beyond that incredible earthly loneliness to create a spiritual beauty of faith. It shines forth, breath-taking in its glorious reflection of her God and poignant in its depth. Sarah’s faith rises in splendor, and she offers its glow to light our own paths. What can we learn from her stories, her actions, her decisions?

I watch as Sarah waits for 25 years for her baby Isaac. Can I at least wait for an important answer to a serious question and watch God at work in my life while waiting for the answer?

I observe Sarah, smiling as her husband acquires yet another group of maidens and maidservants and a 500-herd camel caravan. (According to http://bibelhub.com/genesis/13-2.htm, “An Arab sheik is considered rich who has a hundred or two hundred sheep, from sixty to a hundred camels, a thousand sheep and goats respectively. And Abram being very rich, must have far exceeded that amount of pastoral property.”) And I think, can I possibly look over the current crisis to a place in the future where God smooths out my story and brings glory to Himself?

I see Sarah developing as a remarkable woman of faith who assesses God through His many promises in Hebrews 11:11 and decides to rely on Him, without facts, maintaining a certainty that God is Who He says He is. Can I do the same?

I gape at Sarah’s accomplishments in 1 Peter chap. 3 as the Lord pours forth His praise of her and think that, if I keep studying her story, I could perhaps emulate her. Sarah can be heard as a springboard when I jump into my waters of faith.

We are influenced by our legacy. As a Southerner, I am predisposed to liking sweet tea, finding creative ways to cope with heat, and enjoying various eccentricities of Southern life. And my faith encourages me to find spiritual analogies to my earthly life. For example,

Jesus is the sweet satisfying eternal drink that my soul craves.

• When the heat of life bears down upon me, I can cool down in the shelter of His wings.

• And when life takes an odd turn or two, God is there beside of me.

Similarly, Sarah’s legacy (the parts of her cultural, genetic and historical past) became a stepping stone to her magnificent faith. And her faith shines onto the path of our own journey. Through her legacy we can emulate her faith! Study her story and follow her steps to a faith that will become your unique legacy to those in your world!

Marlene Hock is a regular contributor to Blue Ridge Christian News. Her passion is to delve deeply into the truths of Bible women and to discuss those in Bible Studies called Backstage Pass to Bible Women. She and her husband discover joy, nurture, and challenge in their church. Her contact is marlenehock@bellsouth.net
My Two Cents Worth
By Preacher Chris Kanebone
Mitchell County

The CDC reports that excessive alcohol use led to approximately 81,000 deaths and 2.5 million years of potential life lost each year in the US from 2005–2010. Also, the CDC reported that 10,265 people died in alcohol-impaired motor vehicle crashes. This is a 78% increase from the US in motor vehicle crashes that involve alcohol-impaired drivers. That’s 1 death every 51 minutes. Annual cost of alcohol related crashes totals more than $44 billion.

Researchers estimate that each year, 18,250 college students between the ages of 18-24 die from alcohol related injuries including motor vehicle accidents. 656,000 are hospitalized from 18-24 alcohol related hospitalizations. Another study shows that 4,871 people die every day in alcohol-impaired crashes. Estimated 18,250 college students die every year from alcohol-related injuries.

Where are the protests for alcohol control? Why is the media not outraged? Where are the special news reports on how many children die because of drunk drivers? Why are the politicians not meeting with the victims of alcohol related deaths?

My opinion:
#1. Money. Alcohol generates billions of dollars in sales each year. No telling how much money politicians receive from the industry, not to mention the tax revenue generated. Even though the cost to human life and misery is there, it is ignored because of money. Everyone wants to “drinks” when they argue for alcohol sales. Were still waiting for the chain restaurants and hotels to come to Sprouse Pine, which was one of the arguments that was used.

#2. People want to drink alcohol. I personally abstain from alcohol and always strongly encourage others to do the same. Being in the ministry for years, I have witnessed the devastations that alcohol causes in individuals, their families, and people connected to them. Have you ever had to notify a family that their loved one was killed in a wreck because they were drunk? I have. People in my family have suffered because of alcohol abuse. It’s just not worth the misery it causes, period. I personally struggled with alcohol abuse in my younger years. As a Christian that controlling influence in my life is to be the Holy Spirit, not alcohol (Eph. 5:18). Matter of fact Proverbs 2011 teaches that Wine is a mocker, strong drink a Ribber; and whoever is deceived thereby is not wise. Regardless of the facts about the devastation and misery caused by alcohol, people still want to drink. One of their arguments will go something like this: “My right to drink alcohol shouldn’t be taken away just because someone else abuses it” Really??!! Well guess what, I don’t think my right to own a gun should be infringed upon or my rights because someone else used a gun to commit a crime. Gun control advocates keep screaming that if we get rid of guns, gun deaths will go away. Well, what if we get rid of alcohol, wouldn’t that cause alcohol related deaths to go away?

One way alcohol is sold at sporting events know people are going to get in a car and drive home. You ever been to a race car and seen all the drinking that goes on? Fans watch cars do 200 mph and sit there drinking for most of the race and then get in a car and drive home. The bars, clubs, etc., will sell alcohol to individuals knowing that they drive there and will have to drive home. Yet no one says anything about stricter alcohol laws. You know why? Because they don’t want their right to drink infringed upon because someone else abuses alcohol. I recognize that right now someone is probably mad at me. Matter of fact it’s probably guaranteed someone’s mad at me. Many are already thinking of how I could argue with use and prove how wrong I am. That’s ok, I’m used to my say so, also, even if you don’t agree, as you are entitled to yours. Just want people to recognize that no matter how many laws are passed on a us it will not change men’s hearts. Alcohol laws are in place and people still drive impaired and kill others. Gun laws are in place and people are still killing others. The state has already warned me, and I know I’m probably going to have to go to jail to kill that baby. Laws against domestic violence and child abuse are on the books, but families and children are still suffering. Did you know that it’s against the law to sell or use illegal drugs? Yet people are selling, using, and dying every day. Why is illegal to ship beer to someone else, it really is! I’ve found out a few facts that it’s against the law to go over the speed limit. Yet coming home from Asheville the other day folks passing me doing 80 or better. The point I’m trying to make is this: No law will change men’s hearts. Until we as a society, in our hearts, decide we are going to respect the life of others, nothing is going to change. It’s been the same since the beginning of time. What men do on the outside comes from who they are on the inside (Mark 7:23-24). Take away guns, men will use knives. Take away knives, men will use something else, even their own hands. Change man’s heart... that’s when things on the outside will change.

As you probably already know, I personally support the Second Amendment in our country. It is my right to keep and bear arms, but because I want to kill somebody, but to be able to protect myself, my family, and my property, from those who would want to take any and all from me, even if it’s my own government. The Second Amendment was put in place not just to protect my right to go hunting or shooting, but that you and I might be able to defend ourselves from a government that would wish to take freedom from its own citizens. I love God and I love people. As a Christian, a free man, an American, I believe I should have the right and opportunity to protect that which is mine. As a husband to my beautiful wife and father to my two sons, I believe it to be my responsibility, my duty, and my right to have the ability to protect them from those who do not respect our lives or any others. I will gladly tell others about how much God loves them and that His Son Jesus died on the cross for their sins and will do my best to love and treat them as I would want to be treated. But you better believe I will defend my home and family with everything that is in me against any wicked person who would seek to do them harm. That’s my duty, my responsibility, my right as a man and as an American citizen. I believe it to be our leaders duty to ensure we keep that right and the ability to do so. May God forgive our nation for what it has become, May He Bless America with the ability to become what He would have us to be. That’s my two cents worth.

Preacher Chris Kanebone serves as Pastor at Mine Creek Baptist Church.
Avery County

Make plans now to join us on May 17, 2018 for the 20th Anniversary of the Hugh Field Career Children’s Golf Classic. For sponsorship opportunities or to register your team, contact: Courtney Lane Advancement Associate (828) 733-4405 cf@crossroes.org

Crossnore Organization - Dr. Jerry Mandle is currently looking out for an assistant who is self-motivated, reliable, articulate and eager to learn with minimal supervision required to work from home part-time as his Personal Assistant. Dr. Mandle is looking for someone to make phone direct calls and distribute correspondence. Manage diary and schedule meetings and appointments. Make travel arrangements, produce reports, presentations and briefs. Wages: $200.00 weekly Hours: An Average of 12/hr weekly. If interested, Submit your resume/cover letter to Dr. Jerry Mandle mandleo@crossroes.org

Avery County Chamber - May 14, 2018 God Classic, Linville Golf Club

Burke County

National Day of Prayer, Burke County Historic Courthouse, Thursday, May 3, 2018, 12:30 noon for everyone.

Be There at the Job Fair! Area employers are invited to participate in the Fourth Annual Burke County Public Schools Job Fair on Wednesday, May 9, 2018. This annual event is a great time to connect with over 400 Juniors and Seniors searching for job openings and career opportunities. We will promote the event to students who may be looking for full-time/casual jobs/ jobs upon graduation, as well as those seeking part-time jobs in any capacity.

This year we will host the event at Jimmy C. Draughn High School at 700 Lovelady Road in Valdese. Set up begins at 7:30 am, and the event will last until 7:30 pm. If you would like to participate, please click this link to R.S.V.P.

If you have questions, please call Ms. Jamie Norton, MEC, CTE Coordinator. Career Development/ Instructional Mgmt. and Internship Coordinator for BCP 828-438-3997.

"Duke Energy Grid Security and Resiliency" - Guest Speaker Pratt, Principal Engineer, Duke Energy Systems Operations and Engineering. America’s electrical grid has been called the greatest engineering achievement of the 20th century and the "largest interconnected machine" on Earth.

Duke Energy is working closely with other utilities across the country and in other countries to make sure our power grid is secure. We will discuss some of the strategies and physical systems against threats is vital to life and commerce in the U.S. Manufacturing, business owners, bankers, investors, healthcare providers, educators, government agencies, home owners and more all have a stake in the grid.

See how Duke Energy is working to make our electric grid smarter, more reliable and more secure at this very timely event while you enjoy a delicious breakfast and network with other Chamber members.

FREE to Burke Chamber members, but reservations are required. To make yours, click here. Friday, April 6, 2018 Erwin Community Room Grace Ridge Retirement Community 350 Leesburg Road in Morganton. Breakfast Buffet Opens at 7:30 am. Program 8:00 - 9:00 am. Save the Date! June 1, 2018 at Silvercreek Plantation Golf Course

Burke County Chamber - The Burke County Chamber is currently looking for our next President/CEO to lend the chamber. Please see the job description at this website. https://tinyurl.com/yf84q4dp

Catawba River Baptist Association - Our Sunday School Leadership Roundtable training is designed to help Sunday School Directors, Teachers, and Pastors strengthen and grow their churches through discipleship using Sunday School as the tool. This will be a great time of sharing and receiving ideas so please join us at 6:30 on Monday, April 30th at the Catawba River Baptist Association. Our Director of Missions (Robby Smith) will be leading the discussion. Get a copy of the Box of the Creative Ideas to Reach our Community for Christ.

EASTER WEEKEND: INVITE YOUR COMMUNITY! (adapted from Outreach Magazine)

1. A Natural Location. Instead of holding services at your church, consider scheduling them at a natural location. One church uses a flower ranch located in the property of one of their members and draws many unbelievers each year.

2. Celebrity Connection. Engage your community by inviting a local Christian "celebrity" to participate in your Easter service. Ask the mayor to narrate your service or allow a famous sports figure to share his or her testimony, ask the local pagent queen to sings, or invite a local disc jockey or news anchor to participate in a reader’s theater.


4. Easter Photoshoot. Post signs on your property. Enlist a photographer, set up a spring backdrop and give each person pictures the following Sunday at Church.

5. Visual Aid. Build or purchase a large wooden cross and place it at the front entrance. Set out simple flowers on either side.

6. Children’s Participation in the Easter Worship Experience. Never underestimate the power of a children’s musical or drama. Not only are children remarkably capable of presenting the Gospel in a compelling way, but parents, grandparents and friends who might otherwise never set foot in a church will come with cameras in hand.

7. Seminar on CD. Make the Easter sermon available free of charge to guests. On the CD cover, list the upcoming message series and topics that will be covered. Easter follow-up.

8. Love Jars. Fill canning jars called "Love Jars" with brownie mix, attractively layered, sealed with a lid and covered with seasonal fabric. Then make a personal visit with the mix, brownie mix, jar, especially designed God's gift card and a note saying "We're glad you came...hope to see you again.

9. Spring Festival. Follow up Easter Sunday with a spring festival. Give the kids carnival tickets stapled to their Easter egg bags to use for rides and games. It’s a strong motivator that turns an Easter only visit into at least two visits. Use barbecue and outreach-oriented message series give parents a reason to return as well.

Morganton Seventh-day Adventist-Burke County - Health Social - Sunday, April 29th, 10:30 am. Please bring a plant-based dish and copies of the recipe side you would like! For directions and more information, please contact Cindy at 870-510-8048.

Church Picnic - The Morganton Seventh-day Adventist Church would like to invite everyone to attend their church picnic at Turtle State Park in Lincol, N.C. on Sunday, April 29th, from 1-5:00 p.m. Please bring a plant-based dish and copies of the recipe that you would like! For directions and more information, please contact Cindy at 870-510-8048.

God’s Closet - Morganton is a non-profit organization that will offer FREE clothing to parents and or guardians of children ages 0 to 18 years of age. If you or someone you know is in need of children's clothing and or would like to donate and get involved, please see the following contact information. We ask that everyone be in prayer for the new God’s Closet - Morganton ministry that it will be a blessing to others in our Burke County community. God’s Closet - Morganton - Phone: 828-244-3876 E-Mail: morgaston@godcloset.com Website - www.godcloset.com Facebook Page - God’s Closet - Morganton @GodsClosetMorganton Administrative God’s Closet - Morganton Facebook Page please like and Share with your friends!

Towns of Valdese Community Affairs & Tourism: Ring in the Spring at the Apple Crab Fest! Each year, residents of the town of Valdese proudly showcase crafts & gifts from over 33 vendors, door prizes, bake sale and so much more! Proceeds benefit the historic Valdese Foundation to complete community projects like the Old Rock School Movie Theatre Project. Entry $1 per person. First 250 visitors will get a complimentary shopping tote! Also, be sure to visit the Piedmont Western Railroad open house while you’re visiting.

April 29, 2018. Tour of the Past. Spend a Sunday afternoon strolling through many buildings and homes of Valdese that were built by the Waldenses is the early 1900’s. This fundraising event will include transportation to each site with a tour guide and will conclude with a reception at the Waldensian Winery Tasting Room. Tickets will be available to purchase on February 1, 2018 at the Waldensian Heritage Museum. Tickets will be $40 per person or USD for $60. Event is limited to 100 tickets.

May 21, 2018: 6:00 pm. Home brew competition at the LPQA. May 28, 2018: 10AM Festival at LPQA that will have many-tent activity for all. Activities will include: bocce lessons, courants, grape stomping, basket weaving, and special food! Festival Di Bira: 3-7pm at Waldensia Mill May 26-31st, 2018: Waldensia Archives/Genealogies and special events at the Museum. May 26th and 27th, 2018. The annual regional Waldensian Wine Tasting at Tovola Valdese of Italy to learn more about your heritage. By appointment only.

June 1-2, 2018: A Cultural Symposium- Four Faces of Waldensianism. Four faces of Walinesian Winess: Italy, France, Germany, and The Americas. Special speakers by:

• Claudia Pasquet. Pastor and Historian of the Waldensian/Methodist Church of Italy

• Gabrielle M. writer and Historian of the Southern French Waldensians of the 15th & 16th Centuries.

• Albert de Langue. Writer and Historian of the Waldensian Settlements in Germany.

• Javier Paoli: Waldensian Historian from Uruguay on the settlements in Argentina and Uruguay and their ongoing history today

McDowell County

MCDOWELL COUNTY, N.C., 01/31/2018: CarePartner: Hospice & Palliative Care McDowell, winner of the 2018 SHPBest Hospice. Caregiver satisfaction rating of 98%. The Premier Performance Award, is currently seeking volunteers. Positions available are Patient/Family Care Volunteers, Veteran Care Volunteers, Special Program/Event Volunteers, and Administrative Volunteers. Flexible days and hours. To learn more about these volunteer opportunities, please contact Scott Sita at scott.sita@ainj.org or call 828-652-1318.

Cross United Methodist Church - 24/7 Sharing Food Pantry at Cross United Methodist Church in Marion. The food is available for anyone in the county who is in need and is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with no questions asked. We do ask however that you take only what you need so items will be left for others who may be in need. The church is located at 65 West Cross Street in Marion just past Blue Ridge Terrace Apartments in the Cross Mill Community. Donations of non-perishable food items and gently used tins are very much needed and can be dropped off at the church Mon-Fri from 10AM-2PM 828-412-6006 or 828-480-9157. If you would like to make a monetary donation, make checks payable to Cross United Methodist Church c/o Susan Goesset, 65 Willis Drive, Marion, N.C. 28752. Your continued prayers for this outreach ministry are very much appreciated.
First Baptist of Marion - Singing Like a Christmas: A New Look at the 7 Deadly Sins Begins Feb. 28th - 11 Weeks Led by Scott Hagaman. Location: Chapel Dr. Will Williamson, Duke Divinity professor and UMC bishop, grapples with the seriousness of sin, which is ultimately discovered not in the badness of humanity but in the goodness of Christ. Williamson’s perspective provides both conservative and progressive points, and will set the stage for further discussion. The focus is the “seven deadly sins,” which identify human propensity, visible around us and in our own lives, to do evil—Grace Community Church—Ecuador Mission Trip

We will be taking a group to Ecuador in June of 2018 to help with construction, medical treatments and support for women and children. The cost is $1500 (more info to come). If you are interested email robin@graceforkal.org

Mitchell County

Bear Creek Baptist Church - April 29th, 6:30 Brian Buchfield will be singing at Bear Creek Baptist Church please come and join us for a true blessing!

Celebrate Recovery
This is a Christ and Biblical Based Program, giving life and help for men, women and families suffering from addiction. Any questions contact Joe Wise @ 353-0051

There will be a meeting every Thursday night with someone there to talk to men, women, and their families

Calvary Chapel Asheville - Spruce Pine - Calvary Chapel Church in Asheville is sponsoring a home fellowship and Bible Study in Spruce Pine. The fellowship is held on Thursday evenings at 7:00pm at 79 Sean Dr. (Estates area) - off Balsky Creek Rd. Call John Jackson 760-793-3799 for information and directions. And bring your Bible.

Casting for Hope - We hope to see you at the 7th Annual Casting for Hope. We are so excited about our 7th Annual Casting for Hope, April 13-15, 2018. This Casting for Hope event will be featured in the Brookville area round of 100. With the angler need has been for some time, we have plenty of opportunities for you to become involved. On the one hand, you can be present for the event and would be willing to serve as a volunteer, we have a need to fill over 250 volunteer positions across the weekend. Our primary need is for individuals to serve as stream monitors—a capacity that takes them to a river bank with one of the best fishermen in the country to measure the fish that are caught while learning a lot aboutfly fishing and enjoying the beauty of nature around them. All volunteers will receive an official tournament shirt as well as meals for all sessions that they attend. We will have multiple opportunities to volunteer. In addition, the Casting for Hope Retreat Center: grounds will be wide open for fishermen and anglers to camp. Our three campsites will keep stories and time with friends going well after the sun has gone down! To sign up to volunteer, fill out this form. You can get an idea of what it means to stream monitor here. Want to read more? The Asheville Citizen Times did a great review of what's to come!

Main Street Spruce Pine - Our Downtown Spring Clean-Up is scheduled for Saturday, April 14th. We hope you will be able to lend a hand as we spruce up the streets of downtown in preparation for the Chautauqua County Farmers Market. If you can help with babysitting or drinks, afterward, for all who participate. (Many thanks to the church of Laster Day Saints who will bring a large group and also have graciously offered to provide the hot dogs.)

First Baptist Church - We welcome back Dr. Terry Rae April 11– Sunday night 5pm Monday -Wednesday 6:30pm 125 Tappan St. Spruce Pine, NC 828-765-9511

2018 Missions Conference: April 6th, 6th. Hickory Grove Baptist Church in Charlotte, NC will be hosting the 2018 Baptists on Mission Conference. This includes worship, breakout sessions, mission’s testimonial, exhibits, volunteer supper and much more! Registration deadline is March 29th, 2018. Please call 800-395-5106, ext. 5996 and make your reservations. Rev. Terry Rae will be speaking as well.

Plant Swap at MCC! April 28th 10:00-2:00pm, Main Parking Lot at Spruce Pine Campus. Join us at Mayrand Community College for the first MCC Plant Swap! Free! "No Tomato Seedlings, grown in MCC greenhouse, will be given away while supplies last"

Bring plants to trade with others, purchase plants from MCC and local nurseries, and learn about programs and activities at MCC. Free hot dogs and drinks will be available on a first come first serve basis beginning at 11am.

All legal varieties of plants are acceptable for trade, from edibles, to perennials and annuals, to trees and shrubs! Please bring your own boxes or trays to transport your plants. There will be no storage available.

We hope to get a table for your plants, or if you are a member that would like to reserve a spot please contact the MCC Foundation at 828-766-1233. Questions? Contact the MCC Foundation at 828-765-1133 or mccfoundation@ mayland.edu

Relay for Life Hoops for Hope - Sponsorship - February - April 13th

Relay of the Blue Ridge encompasses Avery, Mitchell and Yancey Counties. Please join us in our second annual “Hoops for Hope” Basketball Game on Friday, April 13th at 6:00 PM at Mitchell High School in Ledgemont, NC. The first game will be current high school girls teams members playing former players and alumni. Concessions will be sold during these games. Try your luck at the Half Court Shot contest for a $50 prize. There will be live and silent auction, also raise awareness and help fund research to find a cure for cancer.

The American Cancer Society has been instrumental in leading the way in cancer research for many years. Relay of the Blue Ridge planning meetings have been attended by the American Cancer Society’s Regional Director, the Executive Director of the YMCA Senior Center in Ledgemont and the first Tuesday each month at 5PM. Anyone from Avery, Mitchell, and Yancey Counties interested in helping with the Relay for Life efforts is invited to attend. For more information, please contact Rhonda Buchanan at (828) 497-4349.

North Carolina Rhododendron Festival Celebrates 72 Years and 1 full days of family fun. On June 15 and 16, the Town of Bakersville, “Gateway to the Rocky and Home to the Arts,” will host its 72nd North Carolina Rhododendron Festival which is among the oldest and most respected festivals in the Southeast. The Rhododendron Festival is held the first weekend in June, featuring live music all day, a special children’s interactive play on Saturday; food vendors including local farm to table selections, authentic Hispanic and Oriental choices, wood-fired pizza, and popular sweet treats; regional arts and crafts people; commercial vendors; inflatables and train rides for the kids; nonprofit exhibits, and the list goes on and on. This festival is a great opportunity for the whole family to get together and attend this 10K run and street dancing both Friday and Saturday night until midnight. The Festival will feature the Rhododendron Festival Pageant on Friday and Saturday evenings. Come to Bakersville! You will be a few steps away from 7 world class galleries and other great local artists. Art and music as well as commercial vendor spaces are available: Contact Dr. Dan Donnald dxdasbruno@gmail.com or 828-284-1914 http://www.ncrhododendronfestival.org/

Support Group For Caregivers of Those With Memory Loss To Hold Meetings: The First Friday Of Each Month From 1-3pm - Care & Share, a newly formed support group for caregivers of loved ones who have memory loss, will hold monthly meetings at the offices of Hospice & Palliative Care of the Blue Ridge, 235 Hospital Dr. in Spruce Pine from 1:00PM to 3:00PM. High Country Caregivers Reunion will be holding meetings on the first Friday of each month to offer refreshments and fellowship. There will be opportunities for caregivers to get to know other caregivers, share experiences, learn about support and other resources, and have fun together. If you are interested in attending, please call 828-765-9511 to register and get location information.

Downtown Spruce Pine - I have completed the 2018 calendar of events for downtown. This year, we have added a new event. “Downtown Day” This will be a day geared to bring our locals downtown to celebrate Main Street and all we have to offer. We are still working out the details, but will have activities, games and music planned and hope you will be part of the story. We have also scheduled 3 outdoor movies, in addition to the summer concerts. (Sponsorship opportunities are still available for these events if you would like to help. Many thanks to Tree House, Mountain Realty, Peoples Furniture. Superior Finish and Tropical Farm and Garden.

- Downtown Day - April 14th from 10-4:00 PM. Locust Street will be closed at 10:00am, beginning late Fri night up to 1:00pm on Sat. May have to close all vehicles moved prior to that night. More info will be sent as we get closer to the event. Also, the SBQ festival will be in Riverview Park again, this year, so you will not have to worry about any street closures affecting your business.
- If anyone wants one of the Historical Society Depot ornaments, I have them in my office still. Just let me know when you are coming if you are interested in one.
- We have multiple businesses interested in locating downtown. If you have a “move in ready” space available or one coming available, and I have not been in touch, please contact me asap.
- In case you missed it... we are excited to partner with the Spruce Pine Farmers Market. We are located downtown in Central Park every Wednesday, beginning April 18th. The winter market will be in the visitor center the first Saturday of April.

Mitchell County Baptist Association - Mitchell Association has volunteered to be a drop-off point for churches to bring in their used material, bibbles and literature for the upcoming 2018 NC Baptist Convention “Love Packages.” This material will be picked up on a regular basis.

For more information on this organization, please go to lovepackages.org.

Their purpose from the beginning has been to equip and strengthen the Church throughout the world. They take church workers and workers around the world to reach the lost, plant churches, train leaders, disciple believers and serve the poor.

The office has a list of what can be used.

Baptist Children’s Home’s Food Roundup is the month of April 2018.
Disaster Preparedness
By Carol Layton

N C B A M Teaches Churches How to Develop Disaster Preparedness Ministry

CALLOUT Older adults were 15% of New Orleans’ population, but accounted for 74% of Hurricane Katrina casualties.

CALLOUT “Be prepared and get yourself ready, you and your whole assembly that has been mobilized around you, you will be their guard.”—Ezekiel 3.7

North Carolina Baptist Aging Ministry’s (NCBAM) newest outreach is a workshop designed to help churches develop Disaster Preparedness plans to help protect their most vulnerable members—those over 65.

N C B A M developed the workshop as part of its “Priority #1: Prevention” outreach. N C B A M Director Sandy Gregory explains, “Prevention programs play a major role in helping older adults maintain their independence. And even though older adults are very diverse in terms of physical and mental health, traditionally they are at much greater risk during emergency situations. Disasters reveal who is most vulnerable among us and aging adults typically bear the brunt. N C B A M wants to help churches change the outcomes in their communities.”

The workshop focuses on “Disaster Ministry Handbook” (Atea, Boan, 2016) which was used when an F5 tornado struck Alabama in 2011. 46% of fatalities were over age 55 and half of those were over age 60. Ninety percent of all fatalities were members of a local church. Sadly none of the churches had a preparation program or a communications plan to assist older members in severe weather or other emergencies.

Gregory says, however, that disaster preparedness ministry is only partly about preparing for an extreme event. “A disaster preparedness ministry is even more about the core ministry of the church—serving those in need.”

In addition to resource lists for helping churches get started, N C B A M’s Disaster Preparedness for Aging Adults worksheet explains why each church needs to have a preparedness plan for its senior adults, how to plan and maintain a preparedness ministry, and practical ways your church can help individuals 65+ prepare for emergency situations.

Disasters don’t plan ahead for anyone—out your church can—and N C B A M is ready to help. Its Disaster Preparedness for Aging Adults workshop is appropriate for church leadership groups, senior adult groups, conferences and retreats, and non-profit ministries. Call 877.506.2226 or for more information or to schedule a workshop for your group.

This is a ministry associated with the Crossnore School System.

Carol Layton is Office and Support Manager for North Carolina Baptist Aging Ministry (N C B A M).

I Protest!
By Lana Ellis
Kingsport, Tennessee

Shouting protesters waving signs have gathered in streets all over the country. Thousands of women participating in the “Women’s March” of 2018 was immediately followed by the “March for Life” by pro-life women. West Virginia public school teachers walked out of classrooms protesting pay raises that they called too stingy. In February, during the magic Florida school shooting, students around the nation staged walk-outs to protest gun violence. In 2017 “Black Lives Matter” activists held several protests. Colin Kaepernick ceased his protest by kneeling during the National Anthem. Many descended on Charlottesville, VA to protect the city’s plan to take down Confederate monuments following some episodes of confrontations being visualized by opposing protesters.

Protests are not limited only to “people’s rights” as evidenced by activists in Madison, WI who protested the state’s dairy industry by carrying signs and chanting “cow’s lives matter”. Twaddle if the Chick-fil-A cows were there with their “Eat more chicken” signs! Said cows are not the only bovines that have participated during a protest. A farmer in Brazil used a cow to rash his point during a demonstration against the soybean industry. As a Pro-Life group, the fall of milk prices by greyer got police with milk directly from the cow! Now that’s definitely getting your “point” across!

In 1773 chests of tea belonging to the British East India Company were thrown from ships into the Boston Harbor by American patriots protesting taxation without representation. It was this protest that led to America’s independence from Great Britain. I doubt the most tragic protest to occur in our country was in 1801 when the first shot was fired in America’s Civil War, brother against brother, neighbor against neighbor. In spite of many lives being lost and relationships severed the war, however did lead to the end of slaves enslavement. December 31, 1855 Rosa Parks refused to take a seat in the back. Ten ways later is the name of African-American voting rights. Martin Luther King Jr. led demonstrations in a historic march. Even earlier in 1913 more than 5000 women descended on Washington DC to fight for their right to vote and economic equality.

A protest must drastically change people’s religious views, beliefs and practices began growing in 1517 in Germany. Martin Luther, a Catholic monk, began lecturing and writing against the teachings of the Holy Roman Catholic that did not coincide with “sola scriptura” (Latta, by Scripture alone) and “sola fide” (Latta, by faith alone) justification by faith alone and not by works. Twelve years later Luther and other Reformation leaders formed a formal protest against Emperor Charles V and the Catholic Church. It was at that time the word “protestant” came into use. If you identify yourself as a Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian or any other “sola scriptura” “sola fide” Christian Church, you are a protestant. Our southern pronunciation of the word protestant is something like “protest-ant” but look at the spelling of this word, “protest-ant”, one knows protestant.

Jesus, Himself, gave this warning, “Severe are the false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves.” To today’s society this message moves diverse in the name of “Christianity,” continue to reach churchly to Scriptures alone and faith alone. It may come into our homes by way of charismatic television personalities and/or politics; modestly dressed representatives, with literature at hand, knocking at your door. Even more dangerous it will try to influence your church to protest the fall of milk prices by greyer a protest that put the gospel of Jesus Christ back on the right track according to the original writings and teachings of the New Testament. If we ever see heresy missing in ugly head, we must at all means stand firmly and say “I Protest!”

Lana Ellis resides in Kingsport TN next door to grandchildren. Church is West Colonial Hills Baptist Church.
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Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care

Speaking for myself and the staff at Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care, it is humbling and an honor to serve our community. Our goal is to provide comfort, compassion, and quality care to our patients and their families. At one of the most difficult and vulnerable times of their lives, we are inspired by the spirit of the patient and their families. It is a journey of grace and dignity that we are privileged to share.

Hospice of Yancey County was organized at the grassroots level with an all-volunteer staff in Yancey County in 1982. Medicare certification was awarded in 1984. We have served our community as the local, non-profit hospice unaffiliated with any other hospice organizations. For over 35 years, we moved into our beautiful administrative office on Georges Fork Road around 2000. Through the years our programs have grown, and in 2016 we launched a Palliative Care Program. We are now doing business as Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care serving patients and families wherever they call home in Yancey, Mitchell and Madison Counties. All Medicare certified hospices are required to provide certain core services to hospice patients such as nursing, N.A., Chaplain, Social Work, Bereavement and Volunteer. The manner in which these services are delivered vary greatly from hospice to hospice. Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care focus on a Higher Standard of Care and it is embodied by the receipt of national recognition for four years of Hospice Honors and most recently Hospice Honor Elite, which recognizes hospices that provide the highest level of care according to the patient caregiver.

Let me say that ALL hospice care is palliative care, but not all palliative care is necessarily hospice care. Both palliative and hospice care provide comfort. Palliative Care is a specialized medical care for people with serious illnesses. This type of care is focused on providing relief from the symptoms and stress of serious illness. The goal is to improve quality of life for both the patient and family. Palliative Care can begin at the time of diagnosis and continue through aggressive treatments.

When I first began working with patients and families, I was awe-struck by the courage, love, and faith that I saw. The patients and families taught me so much. Hospice care is focused on helping people live and let go. Hospice care is focused on helping people live and let go. Hospice care is focused on helping people live and let go.

Yancee Hospice and Palliative Care is focused on providing the highest level of care according to the patient caregiver. The staff at Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care work to provide the highest level of care.

Ronna is from Burnsville, NC. He is the Executive Director of Yancey Hospice and Palliative Care.

Scott W. Murphy, D.M.D., P.A.
General Dentistry for the Family

We Love To See You Smile!
Always Accepting New Patients - Insurance Filled For You
Monday - Thursday 8-5
Friday 8-2
(828) 433-1223
341 Eastern Parker Road, Morganton, NC 28655
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I wanted to give you all an update on my recent efforts involving gun safety and keeping our children secure in schools. As you know, in light of the recent school shooting in Florida, there has been much debate about the issue of gun control and whether we should tighten restrictions around guns. I want to be clear about my position on this: I am a strong supporter of the Second Amendment and believe taking the right to bear arms away from law-abiding Americans is not the answer. Not only would gun control run afoul of the Constitution, but for parents I’ve heard with almost no little to stop the risk of shootings. It’s not an option from my standpoint.

Instead, what I believe we ought to focus on is coming together to take extra precautions to keep our schools secure and our children safe. The best and most effective path forward we can take, I believe, is one that safeguards our schools from becoming “soft targets,” or areas with little to stand in the way of someone with bad intentions.

Over the past few weeks, I’ve been in close communication with our district’s sheriffs and law enforcement officers to see what we can do to make our schools safer. The conversations have been extremely productive, and their help has been invaluable. In fact, one of our sheriffs, Henderson County Sheriff Charles McDonald, was personally invited by President Trump to the White House to participate in a school safety roundtable. Talking ideas and giving input on how to keep schools secure.

In the coming days, my office will be releasing a piece of legislation that will provide solutions on how to provide school districts with more financial resources for security. Stay tuned as we release more information. I believe we can get this done. Gun control is not the answer, but making our children safer is always the answer.

Washington, D.C. - Rep. Mark Meadows (R-NC) has officially announced his annual Congressional Art Competition for 2018. The 2018 Amstic Dietary Competition is open to all high school students who reside in the 11th District. All entries must be original in design, concept, and execution, with open categories such as painting, drawing, print, and more. Winners will be chosen by a panel of art professionals and there will be a reception for all the students who enter, as well as their teachers and families, on April 28, 2018.

The overall winner of our district's competition will receive two round-trip tickets to the National Reception in Washington, D.C., a $3,000 scholarship to a prestigious Southeastern art college, and their art will be displayed for one year in the U.S. Capitol! The deadline to enter any artwork is Friday, April 13, 2018. Entries may be dropped off earlier, but all entries must be received by 5 p.m. on April 13 at Rep. Meadows’ main district office located at 200 North Grove Street, Suite 90, Hendersonville, NC.

It is not surprising that healthcare consumers are worried about associated costs of rising premiums, deductibles, co-pays, and drug costs. They are especially upset by surprise bills for services they believed were covered. These surprise bills occur when a patient receives an unexpected bill from an out-of-network provider, usually located in an in-network hospital or doctor's office. The bill is usually the difference between what the insurance company paid and what the provider charged. Because the provider is out-of-network, the insurance company has no way of limiting the amount charged by the provider. Often unexpected, these bills pose a significant financial burden on patients and their families.

According to The New England Journal of Medicine, more than one in five patients visiting the emergency room may face surprise bills. In a 2015 Consumer Reports survey, nearly a third of Americans indicated they had received a medical bill in the previous two years in which their health plan paid less than expected. Among those, nearly one in four had received a surprise bill from an out-of-network physician, such as an anesthesiologist or radiologist, for care delivered at an in-network facility. Only 28 percent of those who received a surprise bill were satisfied with how the problem was resolved, and 97 percent ultimately paid the bill on their own pocket.

Some states have tried to solve the problem withholding harmless provisions that require the insurer to pay the bill. This creates the odd incentive for providers to stay out of network because the insurer has to pay whatever the provider bills. And, although this limits what the consumer pays, the insurer will simply pass these costs on to consumers through higher premiums. Other states have legislated a mediation process, but this just puts the consumer in the middle and creates uncertainty until the insurer and provider reach a resolution.

Surprise bills are a result of a market failure - a lack of competition and too much regulation. There is evidence of this in North Carolina, with some physicians charging 100% of Medicare. Patients don’t get to pick their emergency room doctor or anesthesiologist when they go to the hospital. They don’t get to pick their lab when they go to their primary care physician. But they have to pay the bill - and if they don’t, they can find themselves dealing with a collection agency.

Last session, I filed legislation to prohibit out-of-network providers from balance billing and limit the amount they can charge when the patient doesn’t have the ability or opportunity to be treated by an in-network provider. The legislation focused on three things: increasing transparency about costs and network status, making sure surprise billing protections exist for consumers, and getting patients out of the middle by creating a more predictable process and price.

Health care consumers should get the care they need without facing unexpected financial hardship and bill collectors at the door. Providers and insurers both believe that a solution is needed. I look forward to continued work on a common-sense solution for consumers who have no option to shop or negotiate a better price.

As always, please share your thoughts with me on issues related to state government by emailing me at richard.burr@ncleg.net or calling me at 919-733-3460.

This week, I chaired the Senate Intelligence Committee’s hearing on the need for security clearance reform. We received testimony from both businesses and the executive branch, and it is clear that the security clearance process has long been in need of reform.

The Vice Chairman and I agree that a backlog of 700,000 people waiting for a security clearance is unacceptable, and the government must take the risk of hiring qualified candidates who want to serve, but also need to be employed to support themselves and their families. It is also clear that investigators are hamstrung by 26th century technologies and processes that should be easy fixes in 2018. I look forward to working with the executive branch and the private sector to identify needed solutions as soon as possible.

The Senate is also considering the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act. This bipartisan legislation will help small- and medium-sized employers get access to the capital they need to invest and create jobs. Smaller banks continue to suffer under the burden of unnecessary and time-consuming paperwork, and this bill will provide Main Street with the relief they need so they can grow and hire more Americans. Even my friends on the other side of the aisle agree with us on this no-brainer, and I hope to pass this legislation next week.

God Bless America
By Cheryl Shiffer
Burke County

Connelly Springs — With an evening steeped in formal military tradition — females in elegant gowns and males in their Army dress blue uniforms — the East Burke High School Junior Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (JROTC) Cavalry Battalion celebrated its annual Military Ball at East Burke High School on Saturday. It was a formal occasion in which cadets and their guests were able to get together for one night of camaraderie, dinner, dancing, and awards.

The night started with a receiving line, a military tradition that goes back hundreds of years. The purpose is for guests to introduce themselves to the dignitaries of the event. Cadets and their guests then proceeded to assemble in the auxiliary gym, preparing for the posting of the colors by the JROTC Color Guard, the national anthem, and the Pledge of Allegiance.

Calling attention to a small, unoccupied but fully set table at the front of the gymnasium, Cadet Command Sergeant Major Montejoe narrated the “Missing Man” ceremony, honoring and remembering those who are prisoners or have become fallen hurdles. “The empty chair represents Americans who were or are missing from each of the services — Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard,” he said. “They are unable to be here with us this evening, so we join together to pay our humble tribute to them, and bear witness to their continued absence.” The tradition of setting up a separate table to remember missing comrades is symbolic to the frailty of one prisoner alone against his or her oppressor. It has become an important part of many military banquets and this night was no exception. The narrative of the “Missing Man” was immediately followed by one of the evening’s toasts: “To us all we now stand and raise our glasses in honor to America’s Prisoners of War and/or Missing in Action,” directed Cadet Command Sergeant Major Montejoe, who served as the night’s Master of Ceremony. After all in attendance were standing, he continued, “To the success of our efforts to account for them, and to the safety of all now serving our nation!” Cadets in attendance responded with “Hear, Hear!” as an affirmation of their support, cementing this solemn tribute.

Cadet Colonel Green, the battalion commander, was then introduced and proceeded to address the Corps of Cadets and all in attendance. He thanked the special guests, which included Mr. Shane Mace, principal of East Burke High School, Mr. David Lasser, District Attorney for the 25th District and a host of others from various community organizations.

Many of these community members have supported our program for several years,” stated Colonel Arthur Scott, Senior Army Instructor, for the JROTC program at East Burke. Echoing the comments of the Battalion Commander, Scott went on to say, “We are truly thankful for their support and commitment to the success of our cadets. It is an honor to be with these members of the community this evening.”

Upon the completion of the Battalion Commander’s speech, during which time he reflected on the past, extended his thanks to all who “presented their unerring support” and concluded by challenging the cadets to “commemorate the many successes and the programs in the future.”

Next, all were once again asked to stand and participate in several ceremonial toasts, led by members of the Cavalry Battalion’s Command and Staff who proposed toasts, beginning with a salute to the President of the United States, the Army and Air Force Services, and more.

The 25th District Attorney David Lasser served as the event’s keynote speaker where he delivered a motivational message about the importance of staying persistent and never losing sight of goals. Learners, whose parents served in WWII, served as an Associate District Attorney in the 25th District under Robert Thomas Sherry, Jr. prior to assuming his current position. He spoke on integrity and encouraged the cadets to always conduct themselves in moral and ethical ways.

Learner also praised the East Burke High School JROTC program for its success in building leaders of tomorrow. Learner acknowledged their agreement to Mr. Learner’s statements. When his speech was over, Cadet Colonel Green presented Mr. Learner with a statue of an eagle, “… as a token of appreciation from the Corps of Cadets, and appliance rang out.

The meal was prepared and served by Charrwells. A review of charrwells catering site noted the following: “Schools are a great gathering place and our catering service focuses on high-quality food attractively presented with professional, attentive service.” When asked about this, COL Scott provided the

continued on page 39

Mitchell County Chamber — Spruce Pine Farmer’s Market Finds New Home
We have a new winter location for the market!! We will be at the community room of Spruce Pine Main Street at 187 Locust street. We will be inside from 12-4pm. This is our winter location on the 1st Saturday of the month from January till April. Come shop local with us.

The Chamber will host a Candidates Forum on Tuesday April 3rd at 6 PM. Mark your calendars to come and hear from the candidates in the upcoming election.

At the historic Courthouse.

Mitchell/Yancey Substance Abuse Task Force — April 2-5 - Task Force representatives to attend National RX Drug Abuse & Heroin Summit April 2-Task Force table at Child/Stay in Mitchell County (volunteers needed)

Tipton Hill Community Foundation (Tipton Hill) — Country Breakfast, the first Saturday each month, 7:30-10:30 am, at the old Methodist Church, across from Jerry’s Store. Come join us for homemade sausage, scrambled eggs, gravy, jelly, juice and coffee. Eat in or take-out, all funds support the Tipton Hill Community Foundation.

Tipton Hill Community Center Easter Egg Hunt — Get your Easter baskets ready, boys and girls, and join in for fun! Easter Egg Hunt March 11 at 11 am at the former Tipton Hill Elementary School Playground from 10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. A free hot dog lunch will be served from 12:00 – 12:45 p.m. at the Tipton Hill Community Center across from Griffin’s Store.

The Easter Bunny will be there, too! In case of inclement weather, the hunt will be moved to the Tipton Hill Community Center.

Please call 888-252-4042 after 7:00 p.m., if you want to make a donation.

Women’s Prayer Breakfast: If you would like to join a group of women who are dedicated to praying, learning about God’s will, and fellowship, come join us for breakfast at DT’s in Spruce Pine. We will be ending by 10:00 am. Open to all, please call Barbara Harris at 828-467-3644 or email at barbara@brcnews.com. April meeting is 13th, at 8:00 am.

Yancey County

Yancey Food Ministry Gathering (YFM) — Bear ye one another’s burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ. Galatians 6:2

We invite you to our annual YFM gathering April 10, 2018 beginning 5 pm at Western Sizzlin’ Steak House. Please purchase your meal as soon as you arrive and we will gather in the large back room to the left.

If you cannot make it for dinner we appreciate your participation in the program which begins at 5:45. We will be sharing information and ideas about our food ministries. County officials will be invited to learn about our work to make Yancey County more food secure.

We will share with each other information and ideas that:

- Inspires our work and strengthens our food ministries
- Educates our county about food insecurity and becoming food secure
- Increases public support for food ministry and food security
- Connects food insecurity individuals to Yad/Love to feed and other community organizations

Please let us know if you can attend by contacting: Herb Walters at bherspy@carolina.net or call 828-462-5562

Yancey Food Ministry Coordinators: Connie McBain, Shelby Jean Simmons, Brenda Banks

Toer River Food Security Network: Jana Bartleson, Health Department, Herbs Walters, Listening Project, John Miller, Reconciliation House, Kathleen Wood, Gigita Community Group, and Katherine Savage, YAY! Childcare

Parkway Playhouse Invites You To Get Involved — Burnsville, NC: Become a member of the Parkway Playhouse Volunteer Guild. Volunteer to usher, take a call at the box office, learn to operate box office equipment, or you might want to be part of the crew. We need volunteers to work with Parkway Playhouse staff and board to open up the theatre building after being shuttered for the winter. Activities for the day range from landscaping and yard work, to maintenance and repairs throughout the building. It is a great way to explore and learn about one of Burnsville’s most iconic landmarks and cultural attractions, all while being in the Avery area of the building inside and out.

Participants who work for four hours will receive a complimentary ticket to a 2018 Parkway Playhouse Mainstage performance. All are encouraged to wear “work clothes” and bring a pair of work gloves. This activity is suitable for kids ages 12 and up.

For more information about Parkway Playhouse, including performances, classes, and volunteer opportunities, please call 828-862-4285 or visit the Parkway Playhouse website at parkwayplayhouse.com

Parkway Playhouse Members on Wheels (Burnsville) — Volunteers needed to deliver meals to Yancey County shut-ins, any weekday, 10:30 am - noon. If you would like to volunteer, please call the Yancey County Senior Center at 828-862-6011.
Resurrection
By Timothy Eller
McDowell County

As I sit here and think about the resurrection of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, I think about his sacrifice. He came and was manifested in the flesh as God with us. The gospel donors, he shall be called Emmanuel “God with Us”. He is the prince of peace, the great “I AM”. Isaiah calls him the wonderful, counselor, the mighty God, the everlasting Father, and the Prince of Peace (Isaiah 9:6). God told Abraham when he was offering up Isaac, “God will provide himself a lamb for a burnt offering”. Jesus was “no greater love do men have than he lay his life down for his friends”. While all of us were yet sinners Jesus Christ died for us. I cannot get past that Jehovah God loved me so much that he came down from heaven and manifested himself in the flesh to die on a cross for my sins. The angel stated that he shall be called “Jesus” for he will save his people from their sins. His name is not the name his parents gave him. It was God through the angels ordered that he be named Jesus. It is a derivative of the name Joshua which means Jehovah Saves. The name of Jesus then means Jehovah has become our salvation. He is the creator, my counselor, my friend, my healer, and my soon coming king. In the end, every knee shall bow and tongue confess that Jesus is Lord.

Tim Eller graduated from Carolina Graduate School of Divinity and has been involved in prison and jail ministry for the past fifteen years. Currently he is operating in the capacity of a servant of Jesus Christ.

Spring Needs
By David Burleson
Burke County

Even though spring is officially here, the month of March has reminded us that winter has not lost its grip. We all know that late March and early April can bring some snow and bad weather to Burke County.

Spring brings a flurry of activity at Burke United Christian Ministries (BUCM). Our ministry continues to meet the needs of over 10,000 individuals who need a hand up or an occurrence of reasons. Our Soup Kitchen is serving averages of 1,500 meals per week. Our Food pantry is providing an average of 14,500 lbs. of food per week to our families. Our clothing closet continues to stay busy providing clothes, shoes and other items to our clients. Also, the very cold temperatures in January have stretched our funds for financial assistance. BUCM has had many clients needing additional assistance with higher than usual utility bills.

To support our clients and provide them with an additional hand up, BUCM is opening a Learning Lab with 10 computer workstations and other reading resources. Because of a generous grant from James Tool and Waldenius Presbyterian Church and the support of Western Piedmont Community College, our clients will be able to use this lab to work toward obtaining their high school equivalency (formerly a GED), enroll in on-line college classes, complete job training programs, do job searches, have food preparation classes, learn how to budget, and a variety of other activities. We also plan to offer tutoring in the lab for our students in the afternoon and during the week. Our program is that these new resources will provide new opportunities for those we serve.

BUCM is very thankful for all our volunteers, donors and sustaining churches who provide the resources we need to meet the needs of our clients. BUCM is very blessed to have the support essential to do the work that is accomplished daily in our ministry. We thank you to our volunteers and donors. BUCM will be having our Volunteer Banquet on Monday, April 15 at the Msockan First UMC at 6 p.m. We look forward to seeing all our supporters on this very special night. Please call Elizabeth Norris at (828) 433-8075 ext. 237 or email her at bhcmset@bhcumc.org to let her know that you will be joining us. The theme this year is, “Being Part of Something Greater Than Yourselves.”

Our volunteers are the lifeblood of the ministry of Burke United Christian Ministries. Year after year, volunteers contribute time and energy to assist our agency. During the last fiscal year, volunteers at BUCM gave 36,351 hours. Volunteerism at BUCM provides individuals with the opportunity to help and support others.

The Burke United Christian Ministries would like to invite willing individuals to partner with our ministry and serve. Here are some volunteer opportunities:

Food Harvesting – Going to local grocery stores and restaurants to pick up donated food.

Clothing Closet – New opportunity – Assist clients in our clothing closet as they shop with a clothing voucher. The social workers write up a clothing voucher that allows the client to shop. Volunteers assist clients and then tally their selection. No money is exchanged.

Sorting, Inspecting, and Hanging – Interested in being behind the scenes of the clothing closet or Saved for You Clothing Store. Volunteer to prepare items for the sales floor or clothing closet.

Warehouse – Unload, sort and organize perishable and non-perishable food items. Assist in stocking the Food Pantry. Help keep the warehouse, freezers, and refrigerators organized.

Clerical Support – Assist with production of newsletters, bulk mailings, flyers, and more.

Learning Lab Support – As our learning lab gets up and running, BUCM will need volunteers to take the lead in developing and organizing the resources that are offered. Volunteers will be needed to just open the lab, work with students, tutor students, or assist with them as they work on the computers.

Willing to do whatever or being on-call – Is your volunteer time flexible? Are you interested in just being called on in a time of need? Volunteer to be called on when the donations are plenty or support is needed in the food pantry, clothing closet, dining room, truant officer, or in the ministry. We are especially in need of an on-call soup kitchen team for times when something comes up for the scheduled team or in times of bad weather.

Anyone interested in volunteering should submit an application and let’s talk about how you can make a difference with BUCM. BUCM asks volunteers to commit to a 5-hour commitment every week. It is flexible and can be done during mid-week or evenings. This allows for our department staff to plan and prepare for volunteers. For on-call volunteers, commitment is not requested. Without volunteers, we would be unable to operate, so we are willing to work with you to fit your schedule.

We have lets going on this spring, and we certainly appreciate the support of everyone who supports BUCM as we work to meet the needs of each of the clients we serve. As we look forward to the summer, we are asking our churches to consider doing a backyard Bible School at BUCM. We had a couple of churches do this last year and they were able to reach a large number of children.

Thank you for making Burke United Christian Ministries a special and wonderful place for all of our clients. We wish for you and your family a wonderful spring!

David Burleson - Director of Burke United Christian Ministries
The Greatness and Goodness of God
By Rev John McCoy
Roan Mountain, Tennessee

As we observe Easter let us look at Psalm 113. It is the first of a group of special psalms which were sung at the Feast of the Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. Psalm 113-118 are called “Hallel”. This last three of this group were sung before the meal and the last three after the meal. Most believe that the last three composed the “hymn” which our Lord and His disciples sung after the Passover just before they left the Upper Room to go to Gethsemane. The Psalm before this is a call to pure praise. It deals exclusively with the greatness and the goodness of God. In the Psalm we find 1. Praise in verse (1-3). 2. The Unutterable Conception of Power (v.4-6). 3. The Uncompassioned Pomp of Peradix (v.7-9). Although this Psalm refers to the past history of God’s people, it is quite evident that it also points forward to the celebration of God’s millennial period and beyond. Here the praise of God will be universal and unceasing. THE CALL TO PRAISE (v.1-3). Thanksgiving (v.1a). Praise is the primary element in true worship. Someone has said, “Praise is the prayer and Praise is the frankincense, and both of these must be presented unto the Lord.” How can we pray that God has for the future if we neglect God in the present? Thus, in praise, we adore God for what is, and not for what He has done. Testimony (v.1). All men should praise God because they are the workmanship of His hands. Christians should praise because they are the sheep of His flock and the children of His family. Gentiles should praise Him because they are the shepherds of the sheep. Only the saved can properly praise God because they are only acquainted with the reasons for His praise. Those who serve God best praise Him best, because service is praise. Theme (v.1-2). We have seen to whom praise is due and from Whom it is due. Now, what counts in this praise also is how we praise Him. By emphasizing the “name”, the Psalmist would have the readers to think upon the attributes of God. His different names reveal His different attributes. While praising God alone in Verses 1, the Psalmist would have the people to bless Him in the silence of their hearts. In Verse 2, The saved should celebrate to His Name, Completeness to His Cause, and Triumph to His Truth. In the latter part of Verse 2 we see when this praise should begin and when it should end. It should begin now. If we have never praised Him before, let us enter into today. Then the Psalmist tells us that once this praise has begun, it should never end. Our praise should continue as long as the blessings of God’s power and presence over all the earth (v.7). Concerning praise, we have seen Who, What, and When, now notice Where. From morning till night from east to west, the praise of God should be rendered. The sun should never set on the praise of God. Thus, His praise is not only unceasing but also Universal. Tidings (v.3). The Name of the Lord is explained. It is interesting that the word “name” occurs in each one of these three verses. Someone has pointed out that here is a reference to the Trinity in Unity. Our praise should include Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Trinity’s unity in unity has made us secure throughout all eternity. Thus, the Psalmist states that the name of the Lord should be praised. For every excellence that the Lord possesses and every power, the CAUSE FOR PRAISE (v.4). His Loveliness. This verse clearly teaches that God transcends all things. He is not only above the earth, but also above the heavens. Heaven is lower to Him than it is to us. God is enthroned far above all principalities and powers. No one can put God too high because the highest heaven is beneath Him. Thus, above all we should adore Him above all. His Loneliness (v.5). Our God is one of a kind. He stands without comparison. In Isaiah 40:13 the question is asked, “To whom then will ye like God? Or what likeness will ye compare unto Him?” And in Isaiah 44:6 “The Lord Himself asks a similar question. The following verse shows how God loves to be praised. God has too much to praise to be praised. No one can put God too high because there is no limit to the infinite beauty of the kingdom of God. No one can put God too high because there is no limit to the infinite beauty of the kingdom of God. Out of their poverty and misery and placed them in Positions of power and honor. Gideon is fetched from the threshing, Saul from seeking the asses and David from keeping sheep. The apostles, from fishing, are sent to be “fishers men” of the gospel. The power of the gospel is put into earth’s vessels, and the weak and the foolish ones of the world are called upon to found and maintain the world. Thus, what a stoop - from the high of His throne to the earthy OT. God specializes in lifting men from the dust of sorrow and from the dumps of sin. Let me remind you that God does nothing without ladies. When He raises men He warms them with His love. When He empowers them He and other. The Psalmist said that He has made kings and priests unto God… “Instead of poverty He gives us the wealth of heaven and instead of dishonor He gives us an exalted position, greater than any on earth.” This is what I call real improvement. Intervention (v.9). In Israel hemorrhages was regarded as a curse. Hence this verse is placed last as if to crown the whole and to serve as a climax to the story of God’s greatness and goodness. Here the Psalmist says that the God of Infinite Majesty is also the God of Infinite Mercy. As wickedness is man is accounted a great unhapiness, so is barrenness in women. But as God lifteth up the lowly out of the mire, to set him amongst princes, even so doth He “make the barren woman a joyous mother of children.” Thus, we see that children are Divine gifts and a mother’s joy. And Mary I add here that the two greatest curses of mankind are bad mothers and thankless children. In the last statement we find that the Psalm makes a complete circle, ending where it began by praising the Lord. May our life’s psalms take on a similar character, and never know a break or a conclusion. In an ancient circle let us blame the Lord, whose mercies never cease. Thus, in this Psalm we find that light and darkness are the same thing merely looked at from opposite ends.

John McCoy is pastor of Evergreen church in Roan Mountain, Tennessee and also chaplain at Roan Highlands Community.

Sample Day Trip
Tour the Walden Museum
Downtown Shopping Tour
Tour the Trail of Faith
Walden Historical Heritage
Tours also available at the
P&W Railroad Museum & Village Park Museum
Art Galleries & Old Rock School
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Forgotten Gospel
By Jacki Kool
Burke County

Gospel is one of the most revered words in our culture today, but perhaps one of the least understood. Everything can be Gospel. If it’s remotely related to Church, somewhere someone has attached the word Gospel to it. Everybody even went to a gospel business meeting before I thought. But the Word Gospel literally means “good news,” it’s a word that was used for a town-center naming through the streets with an abnormal heart. Sometimes, in ancient Greece, it would also be used of a herald going into a town ahead of the King, announcing “The King is coming!” I wonder that’s what Early Christians had in mind when they copied this word and made it their own.

I am all for taking the truths of God’s Word and making them understandable to as many people as possible, but think in our effort to make things palatable to the world, some of the great truths of this announcement of “Good News” are becoming watered down. Over the next several months we will explore some of these together.

Grace
We’ll start with the truth that is the least understood, we’ll just call this one “triumphant”. You’d be hard-pressed to find an Evangelical Church that doesn’t confess salvation by Grace alone, but I would admit that it would be as difficult to find Evangelicals who have taken this idea of Grace and made it their default way of thinking. It’s difficult, in the world that runs on merit. Slogans like “You get what you give” and “there’s no such thing as a free lunch” dominate our cultural landscape and have even found their way into the “Gospel Preaching” of many Churches. But Scripture is clear, there is such a thing as a free lunch because, when it comes to our souls, we get what He has already given.

We talk about grace, most of us believe in grace on some level, but I think many of us have a less-than-biblical view of Grace. It’s not necessarily anti-Biblical, it’s just a piece of the picture. Grace is not the same thing as justification. Unfortunately, many of our Churches are preaching justification, where all our sin is forgiven and that’s it. This is unsavory, it’s just incomparable. All our sin is forgiven at the cross, and God magnifies His righteousness to us. The Father knows us, not according to what we have done wrong, but according to what Jesus has done right, and then Jesus gives us the ability to live out that new righteousness in real time. Christians are not people who are just like everybody else except for the fact that we’ve been forgiven. Christians are people who were just like everybody else but now have been forgiven and are being made to be just like Jesus. There’s a big difference.

On the other side, Grace is not only available to those whose lives measure up. That wouldn’t be grace. The Gospel is not a message of do this, don’t do this, wear this, don’t listen to that kind of music, don’t think that or hang around people who do. That’s not good news, it’s exhausting. The Gospel is an announcement that all who believe are accepted. One’s never accepted on what? Well, that’s next month, but for now, the Gospel is the announcement that the King has come, and everyone who believes is accepted, and transformed, and made into His image. This kind of message is difficult, sometimes, for us to wrap our minds around, and that’s why we have to keep reminding ourselves over and over and over, again and again, until it begins to stick.

Jason Koon is Pastor of Bridge2 Church in Morganton, NC.
Penland Gallery Exhibition Showcases
Unconventional Use of Materials

Contact: Robin Devor
Mitchell County

The year’s first exhibition at the Penland Gallery is a collection of work by artists who, in the words of gallery director Kathryn Green, “have erased dividing lines or untethered themselves from material and creative constraints.” Titled “I dwell in Possibility” after a poem by Emily Dickinson, the exhibition includes work in ceramic, glass, metal, painting, photography, printmaking, and wood with considerable mixing of media. The fifteen artists represented will be working at Penland School of Crafts in 2010. The show runs through May 13 with an opening reception on Saturday, March 31 from 4:30 to 6:30 PM. Walking into the exhibition, visitors will be greeted by a three-foot tall, precisely rendered image of a young woman—leaves and geometric shapes float by her in the foreground. The piece can easily be mistaken for a painting, but close inspection reveals that it is made entirely from embroidery thread. The artist Ruth Miller, spends about a year stringing one of these pieces.

Photographer Dan Estabrook is represented by a series of tinyps, which are images created on a metal plate. Although tinyps have traditionally been treated simply as a type of photograph, this artist has chosen to also approach them as metal objects. Using a jeweler’s saw, he carefully cut up different tinyps and recombines them to create metal collages.

A cast-iron reporter by Frankie Flood, who is a faculty member at Appalachian State University, has a surface texture that looks like the inner surface of tree bark, while the surface of a wooden platform by Matthew Hefert has been carved into a 3D image of a manhole cover. And an animated video by Noah Seniormon is accompanied by several of the paintings he used to create it. These pieces are just some of the wonders and possibilities presented in this exhibition.

Also, on view in the Focus Gallery, is a small exhibition, titled “GATHER | Eat, Drink, Enjoy,” which showcases elegant, functional glassware by Courtney Dodd and Nicholas From. The Visitors Center Gallery has an ongoing display of objects that illuminate the history of Penland School, and the Lucy Morgan Gallery presents a selection of work by dozens of Penland-affiliated artists. On display outside the Penland Gallery are large sculptures in stone and steel by Hosk Haley, Carl Devaral, and Daniel R. Back.

The Penland Gallery and Visitors Center is located at Penland School of Crafts on Conley Ridge Road, just off Penland Road in Mitchell County (near the town of Spruce Pine). It is the first building on the right as you enter the Penland campus. The gallery is open Tuesday through Saturday, 10:00 AM-5:00 PM and Sunday, Noon-5:00 PM; it is closed on Mondays. For more information call 828-765-6211 or visit penland.org/gallery.

Penland School of Crafts is an international center for craft education dedicated to helping people live creative lives. Located in Western North Carolina, Penland offers workshops in books and paper, clay, drawing and painting, glass, iron, metals, printmaking and letterpress, photography, textiles, and wood. The school also sponsors artists’ residencies, an outreach program, and an gallery and visitors center. Penland is a nonprofit, tax-exempt institution which receives support from the North Carolina Arts Council, an agency funded by the State of North Carolina and the National Endowment for the Arts, which believes that a great nation deserves great art.

Out of town? You can still read the "Good News" on our new Website: www.brcnews.com
And find us on Facebook

SPRING SALES EVENT

NO DOC FEE!

Special price EVERY VEHICLE ON SALE

Yellow Tags = Huge Savings!

Huge Savings on New 2017 Models!

Also Huge Savings on 2018 Models!

“I promise -- lowest prices!!

Tommy Buchanan
Buchanan & Young
Burnsville, NC 28714

828-682-2194
East Main Street, Burnsville, NC 28714

Serving WNC For Over 30 Years

See dealer for complete details on rebates and financing. No DOC fees. Tax and tag extra.

www.buchananyoung.com
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ACROSS
1 They which could ___ should set themselves first into the sea (Acts 27:43)
2 5 Never be lacking in ___, but keep your spiritual fervor (Rom 12:11)
3 9 The Philistines and of the ___ who lived near the Cushites (2 Chron 21:16)
4 14 by the Spirit, not by the written (Rom 2:29)
5 15 listens to me will live in safety and be ___ (Prov 1:33)
6 16 Their venom is like the venom of a snake, like that of a ___ (Ps 38:4)
7 17 I see ___ of an almond tree (1,3) (Zech 1:11)
8 18 Which ___ shadow of things to come; but the body is (3,1) (Col 2:17)
9 19 bring it to ___ and cook the bones in it (4,4) (Ezek 24:5)
10 20 What harmony is there between God and ___ (2 Cor 6:15)
11 22 father of Seth (Gen 5:3)
12 24 was going into a village, ten men who had leprosy ___ him (Luke 17:12)
13 25 the book after Joel in the Old Testament (Zech 12:1)
14 27 I will float them in rafts by sea to the place you ___ (1 Kings 5:9)
15 29 do not ___ what is evil but what is good (John 13:10)
16 32 Woe to those who ___ iniquity, to those who plot evil (Mic 2:1)
17 33 Go out to the roads and ___ and make them come in (Luke 14:21)
18 34 the sixth angel poured out his ___ upon the great river (Rev 16:12) KJV
19 37 They built a siege ___ up to the city (2 Sam 20:15)
20 40 was heard in the whirlwind, your lightning ___ up the world (2 Thes 1:10)
21 41 He is the God who ___ use (2 Sam 22:48)
22 44 and for the ___ that is in the land of Assyria (Isaiah 7:18)
23 47 a prophetess ___ the daughter of Phanuel (Luke 2:36)
24 48 Two sons were born to Eber: One was named ___ (Gen 10:25)
25 50 two women will be grilling with a hand (Matt 24:41)
26 51 the sun, and to the moon, and to the ___ (2 Kings 23:5) KJV
27 54 to lay waste defenced cities into heaps (Isa 37:26) KJV
28 56 They will turn ___ away from the truth (2 Tim 4:4)
29 58 he that endeth to the ___ shall be saved (Matt 10:22)
30 59 Why make ye this ado, and ___ (Mark 5:39) KJV
31 61 the council together, and all the ___ of the children of Israel (Acts 5:21)
32 63 Those who see you ___ you, they ponder your deed (Isa 14:16)
33 67 But ___ Sound favor in the eyes of the LORD (Gen 6:8)
34 69 the ___ that you come at me (1,3) (1 Sam 17:43)
35 70 to ___ mine own son after the common faith (Titus 1:4)
36 71 the ___ has faded and has not spread in the skin (Lev 13:6)
37 72 “At midnight the cry ___ out: ‘Here’s the bridegroom!’ (Matt 25:6)
38 73 vines with hail and their syn- moregs- with ___ (Ps 78:47)
39 74 upon the hills, under oaks and ___ and poplars and ___ (Hos 4:13) KJV
40 75 The ___ of the LORD are on the righteousness (Ps 34:13)

DOWN
1 a rising, a ___ or bright spot (Lev 13:2) KJV
2 and ___ a coat of scale armor (1 Sam 17:5)
3 Asa destroyed her ___ and burnt it by the brook (1 Kings 15:13)
4 If a man sins against another man, God may ___ for him (1 Sam 2:35)
5 Simon who was called the ___ (Luke 6:15)
6 and struck the servant of the high priest, cutting off his ___ (Mark 15:15)
7 there was what looked like ___ of fire (1,3) (Rev 4:6)
8 seems right to a man, but in the end ___ it to death (1 Pet 1:19)
9 You strain out a gnat but swallow ___ (Matt 23:24)
10 to ambush and ___ everyone who passed by (Judg 9:25)
11 a golden cup in her hand, filled with ___ things (Rev 17:4)
12 the mirth of the wicked is ___ (Job 20:5)
13 if it loses its saltiness, how can it be made ___ again (Luke 14:34)
14 21 Absalom had appointed over the army in place of Joab (2 Sam 17:25)
15 25 Keep me as the ___ of your eye (Ps 17:8)
16 27 the thin ear devoured the ___ good ears (Gen 41:24)
17 28 slaughtering them along the way to a point below Beth ___ (1 Sam 7:11)
18 32 they are not plagued by human ___ (Ps 73:5)
19 39 and he was armed with a coat of ___ (1 Sam 17:5) KJV
20 41 He had been hired to ___ me so that I would commit a sin (Isa 8:13)
21 45 took him to the barber and took care of him (Luke 10:34)
22 46 the love of God (Greek)
23 48 And Moses went out to ___ his father in law (Exodus 18:17)
24 49 All the tent ___ of the tabernacle (Ex 26:18)
25 53 of what ___ is an idol, since a man has carved it? (Hab 2:18)
26 55 my father’s hired men have food to ___ (Luke 15:17)
27 57 he said to himself, “I’ll ___ David to the wall.” (1 Sam 15:11)
28 61 The evil deeds of a wicked man ___ (Prov 5:22)
29 63 stairway went up from the floor to the top (Acts 41:7)
30 64 I received from the Jews the forty minus one (2 Cor 11:24)
31 65 The land enjoyed its sabbath ___ (2 Chron 36:21)
32 67 and continued his speech ___ midnight (Acts 20:7)
33 68 endow her with wisdom or give her a share of good ___ (Job 39:17)
34 69 The owl will nest there and lay ___ (Isa 35:8)
35 72 give God a tenth of your ___ and all other (Luke 11:42)
36 78 the bracelet that was on his ___ (2 Sam 1:10) KJV

Solutions on page 14

Switch and get $100

2 Morganton Locations:
911 W Union St 828-433-4455
Inside Wal-Mart 828-448-2243

Valid 02/14/18 - 04/13/18
SafePlace

It Happened to Me.
By Beth Davis
Mitchell County

April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month

I could easily write a boring, boilerplate article filled
with enough statistics and generalities that would make
your eyes glaze over... yawn...and quickly turn the
page to another, more uplifting story.

But because of one particular Facebook post by
a woman whom I’ve never met, and because of the
MeToo movement, I’ll tell you, a true story about
sexual assault. It’s my story. To tell the truth, I hadn’t thought about it for years... decades, really.

I was at home for summer break from college in the very early 80s; I was 20-
21ish. I started dating a very dreamy, oh-so-handsome, very popular, clean-cut,
well-scrummed-from-a-good-family, every-parent’s-dream guy. I’d known him for
years, my parents adored him. His name was Paxton.

He was 3-4 years older than I. He’d been a Sargent in the Marines, and he was
a boxer, too. He was a dreamboat! And we had so much fun together these first
few weeks that summer.

Late one afternoon, we met our friends for a couple of margaritas before our
“date.” Afterwards, Paxton said he needed to run by his house before we started out
for the evening. No big deal. I’d been to his house several times, so I thought nothing
of it. And I thought nothing of it when he yelled something to me from his
bedroom. I willingly went
to his bedroom, and just inside the door. That’s when everything went
upsidedown. Everything went terribly wrong.

He put his arms around me and hugged me. Then he kissed me. Nice, right?
Sweeet, right? No problem, right? No warning signs, right? WRONG.

Before I knew what was happening, he pulled me over to his twin bed in the
corner—layout bed, a blanket, but you could have bounced a quarter on it.

He pushed me down, then he pinned me down, and, no matter what
I said or did or tried to get him off me, I was trapped...it was game-over. I didn’t
stand a chance against him or his strength. He raped me. It didn’t matter how
much I fought him. It didn’t matter how much I screamed. He stopped. It didn’t
matter how much I begged. Afterwards, he behaved like this was “typical.” This was
“normal.”

When he was finished, he very casually got off of me, went to the bathroom to
spit out some water on his face...splash and splash on some fresh attire. And then
he changed into a fresh, pink polo button down shirt. And he asked me if I was
hungry. He was starving! Probably you think I was angry, defiant, upset, and demand that he
take me home right away.

Nope. We went out for dinner, continuing on with our planned “date”, although I really
don’t remember anything about it.

Even though we’d been dating for several weeks, we’d never had sex. I was
shocked, of myself afterwards. I blamed myself for putting myself in that
situation...after all, we had been drinking, and I had done a couple margaritas. What’s
worse, I continued to see him until I went back to college!

I never told my Mom/parents what happened. He was a great guy, they really
approved of and liked him, and I figured it was probably all my fault anyway.

Maybe I lied to them?

So, I bet you’re wondering whatever happened to the oh-so-dreamy-parent
approved Paxton.

A couple years later he married a beautiful, sweet, tattooed girl I went to high
school with. He beat her throughout their marriage. Finally, he threw her through
a sliding glass door, and nearly killed her. Probably she shouldn’t have put herself
in that situation.

If you have been raped, sexually assaulted, or sexually harassed, we would
love to hear from you. Although we know it happens in our community, very few
victims come forward to report... perhaps out of fear, perhaps out of shame. We
invite you to call us; your identity will always be anonymous, and your story will
always remain completely confidential. Sometimes, just telling your story lifts a
load off of you. Our compassionate, experienced Advocates are also here to help
you if you want it. Please feel free to call the Mitchell County SafePlace 24-hour
Hotline at 828-765-4044. And, above all else, remember: whatever happened to
you is not your fault. You did not ask for this. You did not deserve this.

Beth Davis is the Resource Development Coordinator at Mitchell County Safe-
Place. She can be reached at 828-765-4015 or bethbdavis50@gmail.com.

Burke County Schools

No military ball would be complete without the Greg Bowl ceremony.
The mixing of the cadet punch was described by Green as a “wicked mixture
of incompatible ingredients blended together.” It “is a tradition that brings
together the past, present, and future cadets of the Cavalier Battalions.”

Green said that Cadet Master Sergeant Gross, representing Alpha Company,
started the disgusting concoction by pouring Coke into a punch bowl, with other
cadets adding mountain dew, hot sauce, whipped cream, and a vast assortment of other ingredients.

Cadet commanders were invited to sample the finished product, with Green stepping
up to the plate and drinking a cup of the mixture to background of groans,
moans, and laughter, followed by more applause. “This is one of our program’s
most popular events,” said Montjeu, yet declining permission for the more rigorous,
competitive activities offered throughout the year.

Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Freeman, a junior at East Burke said, “ROTC has
been an amazing program for me. I had confidence issues before I started the
program, and it has helped me because more self-confidence,” she added.

For high school Principal Shane Marcum, Saturday marked his first-ever military
ball. He addressed the crowd and spoke about leadership, encouraging the cadets
and reminding them they are the future leaders of the community.

A. J. Schwankert, History teacher at Burke High School and military
veteran, who served in the Army, Marines, and National Guard, also attended
the ball. He stated, “This event seemed to be well planned and that the support
from the community was amazing.” He was particularly impressed with how closely
the program followed military etiquette. “They (ROTC) did the whole military
traditions and formalities correctly,” he said. “The dedication and enthusiasm of the
cadets who worked to put this together is impressive and reflects highly on the
individuals, the program, and the school.”

At the conclusion of the formal program, many of the special guests departed as the
cadets then prepared to enjoy the music provided by a local DJ. This portion
was enhanced as the Greg Bowl was made available to all cadets to enjoy.

“THis a great event for our cadets to experience their first formal dinner and dance,” said
Cadet Colonel Green.

Cheryl Shaffer is the Public Relations Officer for the Burke County Public School
System.

Check out our new Website=brrcnews.com
And find us on Facebook

L&B Furniture
McDowell County’s Largest Selection of Furniture
- SPRING SPECIALS -
Sofa/Loveseat $599 3 colors
Recliner $199 with sofa love purchase
Price Match & Save Guaranteed
Pause...and Consider

Blossoms And Songs In Unseen Places
By Ken and Jan Metcalf
Avery County

Have you ever gone caving or hiked a mile up a mountain?
Though I've never gone caving - as in crawling
into a hole in the side of a mountain and exploring - I have gone on guided tours of caves
and found them fascinating.
Yet, it is still not my favorite adventure -
being underground is the side of a mountain. However, caves hold beautiful,
impressive secrets.
The darkness, dirt and dank coolness must spell adventure and discovery for spelunkers. Without them, we wouldn't know about the incredible stalactites and
stalagmites that hang down and stick up in splendid, artistic formations.
It causes us to wonder, Why such beauty in virtually unseen places?
Hiking for me is far more enjoyable.
I love being outdoors and breathing in the pristine air of the mountains. I
delight in the openness and freedom I feel. Climbng to heights that open to
imaginary majesty's vistas are pure rewards.
The mile-high hike was thrilling. But there was much beauty along the way
with a stream rippling alongside the steep path we were on. But, at the top,
beauty beyond our hopes awaited.
A plateau of the clearest lake I'd ever seen fed by a thundering waterfall took
our breath away. The same waterfall continuously fed the stream that had been
spilling and dancing alongside us as we climbed.
The highway below is not visible from this protected, circular environment.
People drive by unaware of the hidden beauty. Yet, the music of the waterfall
never stops tugging at whether anyone hears it or not.
God, the Creator of all things, places beauty in unseen places - because
He is inherently beautiful and whether we can see it or not, he creates it. And,
then, should we happen upon it, we are blessed, inspired and awe-ed. His winoos
wonder declares his glory - much like the night sky that is far darker with stars
and planets than our natural eye can see.
Whether in the bottom of the earth or atop a mountain peak, the joy of it all is
that we can never escape his presence. As Psalm 139: 7a-8a, In The Message
asks, "Is there anywhere I can go to avoid your Spirit? If I climb to the sky, you're
there. If I go underground, you're there."
His beauty is all encompassing, and never sleeps. Whether we see him in
action or not, even unseen places declare his glory, and we can declare with the
Psalmist, "In Your presence is fulness of joy." Selah

Magical Lily Pad Jewel
Flat, yet intricately designed lily pads
fill the lake waters near the shore.
Slowly...as if by magic...my buds appear.
Then in the early morning sun,
A beautiful white water lily
with sunshine center
stands upright.
Like a jewel displaying its brilliance.

"Look at the lilies...how they grow...
Solomon in all his glory was not dressed
So beautifully as they are.
Matthew 6: 28 & 29"

Check out our new Website-www.brcnews.com
And find us on Facebook

www.brcnews.com
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Suffering with Fibromyalgia?
Laser Therapy, Healing at the Speed of Light

Laser therapy is effective in
relieving pain associated with
fibromyalgia. So why choose
Laser therapy? It works and
has no side effects.
How does that compare with what
you are currently doing? Give us
a call and see how laser therapy
can help you.

CRUZ
Life Center
Burnsville, NC
(828) 682-6157
(800) 772-7955
cruzlifecenter.com

Natural Health Care
Solutions for Your Life
LASER THERAPY
CHIROPRACTIC
HEALTH COACHING
"Since 1982"
Paul’s “Theology 101”
By Shawna Thomas
Burke County

The Apostle Paul preached at Mars Hill. He has been criticized by some for not being directly based upon the Old Testament scriptures. But upon further inspection it is an amazing compendium of knowledge about the One True God. Notice what all he teaches the theologically inquisitive Greeks about the nature of God here;

Paul said in verse 23: “What you worship in ignorance, this I proclaim to you”:

— 24. “The God who made the world and all things in it.” He teaches that He is the CREATOR. (Is 26:20): “And He made from one man every nation of mankind…”
— 24. “Since He is Lord of heaven and earth” He teaches that He is the CREATOR. (Is 26:20): “Having determined appointed times and the boundaries of their habitation…”
— 24. “does not dwell in temples made with hands” God is TRANSCENDENT, i.e., beyond our ability to contain.
— 25. “though He is not far from each one of us.” Although transcendent, He is also IMMENSE, present with us now: (26:28): “for in Him we live and move and exist.”
— 25. “you are His, for you were created by the power of His hand.”
— 26. “For we are also His children” Being the children of God. The true God is also FATHERLY in His attitude toward all men.
— 29. “we ought not to think that the Divine nature is like gold or silver or stone.” (26:29): “the times of ignorance God is also patient toward mankind.”
— 30. “God is now declaring to men” This God speaks, He COMMUNICATES with us.
— 31. “that all people everywhere” He is the UNIVERSAL God, not merely some regional deity but Lord of all.
— 32. “He commands” God is HOLY, He is moral. Sin is an offense to His holiness and must be repented of.
— 33. “He has fixed a day in which He will judge the world” God is also the JUDGE of all.
— 34. “through a man whom He has appointed” He did send His Son Jesus to earth; He is MERCIFUL SAVING God.
— 35. “by raising Him from the dead” He is OMNISIENT, marvelous and powerful. Nothing is too difficult for Him!

What a marvel on the nature of God in only eight brief verses. One might expand these verses in months of sermons and not begin to plumb the depths of this compendium of knowledge of God. It is truly Paul’s “Theology 101”!

Shawna Thomas is Senior Pastor at Pleasant Ridge Baptist Church in Morganton. Her messages and devotionals are available at www.shawanathomas.com

The Importance of Worship
By Pastor Kurt Bomar
Andrew County

Reading through Genesis again, I came to a verse that unnervingly bothered me:
Gen. 5:29 “Then Noah built an altar to the Lord and, taking some of every clean animal and clean birds, he sacrificed burnt offerings on it.”
Keep in mind, the Ark had just landed and there is no ideal life anywhere on the earth. That means the cargo on board is not only valuable and scarce, it’s crucial to survival. Any pair of animals that does not reproduce in that generation is automatically extinct.

When Noah went on board he took one pair of every unclean animal and seven pairs of every clean animal. It was from this “clean” livestock that Noah took select animals and birds and sacrificed them. Note that this wasn’t done for food (which is one reason there were extra pairs) but just for a sacrifice. That’s the part that bothered me. I want to say “No, what are you doing? This is not the time to waste any of the animal. They need to get out there and reproduce. You’re going to need them later. When you have a surplus, then you can sacrifice. Get practical!”

But then I was reminded of a couple of people who thought the same exact thing as I did.

But before Jesus went to the cross He visited a home for a meal. While He was there a woman came to Him with an alabaster jar of very expensive perfume. Which poured on His head as He was reclining at the table. (Matt. 26). By reading this story in all four Gospels we learn that this event irritated two people. One was a Pharisee and the other was Judas. In fact, it was immediately after this event that Judas decided to betray Jesus.

I can hear my own thoughts echo through their mouths “why the waste?”

We don’t have to read much further to see how Jesus felt about it. “Leave her alone” He said. “She has done a beautiful thing!”

After reading the Master’s words I realized a spiritual truth that often contradicts our worldly thinking. It is this: In God’s economy, the act of worship is far more valuable than the item sacrificed.

After all, God made everything and owns everything. The value of what we sacrifice is not nearly as important as our attitude of worship. I believe the sacrifice of Noah and Mary came from the heart and that is what pleased the Lord. That’s why He says to the Philippians, to Judas, and to me: “Leave them alone. They are doing a beautiful thing.”

In fact, I think He would say, “If you’re looking for a way to truly please me—follow these guys, they’ve got it figured out!”

Conclusion: No matter what your job: missionary or nurse, preacher or plumber—worship is the highest, most precious ministry you will ever perform. Give God your best and you will have done a beautiful thing in His eyes. And remember, God will be a debtor to no man. He knows how to reward his children.

Seh, (think about it)

Kurt Bomar is pastor of Walnut Grove Church.

WE ARE COMMITTED TO DOING OUR BEST FOR YOU!
And Our Community

“INSURANCE is the most IMPORTANT thing a person has because it protects him against the loss of everything he has in the world.”

-H.O. Hirt, ERIE Founder

Miller Insurance Group, Inc.
AUTO-HOME-BUSINESS-LIFE
(828) 765-1711

Erie Insurance
7548A Hwy 19E, Spruce Pine, NC • www.miller-insurance-group.com
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Lees McRae College

Faithfulness
By Pastor Ed Conser
Nantahala County

I am a retired Air Force Reserve chaplain. During my journey as a chaplain, I have privileged to minister to soldiers who fought during WWII, the Korean Conflict, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan. These soldiers were willing to give their lives for something bigger than themselves: freedom. Some received the Bronze Star, Purple Heart, Silver Star, or the Medal of Honor.

As believers in Jesus Christ, we are soldiers in our Lord’s army. As his soldiers we would freely embrace any warship (“Epiphany” E 5). My favorite Christian author refers to this spiritual warfare as, “the Great Controversy.” Between Christ and His angel versus Satan and his angels. Yes, our spiritual commander, Jesus Christ, has won the war, but as His soldiers today, we find ourselves engaged in unrelenting battles every day against our enemy Satan. Satan attempts to influence us to lose our focus on Jesus, to doubt His word and His promises, and to forget our real purpose in life.

Recently, one of our elders at our church, Will Willis, died. He died on his 24th birthday. He was a loyal, dedicated, committed, faithful follower of Jesus. Because of his faithfulness, he believed in his promises in Revelation 2:10: “Be faithful until death and I will give you the crown of life.” Will demonstrated being a faithful soldier: three years personal and family life to others, and his love for the Bible. Will was grateful to be raised in a Christian home. His dad would come home each day carrying Christian values. The Upper Laurel Baptist church he attended as a young person and teenager helped reinforce these Christian values. He was a spiritual leader in his home, leading in family worship. Teaching his children how to pray.

Many observed how lovingly cared for and encouraged his wife, Bonnie, and their four children. He was respected by all in our church. He was a teacher, a mentor, a friend. A one of a kind person.

In addition, he assisted with helping our church family minister to the needs of others in our community. He demonstrated Christ’s love to others.

Seventeen years ago, while sitting on his front porch with him. He said to me, “Pastor, my desire is to have a public ministry.” At that time, he wanted to share with others his journey with Jesus in his battle with cancer. Because he was getting weaker, this public meeting never took place. As he shared with me at that time, “I wish I could have done more.”

The people who wanted to hear his public testimony, began visiting him at his home. He told me, “Sometimes during my visit with each one, I would say, "Now I don’t mean to preach," but I want to tell you about my love for Jesus. His love for me is a love I cannot express.”

I remember sitting with Will at his bedside following some of these visits. He just praised and thanked God for this special blessing for him. All who were touched by his life were reminded of 1 John 4:19: “We love Him because He first loved us.”

Will enjoyed studying the Bible. He believed and claimed the promises of our Lord Jesus. Our scripture would want us to point our focus to the promises of the second coming of Jesus Christ. This is the hope Will had. He is the hope he would want each one of us to have too. One day soon, there is going to be a resurrection at the second coming of Jesus. Three of his favorite Bible texts were Luke 24:33-36, and 1 Corinthians 15:1-55.

The resurrection of Jesus is undeniable. When Jesus resurrected His friend Lazarus in John 11, it was undeniable. When Jesus comes the second time, the resurrection of the righteous is postponed, but the dead and the living. I believe that Jesus wants us to know that God’s grace is amazing. That God’s promises are true. Will was a faithful follower of our Lord. He believed in God’s promises.

There is one promise that meant so much to him, as a faithful soldier of Jesus Christ. It is found in Revelation 2:10: “Be faithful until death, and I will give you the crown of life,” (eternal life). Will had this hope, and he would want us to have it too!

God Bless You.

Ed Conser is the pastor for the Burnsville and Erwin Hills Seventh-Day Adventist Churches. Previously he served churches in Ontario (Canada), New York, Kentucky and North Carolina. He is also a retired Chaplain, Lieutenant Colonel, having spent 25 years in the US Air Force. Pastor Conser, and his wife of 35 years, Carol have four adult children, Michelle, Kevin, Megan and Drew. He enjoys sharing the love of Jesus Christ and encouraging others to prepare for His soon return.

Check out our new Website-www.brncnews.com
And find us on Facebook

www.brncnews.com

By Nina Mastandsrea, content manager, Avery County

New Opportunity School for Women at Lees McRae College now accepting applications for summer 2018 session

BANNER ELK, N.C. — The New Opportunity School for Women is now accepting applications for summer 2018 session June 10-19, 2018. Registration for the session is now open.

The program’s mission is to improve the educational, financial, and personal circumstances of low-income women who live in or hail from the Southern Appalachian region.

The three-week residential session includes instruction in creative writing, public speaking, interviewing and Appalachian literature. Experienced writers and professors will provide instruction in basic accounting, typing skills and how to navigate the college application process. Internships in the local community provide the opportunity to explore career paths. Women participating in the program attend cultural events, such as concerts, theatre productions, and a variety of lectures to fulfill their personal goal.

There is no cost to the students attending this program. Assistance with childcare costs and travel costs are available. Applicants must have or be working toward a GED or high school diploma, be of low-income and have as an interest in a new career or higher education.

Our mission as well as validation of the great work being done in educational and financial circumstances, “is a goal that we couldn’t achieve without the support of the women,” said Jane Harpool, director of the NOSW at Lees McRae. “Women who would benefit from our program are those who really want to improve their situation but need access to additional resources. Women who are ready to work hard to fulfill their potential.”

Founded in 1987 in Sylva, Kentucky, the New Opportunity School for Women opened an expansion site at Lees-McRae College in Banner Elk in 2005. The program at Lees-McRae has now graduated more than 130 women.

For more information and to request an application, contact the NOSW Director, Jane Harpool, at 828-968-9955 or jharpool@lmcc.edu.

Learn more about the New Opportunity School for Women.

Three new Lees-McRae College programs are approved by Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges.

BANNER ELK, N.C. — The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) approved three new Lees McRae College programs and included them in the institution’s existing accreditation.

Beginning spring 2018, the three programs are health and wellness science, outdoor recreation management and an online business administration completion program.

Health and wellness science, within the May School of Nursing and Health Sciences, prepares students for careers in health promotion and client-focused leadership positions.

Students in the new program will take courses and practice their skills in the advanced facility featuring $1.4 million in state-of-the-art equipment.

Business Administration, School of Business and Management, outdoor recreation management and the online business administration programs offer a variety of ways to expand on a student’s individual passions.

The outdoor recreation management program is the nation’s only program of its kind found within a school of business. Students can learn beyond the classroom by working on campus and with our local partners to develop new leadership skills in teaching, program management and environmental stewardship.

The online business administration completion program gives students the ability to finish a baccalaureate degree or gain new skills to advance their careers. Online courses offer working and nontraditional students the convenience to learn on their schedule, at their pace and on their budget.

Provost and Dean of Faculty, Dr. Todd Lidd, shared his excitement over the accreditation of the three new programs.

"The recent approvals mark both an exciting new chapter for the college and our students. We are grateful for our faculty and students who worked tirelessly to make these programs a reality," said Lidd. "These dynamic programs add to the fabric of the college, providing wonderful and enjoyable opportunities for students, staff and faculty alike."

The approved programs are subjects to the standards contained in the Principles of Accreditation: Foundations for Quality Enhancement and standards/policies and procedures of The Commission on Colleges.

Explore the health and wellness science program, the outdoor recreation management program and the online business on our website administration completion program here.

Nestled in the Blue Ridge Mountains of western North Carolina, Lees-McRae College is a private, four-year college offering diverse baccalaureate degrees, strong athletic programs and outstanding faculty. Field-specific preparation and hands-on learning enhance the broad curriculum.

For more information, please visit www.lmcc.edu or call 828.968.5241.

Nina Mastandsrea is the content manager of Lees-McRae College.
Allen’s Offerings

It Could Happen in a Moment
By Allen Buchanan
Mitchell County

As I write this article, outside a fresh blanket of snow is covering the ground. The snow is still falling since before midnight and other than the howling of the wind ripping across the top of my house all is quiet. Snow seems to always quiet things down. Especially if the temperature falls drastically and our roads become slippery. For those of you who don’t like snow, I wonder what it takes for you to slow down, take a deep breath and rest. Periods of quietness are good for the mind, body, and soul. Yet it seems when it comes to snow it can be scary.

Back in the mid-1800s, Sherri and I decided to take a weekend vacation to Fugie Forge Christmas time and see the light. Not long after dark, we drove to Gatlinburg to see them. As we entered the town along with several other vehicles, all at once traffic came to a halt. While at a standstill, we were looking around and noticed there wasn’t any movement other than us and the ones who had followed us. The streets, store windows, and sidewalks were lit up and fully decorated. Some store doors were standing wide open. The strangest thing of all, not a single person was walking the sidewalks. No one could be seen inside the buildings or even in the cars in front of us or in the ones going in the opposite direction. And even far ahead a curve in the street to one side could be seen. Sherri turned to me and said, “dude everyone get raptured!” You would think, With us still on earth, we knew that couldn’t be. Little did we know that on the other side of town, a Christmas Parade was in progress. Though we’ve laughed about that occurrence from that day until now, the memories will remain fond, and people will disagree.

In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump, for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. 1 Corinthians 15:52

When the Adult Choir at Bear Creek Baptist Church sings the song, “It Could Happen in a Moment” the Holy Spirit inside of me quickly puts me in this frame of mind. Though I haven’t stood in twenty-two years, when Joyce Booce begins to blow her trumpet at the beginning of verse two, I want to jump to my feet, dance and shout, “Praise God, I’m going home!”

If you aren’t already looking for Jesus’ return, then something must be wrong with your heart and soul. Every day, something that we’ve been warned about unfolds before our eyes. People get ready, Jesus is coming!

“It could happen in a moment” in the twinkling of an eye it could happen in a moment. He could split the eastern sky, though our hearts will feel unworthy why so happy we will be, when the savour comes from Heaven when his blessed face we’ll see. I am listening every moment, for the mighty trumpet sound what a time we’ll have together, when the signs will leave the ground! all our toiling will be over, all our sorrow and its pain! It could happen in a moment Jesus Christ could come again!; could come again! It could happen in a moment, any time of the day! he could call us home to Heaven forevermore. To stay the for a little longer in your struggle ever sin! Trust the Great Commander’s promise, He will surely come again! I am listening every moment for the mighty trumpet sound what a time we’ll have together, when the signs will leave the ground! all our toiling will be over, all our sorrow and its pain! It could happen in a moment Jesus Christ could come again! could come again; Jesus Christ could come again!!!

Joe E. Parks is the Author of “It could happen in a moment”.

Allen Buchanan is a freelance Christian writer. Allen attends Bear Creek Baptist Church.

Ray’s Tree Service

- Hazardous Tree Removal
- View Clearing
- Pruning
- Chipper Service
- Bucket Truck Service
- Hedge Trimming
- Hemlock Woolly
- Adelgid Control
- Landscaping & Grading
- Retaining Walls
- Stump Grinding

Certified Arborist | Insured | Free Estimates

(828) 467-1113
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New Little Miss McDowell

Begins a “Lifelong Journey”
By Marisn Stephani
McDowell County

Serving as Little Miss McDowell has been a “once in a lifetime journey . . . I want to thank God for providing me all these amazing opportunities.” With these recorded comments, aired toward the close of the 2018 Little Miss McDowell pageant March 10, Addison Cunningham summed up her year as Little Miss McDowell 2017. Shortly afterward, Kayleigh Freeman, a seventh grader at East McDowell Middle School, was selected to embark on this “once in a lifetime journey” in 2018.

Ava Effter, a third grader at Pleasant Gardens Elementary School, and Stella White, a sixth-grader at West McDowell Middle School, were named second and first runner-up, respectively. Tessa Ross, a sixth-grader at West Middle School, was voted Congeniality by her fellow contestants.

The pageant took place in the East McDowell Middle School auditorium. On a stage decked with palm trees and tropical flowers, in line with this year’s “A Trip Night” theme, 23 contestants demonstrated the results of week-long rehearsals. They honed singing, dancing, and acting skills, and displayed presentation skills and poise through an evening gown competition.

Vocalists during the talent competition included 12-year-old Kaytla Fairchild, twanging out “Ol’ Darlin’” in a country/bluegrass style. Ava Effter, 8, crooned out “I Will Always Love You.” Her voice rose in intensity as the song progressed, exiting in a subdued tone for the final iteration of ”I Will Always Love You.”

Heaven “Emerald” Greene, 10, in a pink doll-like dress, and Patricia Minor, 9, in a white top and flowing skirt, applied their own distinctive singing styles to Disney Studio’s “How Far I’ll Go.” In a mellow voice, 10-year-old Hope Wakefield expressed her longing for a place “where I can take my pen and draw the girl I mean to be.”

Jada Fairchild, 10, yielded her dream-like voice to the strains of “What a Wonderful World,” while 10-year-old Macy Singleton lifted her voice in a plea that “God Help Me.” Ryan Hunt, decked out in red and black as the ladybug in James and the Giant Peach, crooned about “Everywhere That You Are” from the Disney studio movie.

In an acting performance, 8-year-old Ava Buchanan donned a blue dress to perform Lucy’s “I intend to be a queen” monologue from “You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown.” Eleven-year-old Tessa Ross, wearing traditional black garb of a concert musician, maneuvered her fingers across a piano keyboard to produce “My Heart Will Go On.”

Eleven of the 22 contestants displayed dancing skills during the talent competition. Kayleigh Freeman, 11, clicked her heels in a tap routine to “Na Na Na.” Kadayn Johnson, 1, ascended from an overhead music box to dance to a music box figure to “Music Box Dancer.” Eight-year-old Raigan Cummins’s fluid upward arm movements depicted the spirit of the song.

Lakeview Mercantile & Gardens

3 & 4 Generation Owners • 55 Years Experience • New Merchandise

- Garden Supplies
- Seed
- Annuals
- Perennials
- Shrubs
- Soils
- Fertilizer
- Pottery & Containers
- Hanging Baskets

665 Oak Ave. Spruce Pine, NC 765-9133
Hours: Mon - Sat 9am-5pm
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North Carolina Baptist Aging Ministry

Grant Awards
By Carol Layton, Director of Communications

Ministry Announces Matching Grant Awards for Ramping ‘Up’ 2018

Baptist Children’s Homes of North Carolina (BCH) will use proceeds from its uscable resale store, Fancy Finds, to help fund $10,000 in matching grant awards for wheelchair ramps built during Ramping ‘Up’ 2018.

The grants will be awarded to churches participating in the ramp-raisin’ marathon held in conjunction with Operation Innshuch on April 28 and May 5. Ramping ‘Up’ is an outreach of North Carolina Baptist Aging Ministry (NCBAM)—one of the many ministries of BCH.

Since 2012, NCBAM and Baptists on Mission, an auxiliary to the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina, have partnered to build more than 850 wheelchair ramps. While ramp builders generously donate their time and talents, many frail aging individuals cannot afford the full cost of ramp supplies. The average cost of materials for one ramp is $1,500. NCBAM Ramping ‘Up!’ matching grants will be awarded up to 50% of the total cost of materials—with a maximum award of $750 per ramp.

Operation Innshuch is a national competition that empowers proven models to motivate, train, and equip church leaders to mobilize its members for serving community families and individuals in need.

In announcing the Ramping ‘Up! Matching Grant awards, BCH president Dr. Michael C. Blackwell explained that accessibility ramps are a vital part of NCBAM’s mission to help aging adults maintain their independence.

“A key to independence is mobility to and from one’s home,” he said. “Social isolation causes a downward spiral in emotional and physical health and we want to do everything we can to keep North Carolina’s aging safe and part of the life of their communities.”

BCH administrators note the dozens of ministry outreachs to people of all ages from newtons to centenarians. BCH shares hope with thousands through its organizational vision of “sharing hope—changing lives.” Fancy Finds is located on BCH’s Mills Home campus in Thomasville and is open the first and third Friday and Saturday of each month. The store features donations of gently-used antiques and home decor that have been creatively restored and repurposed by Fancy Finds. Hand-crafted products from local artisans are also available. In addition, Fancy Finds offers estate sale services, DIY classes, and custom repurposing.

Not only do proceeds from Fancy Finds benefit the ministries of BCH, older children in care at Mills Home have learned repurposing and customer service skills as store employees. Grieving families have also benefited by the compassionate care intrinsic to Fancy Finds estate sale services. And now, frail aging adults in need of wheelchair ramps will benefit from the resale store’s mission—Repurposed for a Purpose.

NCBAM also received a Special Projects grant from the North Carolina Baptist Foundation. This generous grant will provide an additional $2,500 in matching funds for Ramping ‘Up!’ To meet the immense need, NCBAM is still seeking sponsors, individual donations, and volunteer ramp builders.

For more information about Ramping ‘Up!, contact the NCBAM Call Center at 877.506.2224. The matching grant application may be completed at www.ncbiam.org/ramping-up.

Information about NCBAM
North Carolina Baptist Aging Ministry (NCBAM) has been connecting individuals (65+) with resources to meet their needs since 2009. Through partnerships with more than 4,000 churches and other organizations, NCBAM provides “help for the journey” to North Carolina’s aging.

Senior Adult Ministry State Leadership Conference

Hit the mark in senior adult ministry!
Aging Adults Innovating Ministry
An NCBAM Leadership Network

Philippians 3:14

North Carolina Baptist Aging Ministry (NCBAM) will host a State Leadership Conference on May 1 in Thomasville. Living Forward will provide leadership training for pastors and lay leaders of senior adults. The conference will also be encouraging and informative to senior adults themselves. The event will be held 9:30am-3:00pm at Rich Forh Baptist Church in Thomasville.

Dr. Michael Blackwell, president/CEO of Baptist Children’s Homes of North Carolina will provide the keynote address, Living Forward! Attendees will be encouraged to maintain a positive attitude and finish their races with joy.

Carolyn Hill Edwards, senior adult retreat planner, will provide the closing address, “What’s Your Calling?” Edwards will share how self-examination helps leaders discover who they are in ministry.

Six breakout sessions are also planned: Grandparents Raising Grandchildren by Leisa Henderson, Building an Intergenerational Community by Josh Lail, The Nuts and Bolts of Senior Adult Ministry by Sandy Gregory, Looking Forward, Living Forward by Marsha McDowell, Rediscovering Your Best Self by Whitney Brooks, and Agemism and What to Expect with Aging by Elizabeth Thomas.

Along with great music, fellowship and food, exhibits from select vendors will be on display and a Parade of Churches will showcase innovative approaches to senior adult ministry. Cost for the conference is $10 and includes lunch.

NCBAM’s “ENCORE” outreach to pastors age 65+ will also hold fellowship and planning meetings during the conference.

The Living Forward conference is part of NCBAM’s Leadership Network, AAIM (Aging Adults Innovating Ministry). For more information about AAIM or the Senior Adult Ministry State Leadership Conference, or to reserve your space at the May 1 event, visit ncbam.org/aim or call 877.506.2224 today!

Carol Layton is the Director of Communications and Administration for NCBAM at Baptist Children’s Homes of North Carolina

Bubba’s Good Eats!

CHOOSE BUBBA’S FOR ALL YOUR CATERING NEEDS

- Churches
- Reunions
- Holidays
- Family Gatherings

Best Food and Prices!

828-678-3388
394 East Main St.
Burnsville, NC
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The Flaming Season Is Here
By Pastor Steve Williams
Mitchell County

Whenever you get to experience a little warm weather, people start thinking about planting their gardens. I have found out that the people who have the best gardens are those who are willing to work hard and get their hands dirty. So, you will never plant a garden sitting in your recliner, it doesn’t work that way. You have to be willing to invest your time and put great effort into your garden if you ever expect to see a harvest in return.

Again, great gardens don’t just appear, you have to be willing to work hard, and that is what we see in God’s Word.

Listen to what the Bible says in 2 Corinthians 9:6-7 “But this I say: He who sows sparingly shall reap also sparingly, and he who sows bountifully shall reap also bountifully. Every man according as he purposes in his heart, so let him give; not grudgingly, or of necessity; for God loves a cheerful giver.”

Every farmer or hobby gardener knows that a seed in a basket will not produce a harvest. Yet, everyone knows that in order to reap, one must be fruitful and diligent to sow the seeds. The principle is true not only in the field, but also in the life of every believer. To sow bountifully is to invest in God’s Kingdom physically, spiritually and financially. When we do this, our heavenly Father returns the investment with His Rich Blessings. On the other hand, sowing sparingly will bring a small harvest and a small reward. Think about this; you have never heard a farmer or a gardener exclaim over how small their harvest was. They are always excited of how much they produced. To the farmer and to the Gardner it makes them happy to share or give their goods to others.

Since this is true, believers should not plant or give out of cold-hearted calculation, but from warm-hearted jubilation. We should not give spiritually or financially with a sense of obligation, but with a sincere heart concerned and generous. We should have the greatest seed in the world that can be planted, and that seed is Jesus Christ. Remember that our Lord loves and delights in the kind of plant and giving that comes from a cheerful attitude. Take joy today in the privilege of blessing others with the seed of Jesus Christ and helping others along the way. God has given you a wonderful seed to plant in the hearts and lives of others. Do not sow sparingly but give that seed to as many people as you can. Why? Because God Loves a Cheerful Giver! Just a little thought to leave you on. You are never more like Jesus than when you are giving of yourself and sowing the seed of Jesus with others. So let’s get busy planting this Spring.

Words of Wisdom
- Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certian way to succeed is to try just one more time. Thomas A. Edison
- Remember that the happiest people are not those getting more, but those giving more. H. Jackson Brown, Jr.
- Kindness in words creates confidence. Kindness in thinking creates profoundness. Kindness in giving creates love. N/A
- You can never give anything away if your hands are always closed. N/A
- I saw this in a book: I have a mirror on my bedroom wall. ‘Obstacles are what we see when you raise your eye off the goal.’ Giving up is not my style. I just want to do something that’s worthwhile. N/A
- When we honestly ask ourselves which person in our lives means the most to us, we often find that it is those who, instead of giving advice, solutions, or cure, have chosen rather to share our pain and touch our wounds with a warm and tender hand. N/A

A Little Humor:
A little boy, who wanted $100.00 very badly, prayed for two weeks; but nothing happened. Then he decided to write GOD a letter requesting $100.00. When the postal authorities received the letter to GOD, U.S.A., they decided to send it to the President.
The President was so impressed, touched, and amazed that he instructed his secretary to send the boy $50.00. Mr. President thought that this would appear to be a lot of money to the little boy.
The little boy was delighted with the $50.00 and immediately sat down to write a thank you note to GOD that read:
Dear God, Thank you very much for sending me the money. However, I noticed that for some reason you had to send it through Washington, D.C., and, as usual, those devils took half of it.

Just a thought:
If you never plant the seed of Jesus, what will happen and who’s fault will it be?

Steve Williams is the Pastor of Berry Chapel Baptist Church in Spruce Pine.

Buck Stove is passionate about building quality products here in the Western North Carolina Mountains. Maybe you know us by our old wood stove, or Buck Stove is new to you. No matter what time of the year, we welcome you to build memories around Buck Stove.

Buck Stove would like to invite you to stop by our manufacturing facility. Whether you are heating your home or sprucing up your patio, we are sure to have something that you will love. Our outdoor living store has weather proof polywood furniture, customizable fire pits, and our newest addition tiny houses. With six current models, the options and styles are endless to choose from. Also, ask us about our custom metal work. Our address is: 208 Ethan Allen Drive Spruce Pine, N.C. 28777 828-765-5144

www.buckstove.com

Traditions

Beginnings
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PruittHealth Home Health would like to take the opportunity to serve you in your time of need! We strive to provide the best quality services for your home health needs.

**Our services include:**

- skilled nursing
- physical, occupational and speech therapies
- medical social work
- home health aides

We serve Avery, Mitchell, Yancey and surrounding counties.

**Avery County:**  
(828) 733-1550

**Mitchell County:**  
(828) 688-3421

**Yancey County:**  
(828) 682-7825

PruittHealth.com

With a respite stay at Mars Hill!

Do you need relief from household or caregiving responsibilities—for yourself or someone you love? Respite at Mars Hill Retirement Community is the perfect option. Mars Hill offers a myriad of activities and social opportunities, meals, and support & assistance in a warm, safe community.

What is a Respite Stay?
• Short-term retreat in our beautiful community
• A private, furnished apartment with emergency call system
• Regular housekeeping & laundry service
• Delicious and nutritionally balanced meals
• Help with bathing, dressing & medications
• Social opportunities, activities & outings
• A change-of-pace for you and your loved one that means much needed renewal FOR BOTH OF YOU

Contact us at 828.689.7970 to learn more about our Respite Stay Winter Pricing—a complimentary week with a qualifying respite stay.

www.MarsHillRetire.com • 170 South Main Street, Mars Hill, NC 28754